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Prologue

Data warehouse operational processes normally compose a labor intensive workflow and constitute an
integral part of the back-stage of data warehouse architectures. To deal with this workflow and in order to
facilitate and manage the data warehouse operational processes, specialized processes are used under the
general title extraction-transformation-loading (ETL) processes. ETL processes are responsible for the
extraction of data from several sources, their cleansing, their customization and transformation, and
finally, their loading into a data warehouse. However, despite the fact that these processes turn out a new
rapidly growing market area, the formal modeling and management of these processes has not been
adequately dealt by the research community.
This dissertation studies the design, development and optimization of ETL processes. We propose a
novel conceptual model for the early stages of a data warehouse project during which, the time constraints
of the project require a quick documentation of the involved data stores and their relationships, rather than
an in-depth description of a composite workflow. Moreover, we present a formal logical model for the
ETL environment that concentrates on the flow of data from the sources towards the data warehouse
through the composition of transformations and data stores, and it has two main characteristics: genericity
and customization. We complement these two models with a methodology for the semi-automatic
transition from the conceptual to the logical model for ETL processes. Additionally, we delve into the
logical optimization of ETL processes, having as our uttermost goal the finding of the optimal ETL
workflow. Finally, to replenish the aforementioned issues, we have prototypically implemented an ETL
tool, named ARKTOS II with the goal of facilitating the design, the (re-)use, and the optimization of ETL
workflows.
October 2004
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1. Introduction

This chapter highlights the background of the dissertation and outlines its structure. In Section 1.1 we
briefly present a high-level architecture of a data warehouse and we exhibit its main layers. In Section 1.2
we introduce the Extract – Transform – Load (ETL) processes, the general subject of this work. In
Section 1.3, we sketch our approach for modeling ETL processes, and formulate our main objectives. An
overview of the structure and contributions of the dissertation is given in Section 1.4.

1.1 Data Warehouses
The term data warehouse, in a high-level description, stands for a collection of technologies that aims at
enabling the knowledge worker (executive, manager, analyst, etc.) to make better and faster decisions by
exploiting integrated information of the different information systems of his/her organization. The most
popular definition of data warehouses is found in [Inmo96]: ‘A data warehouse is a subject-oriented,
integrated, time-variant, non-volatile collection of data used to support the strategic decision-making
process for the enterprise. It is the central point of data integration for business intelligence and is the
source of data for the data marts, delivering a common view of enterprise data’. Almost a decade of
research has been spent on the study of data warehouses, especially for its design and exploitation for
decision-making purposes.
Data warehouses are typically composed of the front stage, concerning end-users who access the data
warehouse with decision support tools, and the back stage, where administrators undertake the task to
populate the data warehouse with data obtained from several sources. The architecture of a data
warehouse exhibits various layers in which data from one layer are derived from data of the previous
layer (Figure 1.1).
The Data Sources, also called operational databases, form the starting layer. Data sources may consist
of structured data stored in On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) database and legacy systems or even
in files. The next layer comprises the back stage part of a data warehouse, where the collection,
integration, cleaning and transformation of data take place in order to populate the warehouse. An
auxiliary area of volatile data, called Data Staging Area (DSA), is employed for the purpose of data
transformation, reconciliation and cleaning.
The central layer of the architecture is the global Data Warehouse (DW). The global data warehouse
keeps a historical record of data that result from the transformation, integration, and aggregation of
detailed data found in the data sources. Moreover, this layer involves client warehouses, which contain
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highly aggregated data, directly derived from the global warehouse. There are various kinds of client
warehouses, such as the Data Marts or the On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) databases, which may
use relational database systems or specific multidimensional data structures. The whole environment is
described in terms of its components, metadata and processes in a central Metadata Repository, located at
the data warehouse site [JLVV03].

Figure 1.1. Abstract architecture of a Data Warehouse
The front-end level of the data warehouse architecture consists of applications and techniques that
business users use to interact with data stored in the data warehouse. Data mining techniques are used for
discovery of data patterns, for prediction analysis and for classification. OLAP techniques are used for a
specialized style of querying that exploits the usual (multi-)dimensional design of a data warehouse, and
present text and number data from data warehouses, in order to analyze historical data and slice the
business information required. Reporting tools are used to generate reports on the data. Data visualization
tools are used to formulate and show data according to business rules and/or the results of data mining
and OLAP techniques.

1.2 Data Warehouse Operational Processes
In the past, research has treated data warehouses as collections of materialized views. Although this
abstraction is elegant and possibly sufficient for the purpose of examining alternative strategies for view
maintenance, it is simply insufficient to describe the structure and contents of a data warehouse in realworld settings. In [VQVJ01], the authors bring up the issue of data warehouse operational processes and
deduce the definition of a table in the data warehouse as the outcome of the combination of the processes
that populate it. This new kind of definition complements existing approaches, since it provides the
operational semantics for the content of a data warehouse table, whereas the existing ones give an
abstraction of its intentional semantics. Indeed, in a typical mediation scheme one would pose a query to
a ‘virtual’ data warehouse, dispatch it to the sources, answer parts of it there, and then collect the answers.
On the contrary, in the case of data warehouse operational processes, the objective is to carry data from a
set of source relations and eventually load them in a target (data warehouse) relation. To achieve this
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goal, we have to (a) specify data transformations as a workflow; (b) optimize this workflow; and (c)
execute the data transformation workflow.
Data warehouse operational processes normally compose a labor intensive workflow and constitute an
integral part of the back-stage of data warehouse architectures, where the collection, extraction, cleaning,
transformation, and transport of data takes place, in order to populate the warehouse. To deal with this
workflow and in order to facilitate and manage the data warehouse operational processes, specialized
tools are already available in the market (see Section 2.1 for a broader discussion), under the general title
extraction-transformation-loading (ETL) tools.
Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL) tools are pieces of software responsible for the extraction
of data from several sources, their cleansing, their customization, their transformation in order to fit
business needs, and finally, their loading into a data warehouse.
1.2.1 Functionality of ETL Tools
ETL tools represent an important part of data warehousing, as they represent the mean in which data
actually gets loaded into the warehouse. To give a general idea of the functionality of these tools we
mention their most prominent tasks, which include:
(a) the identification of relevant information at the source side,
(b) the extraction of this information,
(c) the transportation of this information to the DSA,
(d) the transformation, (i.e., customization and integration) of the information coming from multiple
sources into a common format,
(e) the cleaning of the resulting data set, on the basis of database and business rules, and
(f) the propagation and loading of the data to the data warehouse and the refreshment of data marts.
In the sequel, we will adopt the general acronym ETL for all kinds of in-house or commercial tools,
and all the aforementioned categories of tasks/processes.

Figure 1.2. The environment of Extraction-Transformation-Loading processes
In Figure 1.2, we abstractly describe the general framework for ETL processes. In the left side, we can
observe the original data stores (Sources) that are involved in the overall process. Typically, data sources
are relational databases and files. The data from these sources are extracted by specialized routines or
tools, which provide either complete snapshots or differentials of the data sources. Then, these data are
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propagated to the data staging area (DSA) where they are transformed and cleaned before being loaded
into the data warehouse. Intermediate results, again in the form of (mostly) files or relational tables are
part of the data staging area. The data warehouse (DW) is depicted in the right part of Figure 1.2 and
comprises the target data stores, i.e., fact tables for the storage of information and dimension tables with
the description and the multidimensional, roll-up hierarchies of the stored facts. The loading of the central
warehouse is performed from the loading activities depicted in the right side before the data warehouse
data store.
1.2.2 Phases of DW Refreshment
In all the phases of an ETL process (extraction and transportation, transformation and cleaning, and
loading), individual issues arise, making data warehouse refreshment a very troublesome task. In the
sequel, in order to clarify the complexity and some of the peculiarities of ETL processes, we briefly
review several issues, problems, and constraints that turn up in each phase separately.
Global problems and constraints. [Scal03] mentions that 90% of the problems in data warehouses
arise from the nightly batch cycles that load the data. At this period, the administrators have to deal with
problems such (a) efficient data loading, and (b) concurrent job mixture and dependencies. Moreover,
ETL processes have global time constraints including the initiation time and their completion deadlines.
In fact, in most cases, there is a tight ‘time window’ in the night that can be exploited for the refreshment
of the data warehouse, since the source system is off-line or not heavily used, during this period.
Consequently, a major problem arises with the scheduling of the overall process. The administrator
has to find the right execution order for dependent jobs and job sets on the existing hardware for the
permitted time schedule. On the other hand, if the OLTP applications cannot produce the necessary
source data in time for processing before the data warehouse comes online, the information in the data
warehouse will be out of date. Still, since data warehouses are used for strategic purposes, this problem
can sometimes be afforded, due to the fact that long-term reporting/planning is not severely affected by
this type of failures.
Extraction & transportation. During the ETL process, one of the very first tasks that must be
performed is the extraction of the relevant information that has to be further propagated to the warehouse
[ThLS01]. In order to minimize the overall processing time, this involves only a fraction of the source
data that has changed since the previous execution of the ETL process, mainly concerning the newly
inserted and possibly updated records. Usually, change detection is physically performed by the
comparison of two snapshots (one corresponding to the previous extraction and the other to the current
one). Efficient algorithms exist for this task, like the snapshot differential algorithms presented in
[LaGa96]. Another technique is log ‘sniffing’, i.e., the scanning of the log file in order to ‘reconstruct’ the
changes performed since the last scan. In rare cases, change detection can be facilitated by the use of
triggers. However, this solution is technically impossible for many of the sources that are legacy systems
or plain flat files. In numerous other cases, where relational systems are used at the source side, the usage
of triggers is also prohibitive both due to the performance degradation that their usage incurs and the need
to intervene in the structure of the database. Moreover, another crucial issue concerns the transportation
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of data after the extraction, where tasks like ftp, encryption - decryption, compression - decompression,
etc., can possibly take place.
Transformation & cleaning. It is possible to determine typical tasks that take place during the
transformation and cleaning phase of an ETL process. [RaDo00] further details this phase in the
following tasks: (a) data analysis; (b) definition of transformation workflow and mapping rules; (c)
verification; (d) transformation; and (e) backflow of cleaned data.
In terms of the transformation tasks, we distinguish two main classes of problems [Lenz02]: (a)
conflicts and problems at the schema level (e.g., naming and structural conflicts), and, (b) data level
transformations (i.e., at the instance level).
The main problems with respect to the schema level are (a) naming conflicts, where the same name is
used for different objects (homonyms) or different names are used for the same object (synonyms) and (b)
structural conflicts, where one must deal with different representations of the same object in different
sources.
In addition, there are a lot of variations of data-level conflicts across sources: duplicated or
contradicting records, different value representations (e.g., for marital status), different interpretation of
the values (e.g., measurement units Dollar vs. Euro), different aggregation levels (e.g., sales per product
vs. sales per product group) or reference to different points in time (e.g. current sales as of yesterday for a
certain source vs. as of last week for another source). The list is enriched by low-level technical problems
like data type conversions, applying format masks, assigning fields to a sequence number, substituting
constants, setting values to NULL or DEFAULT based on a condition, or using simple SQL operators; e.g.,
UPPER, TRUNC, SUBSTR, etc.

The integration and transformation programs perform a wide variety of functions, such as
reformatting, recalculating, modifying key structures, adding an element of time, identifying default
values, supplying logic to choose between multiple sources, summarizing, merging data from multiple
sources, etc.
Loading. The final loading of the data warehouse has its own technical challenges. A major problem
is the ability to discriminate between new and existing data at loading time. This problem arises when a
set of records has to be classified to (a) the new rows that need to be appended to the warehouse and (b)
rows that already exist in the data warehouse, but their value has changed and must be updated (e.g., with
an UPDATE command). Modern ETL tools already provide mechanisms towards this problem, mostly
through language predicates (e.g., Oracle’s MERGE command [Orac02]).
Also, simple SQL commands are not sufficient since the open-loop-fetch technique, where records are
inserted one by one, is extremely slow for the vast volume of data to be loaded in the warehouse. An extra
problem is the simultaneous usage of the rollback segments and log files during the loading process. The
option to turn them off contains some risk in the case of a loading failure. So far, the best technique seems
to be the usage of the batch loading tools offered by most RDBMS’s that avoids these problems. Other
techniques that facilitate the loading task involve the creation of tables at the same time with the creation
of the respective indexes, the minimization of inter-process wait states, and the maximization of
concurrent CPU usage.
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Other techniques that facilitate the loading task involve the creation of tables at the same time with the
creation of the respective indexes, the minimization of inter-process wait states, and the maximization of
concurrent CPU usage.

1.3 Issues Around the Modeling and Optimization of ETL Processes
1.3.1 Motivation
All engineering disciplines employ blueprints during the design of their engineering artifacts. Modeling in
this fashion is not a task with a value per se; as [BoRJ98] mentions ‘we build models to communicate the
desired structure and behavior of our system … to visualize and control the system’s architecture …to
better understand the system we are building … to manage risk’.
Discussing the modeling of ETL activities is important for several reasons. First, the data extraction,
transformation, integration and loading process is a key part of a data warehouse. The commercial ETL
tools that are available in the market the last few years increased their sales from 101 US million dollars
in 1998 to 210 US million dollars in 2002 having a steady increase rate of approximately 20.1% each year
[JLVV03]. The same survey indicates that ETL tools are in the third place of the annual sales of the
overall components of a data warehouse with the RDBMS sales for data warehouses in the first place
(40% each year since 1998) and the data marts (25%) in the second place.
Also, ETL processes constitute the major part of a data warehouse environment, resulting in the
corresponding development effort and cost. Data warehouse operational processes are costly and critical
for the success of a data warehouse project, and their design and implementation has been characterized
as a labor-intensive and lengthy procedure [Dema97, ShTy98, Vass00]. Several reports mention that most
of these processes are constructed through an in-house development procedure that can consume up to
70% of the resources for a data warehouse project [Stra02, Giga02]. Complementary reports [Frie02,
Stra02a] address the factors that influence the cost of its implementation and support: (a) staff
(development, application support teams, ongoing support and maintenance, and operations); (b)
computing resources (dedicated ETL server, disk storage for ‘temporary’ or staging files, CPU use of
servers hosting source data, and annual maintenance and support); (c) tools acquisition (annual
maintenance support, and training); (d) latency (timeliness of the delivery of data to the target
environment impacts the overall effectiveness of BI); and (e) quality (flaws in data distilled from ETL
processes can severely limit BI adoption). Each of these components directly influences the total cost of
ownership of a data warehouse implementation and operation.
For example, [Stra02] mentions the development of a data warehouse realized in the Fortune 500
financial institution. This development included the support of the data warehouse for applications to
perform customer retention analysis, bank loan risk management, customer contact history, and many
other applications. There were 100 people on the data warehouse team (approximately 8.5 percent of the
overall IT staffing) – 55 from ETL, four database administrators, five architects, four systems
administrators, nine BI competency center workers (assisting end users), five report writers, nine
managers, and nine hardware, operating system and operations support staff members. These 55
individuals were responsible for building and maintaining the ETL process, which includes 46 different
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source systems. Responsibilities include updates of data marts on a weekly and monthly basis. This does
not include staffing from operations to support the execution of the ETL processes. They used a large
parallel server platform that is consisted of multiple silver nodes (four processors per node) and 4
terabytes or more of disk storage, at an acquisition cost over three years of $5 million. The cost of the
ETL tool used was $1 million, excluding the yearly maintenance and support costs.
Moreover, these processes are important for the correctness, completeness and freshness of data
warehouse contents, since not only do they facilitate the population of the warehouse with up-to-date
data, but they are also responsible for homogenizing their structure and blocking the propagation of
erroneous or inconsistent entries.
In addition, these data intensive workflows are quite complex in nature, involving dozens of sources,
cleaning and transformation activities and loading facilities. As mentioned in [BoFM99] the data
warehouse refreshment process can consist of many different subprocesses, like data cleaning, archiving,
transformations and aggregations, interconnected through a complex schedule. For instance, [AdFi03]
report a case study for mobile network traffic data, involving around 30 data flows and 10 sources, while
the volume of data rises to about 2 TB, with the main fact table containing about 3 billion records. The
throughput of the (traditional) population system is 80 million records per hour for the entire process
(compression, FTP of files, decompression, transformation and loading), on a daily basis, with a loading
window of only 4 hours. The request for performance is so pressing, that there are processes hard-coded
in low level DBMS calls to avoid the extra step of storing data to a target file to be loaded to the data
warehouse through the DBMS loader. In general, [Stra02a] stress that the complexity of the ETL process,
as well as the staffing required to implement it, depends on the following variables, among others: (a) the
number and variety of data sources; (b) the complexity of transformation; (c) the complexity of
integration; and (d) the availability of skill sets. Also, the same report suggests considering ‘one person
per source’ as a guide to accomplishing the ETL implementation effectively.
Based on the above, we can identify key factors underlying the main problems of ETL workflows:
−

Vastness of the data volumes

−

Quality problems, since data are not always clean and have to be cleansed

−

Performance, since the whole process has to take place within a specific time window and it is
necessary to optimize its execution time

−

Evolution of the sources and the data warehouse can eventually lead, even to daily maintenance
operations

Visualizing and understanding this kind of systems is another issue. In fact, traditional modeling
approaches need to be reconsidered: we need interactive, multi-view modeling frameworks that abstract
the complexity of the system and provide complementary views of the system’s structure to the designer
(apart from simply providing the big picture, like the traditional ER/DFD approaches did). Moreover, we
need to be able to manage risk through our modeling artifacts. For example, we would like to answer
questions like:
-

Which attributes/tables are involved in the population of a certain attribute?

-

What part of the scenario is affected if we delete an attribute?

-

How good is the design of my ETL workflow?
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-

Is variant A better than variant B?

Under these conditions, the problem of designing an efficient, robust and evolvable ETL workflow is
relevant and pressing. Thus, we believe that the research on ETL processes is a valid research goal.
1.3.2 Research Problems and Challenges
To probe into the issues presented in the previous subsection and understand the requirements of the
design and evolution of a data warehouse, we have to clarify how ETL processes fit in the data warehouse
lifecycle.
As we can see in Figure 1.3, the lifecycle of a data warehouse begins with an initial Reverse
Engineering and Requirements Collection phase where the data sources are analyzed in order to
comprehend their structure and contents. At the same time, any requirements from the part of the users
(normally a few power users) are also collected. The deliverable of this stage is a conceptual model for
the data stores and the processes involved. In a second stage, namely the Logical Design of the
warehouse, the logical schema for the warehouse and the processes is constructed. Third, the logical
design of the schema and processes is optimized and refined to the choice of specific physical structures
in the warehouse (e.g., indexes) and environment-specific execution parameters for the operational
processes. We call this stage Tuning and its deliverable, the physical model of the environment. In a
fourth stage, Software Construction, the software is constructed, tested, evaluated and a first version of
the warehouse is deployed. This process is guided through specific software metrics. Then, the cycle
starts again, since data sources, user requirements and the data warehouse state are under continuous
evolution. An extra feature that comes into the scene after the deployment of the warehouse is the
Administration task, which also needs specific metrics for the maintenance and monitoring of the data
warehouse.
Administration
of DW

Logical
Model for
DW, Sources
& Processes

Conceptual
Model for
DW, Sources
& Processes

Logical Design

Tuning –
Full Activity
Description

Reverse Engineering
of Sources &
Software
Requirements
Construction
Collection

Metrics

Physical
Model for
DW, Sources
& Processes

Software &
SW Metrics

Figure 1.3. The lifecycle of a Data Warehouse and its ETL processes
Consequently, in order to achieve our goal we have to deal with the phases of the lifecycle of a data
warehouse.
Conceptual Model. A conceptual model for ETL processes deals with the earliest stages of the data
warehouse design. During this period, the data warehouse designer is concerned with two tasks which are
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practically executed in parallel: (a) the collection of requirements from the part of the users, and (b) the
analysis of the structure and content of the existing data sources and their intentional mapping to the
common data warehouse model. The design of an ETL process aims at the production of a crucial
deliverable: the mapping of the attributes of the data sources to the attributes of the data warehouse
tables. The production of this deliverable involves several interviews that result in the revision and
redefinition of original assumptions and mappings; thus it is imperative that a simple conceptual model is
employed in order to facilitate the smooth redefinition and revision efforts and to serve as the means of
communication with the rest of the involved parties.
We stress that, a conceptual model for ETL processes shall not be another process/workflow model
for the population of the data warehouse. There are two basic reasons for this approach. First, in the
conceptual model for ETL processes, the focus is on documenting/formalizing the particularities of the
data sources with respect to the data warehouse and not in providing a technical solution for the
implementation of the process. Secondly, the ETL conceptual model is constructed in the early stages of
the data warehouse project during which, the time constraints of the project require a quick
documentation of the involved data stores and their relationships, rather than an in-depth description of a
composite workflow.
We believe that the formal modeling of the starting concepts of a data warehouse design process has
not been adequately dealt by the research community. This belief is fully justified in Chapter 2, where the
state of the art is presented.
Logical Model. If we treat an ETL scenario as a composite workflow, in a traditional way, its designer
is obliged to define several of its parameters (Figure 1.4). We follow a multi-perspective approach that
enables to separate these parameters and study them in a principled approach.

Figure 1.4. Different perspectives for an ETL workflow
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We discriminate two parts in the lifecycle of the overall ETL process: administration and design, and
we depict them at the lower and upper part of Figure 1.4, respectively. At the lower part of Figure 1.4, we
are dealing with the tasks that concern the administration of the workflow environment and their dynamic
behavior at runtime. First, an Administration Plan should be specified, involving the notification of the
administrator either on-line (monitoring) or off-line (logging) for the status of an executed process, as
well as the security and authentication management for the ETL environment.
At the top of Figure 1.4, we depict the static design artifacts for a workflow environment. We follow a
traditional approach and group the design artifacts into physical and logical, with each category
comprising its own perspective. The physical perspective is depicted on the right hand side of Figure 1.4,
and the logical perspective is depicted on the left hand side.
On the right hand side of Figure 1.4, the physical perspective is presented and involves the registration
of the actual entities that exist in the real world. We reuse the terminology of [AHKB00] for the physical
perspective. The Resource Layer comprises the definition of roles (human or software) that are
responsible for executing the processes of the workflow. The Operational Layer, at the same time,
comprises the software modules that implement the design entities of the logical perspective in the real
world. In other words, the processes defined at the logical layer (in an abstract way) are materialized and
executed through the specific software modules of the physical perspective.
This dissertation is mainly interested in the logical point of view. At the logical perspective, we
classify the design artifacts that give an abstract description of the workflow environment. First, the
designer is responsible for defining an Execution Plan for the scenario. The definition of an execution
plan can be seen from various views. The Execution Sequence involves the specification of which process
runs first, second, and so on, which processes run in parallel or when a semaphore is defined so that
several processes are synchronized at a rendezvous point. ETL processes normally run in batch, so the
designer needs to specify an Execution Schedule, i.e., the time points or events that trigger the execution
of the workflow as a whole. Finally, due to system crashes, it is imperative that there exists a Recovery
Plan, specifying the sequence of steps to be taken in the case of failure for a certain process (e.g., retry to
execute the process, or undo any intermediate results produced so far).
We find that research has not dealt with the definition of data-centric workflows to the entirety of its
extent. In the ETL case, due to the data centric nature of the process, the designer must deal with the
relationship of the involved processes with the underlying data. This involves the definition of a Primary
Data Flow that describes the route of data from the sources towards their final destination in the data
warehouse, as they pass through the processes of the workflow. Also, due to possible quality problems of
the processed data, the designer is obliged to define a Data Flow for Logical Exceptions, which is
responsible for the flow of the problematic data, i.e., the rows that violate integrity or business rules.
In our work, we are interested in the semantics of the ETL workflow. These semantics are generated
by the combination of the data flow and the execution sequence: the data flow defines what each process
does and the execution plan defines in which order and combination.
Mapping Conceptual to Logical Models. Another issue that has to be solved is the transition between
the aforementioned phases (i.e., conceptual and logical) of the data warehouse lifecycle. On one hand,
there exists a simple model, sufficient for the early stages of the data warehouse design. On the other
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hand, there exists a logical model that offers formal and semantically founded concepts to capture the
particularities of an ETL process.
The goal of this transition should be to facilitate the integration of the results accumulated in the early
phases of a data warehouse project into the logical model, such the collection of requirements from the
part of the users, the analysis of the structure and content of the existing data sources along with their
intentional mapping to the common data warehouse model. The deliverable of this transition is not
expected to be always a complete and accurate logical design. The designer/administrator in the logical
level should examine, complement or change the outcome of this methodology, in order to achieve
his/her goals.
In the context of finding an automatic transition from one model to the other, there are several
problems that should be addressed. Since the conceptual model is constructed in a more generic and highlevel manner, each conceptual entity has a mapping to a logical entity. Thus, there is a need for the
determination of these mappings. Moreover, we have stressed that the conceptual model is not a
workflow as it simply identifies the transformations needed in an ETL process. Therefore, it does not
directly specify the execution order of these transformations. On the other hand, the execution order is a
very important property of the logical model. So, there is a necessity for finding a way to specify the
execution order of the transformations in an ETL process during the transition between the two models.
Optimization of ETL Workflows. We have already pointed out the significance of the problem of
designing an efficient, robust and evolvable ETL workflow. In order to design such a workflow, we have
to optimize its execution plan. In other words, we have to optimize the sequence of the ETL operations
involved in the overall process.
Up to now, research community has confronted the problem of the optimization of data warehouse
refreshment as a problem of finding the optimal strategy for view maintenance. But as we have already
stressed, this is not sufficient with respect to mechanisms that are employed in real-world settings. In fact,
in real-world data warehouse environments this procedure differs to the point that the execution of
operational processes (which is employed in order to export data from operational data sources, transform
them into the format of the target tables, and finally, load them to the data warehouse) does not like as a
‘big’ query; rather it is more realistic to be considered as a complex transaction. Thus, there is a necessity
to deal with this problem for a different perspective by taking into consideration the characteristics of an
ETL process presented in the previous subsection.
One could argue that we can possibly express all ETL operations in terms of relational algebra and
then optimize the resulting expression as usual. But, the traditional logic-based algebraic query
optimization can be blocked, basically due to the existence of data manipulation functions.
Actually, as we discuss in detail in the next chapter, research has only partially dealt with the problem
of designing and managing ETL workflows. To our knowledge, there is no systematic treatment of the
problem yet, as far as the problem of the design of an optimal ETL workflow is concerned.
However, if we study the problem of the optimization of ETL workflows from its logical point of
view, we can identify several interesting research problems and optimization opportunities. At first, there
is a necessity for a framework that will allow the application of several well-known query optimization
techniques to the optimization of ETL workflows. For example, it is desirable to push selections all the
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way to the sources, in order to avoid processing unnecessary rows. Moreover, it is desirable to determine
appropriate techniques and requirements, so that an ETL transformation (e.g., a filter) can be pushed
before or after another transformation involving a function. Additionally, there is a need to tackle the
problem of homonyms. For example, assume the case of two attributes with the same name, COST, where
the first one has values in European currency, while the other contains values in American currency.
Clearly, in this case it is not obvious if a transformation that involves the first attribute (e.g., a
transformation that converts the values from American to European currency) can be pushed before or
after another transformation that involves the second attribute (e.g., a transformation that filters the values
over a certain threshold).
Software Construction. To conclude the discussion about the lifecycle of the data warehouse
presented in Figure 1.3, one anticipates that the outcome of the aforementioned analysis should be used
for the construction of a software prototype. This construction phase includes the development, testing,
and the deployment of a first version of the data warehouse. This process has to be guided through
specific metrics for the maintenance and monitoring of the data warehouse.
After presenting the motivation along with research problems and challenges that should concern the
study of the ETL processes, we move to discuss our approach.

1.4 Contributions and Outline of the Dissertation
Our dissertation presents a framework towards the modeling of ETL processes and the optimization of
ETL workflows.
The uttermost goal of our research is to facilitate, manage and optimize the design and
implementation of the ETL processes both during the initial design and deployment stage and during the
continuous evolution of the data warehouse.
Next, we discuss the contributions of our research, grouped by the phases of the lifecycle of a data
warehouse presented in the previous subsection.
Novelty of our Approach. We have reviewed the state of the art and practice for ETL tools, and we
have come to the conclusion that the formal modeling and the optimization of ETL workflows have not
been adequately dealt by the research community. In our review, at first, we present standards and the
leading commercial ETL tools. Then, we discuss related work in the fields of conceptual modeling for
data warehousing as well as for the field of ETL. Next, we refer to research efforts and solutions given in
the academic community concerning research prototypes, transformations, data cleaning, and applications
of workflow technology Moreover, we present the state of the art concerning the correlation of two
different levels of design: conceptual and logical. Finally, we review research efforts in the field of
optimization of ETL processes.
The results of our study are presented in Chapter 2.
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Conceptual Model. In order to tackle the problems presented in the previous subsection concerning
the modeling of the early stages of a data warehouse project we propose a novel conceptual model, with a
particular focus on (a) the interrelationships of attributes and concepts, and (b) the necessary
transformations that need to take place during the loading of the warehouse. The former are directly
captured in the proposed metamodel as a first class citizens. Attribute interrelationships are captured
through provider relationships that map data provider attributes at the sources to data consumers in the
warehouse. Apart from these fundamental relationships, the proposed model is able to capture constraints
and transformation composition. Due to the nature of the design process, the features of the conceptual
model are presented in a set of design steps, which lead to the basic target; i.e., the attribute
interrelationships. These steps constitute the methodology for the design of the conceptual part of the
overall ETL process. The construction of the model is realized in a customizable and extensible manner,
so that the designer can enrich it with his own reoccurring patterns for ETL activities. Also, the model is
enriched with a ‘palette’ of frequently used ETL activities, like the assignment of surrogate keys, the
check for null values, etc.
Our results on these topics are presented in Chapter 3. Previously, they have also been published in
[SiVa03, VaSS02].
Logical Model. In our research, we have dealt with the definition of data-centric workflows. To
achieve this, we define a formal logical metamodel as a logical abstraction of ETL processes. The data
stores, activities and their constituent parts are formally defined. An activity is defined as an entity with
(possibly more than one) input schema(ta), an output schema and a parameter schema, so that the activity
is populated each time with its proper parameter values. The flow of data from producers towards their
consumers is achieved through the usage of provider relationships that map the attributes of the former to
the respective attributes of the latter. A serializable combination of ETL activities, provider relationships
and data stores constitutes an ETL workflow. Moreover, the aforementioned model is reduced to a graph,
which is called the Architecture Graph. All the entities are modeled as nodes and four different kinds of
relationships are modeled as edges. These relationships involve: (a) type checking information (i.e.,
which type an entity corresponds to); (b) part-of relationships (e.g., which activity does an attribute
belong to); (c) regulator relationships, covering the population of the parameters of the activities from
attributes or constant values, and (d) provider relationships, covering the flow of data from providers to
consumers. Also, a reusability framework that complements the genericity of the metamodel is provided.
Practically, this is achieved by employing an extensible set of specializations of the entities of the
metamodel layer. We employ a declarative database programming language, LDL, to define the
semantics of each template activity. In fact, due to language considerations, two categories of template
activities are offered under which the designer can choose to register his/hers template activity. Finally,
we exploit our modeling to introduce techniques for the measurement of ETL workflows. Furthermore,
we discuss the usage and intuition of these measures for the maintenance and what-if analysis of the ETL
workflow.
Our results are presented in Chapter 4. Previously, they have also been published in [VaSS02a,
VaSS02b, VSG+04, VSGT03].
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Mapping Conceptual to Logical Models. We confront the issues presented in the previous subsection
by describing a semi-automatic transition from conceptual to logical model for ETL processes. At first,
we determine the appropriate mappings. The constituents of the conceptual model are mapped to their
respective constituents of the logical model. Concepts and attributes are mapped to recordsets and
attributes. Transformations and constraints are mapped to activities. Notes are used for the determination
and instantiation of the appropriate activity template. Also, we tackle two design problems that need
special treatment: the case of attributes that are projected-out from the data flow, and the convergence of
two separate data flows at a common data store. Then, we provide a method for the semi-automatic
determination of a correct execution order of the activities in the logical model, wherever this is feasible,
by grouping the transformations of the conceptual design into stages. Finally, we present a methodology
for the transition from the conceptual to logical model.
Our results are presented in Chapter 5.
ETL Workflow Optimization. In order to efficiently execute an ETL workflow and handle the
problems mentioned in the previous subsection, we delve into the optimization of ETL processes, in
terms of logical transformations of the workflow. To this end, we devise a method based on the specifics
of an ETL workflow that can reduce its execution cost by changing either the total number or the
execution order of the processes. We set up the theoretical framework for the problem, by modeling it as
a state space search problem, with each state representing a particular design of the workflow as a graph.
The nodes of the graph represent activities and data stores and the edges capture the flow of data among
the nodes. Since the problem is modeled as a state space search problem, we define transitions from one
state to another that extend the traditional query optimization techniques. We prove the correctness of the
introduced transitions and provide details on how states are generated and the conditions under which
transitions are allowed. Finally, we provide algorithms towards the optimization of ETL processes. First,
we use an exhaustive algorithm to explore the search space in its entirety and find the optimal ETL
workflow. Then we introduce greedy and heuristic search algorithms to reduce the search space that we
explore, and demonstrate the efficiency of the approach through a set of experimental results.
Our results are presented in Chapter 6. Previously, they have been published in [SiVS05].
Software Construction. To complement the aforementioned issues, we have developed a prototype,
named ARKTOS II, with the goal of facilitating the design of ETL workflows, based on the proposed
methods and models. The general architecture of ARKTOS II comprises a GUI, an ETL library, a metadata
repository, and an optimizer engine. The GUI facilitates the design of ETL workflows in both the
conceptual and logical level, through a workflow editor and a template palette. The ETL library contains
template code of built-in functions and maintains template code of user-defined functions. After its
creation, the ETL workflow is propagated to the optimizer in order to achieve a better version with
respect to the execution time. All the aforementioned components are communicating with each other
through the metadata repository.
In Chapter 7, we present the prototype ETL tool ARKTOS II. Previously, a part of ARKTOS II has been
published in [VSG+04, VSGT03].
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In summary, the main contributions of our research are:
−

The provision of a novel conceptual model which is customized for the tracing of inter-attribute
relationships and the respective ETL transformations in the early stages of a data warehouse
project along with a methodology for its construction.

−

The provision of a novel logical model for the representation of ETL processes with two main
characteristics: genericity and customization.

−

The presentation of a methodology for the semi-automatic transition from the conceptual to the
logical model for ETL processes.

−

The presentation of a palette of several templates, representing frequently used ETL processes
along with their semantics and their interconnection. In this way, construction of ETL workflows,
as a flow of these processes, is facilitated.

−

The tuning of an ETL workflow through several algorithms for the optimization of the execution
order of the activities.

−

To replenish the aforementioned issues, we have prototypically implemented an ETL tool with the
goal of facilitating the design, the (re-)use, and the optimization of ETL workflows.

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the state of the art and practice
for ETL tools. In Chapter 3, we propose a novel conceptual model along with a methodology that
facilitates its construction. In Chapter 4, we propose a formal logical metamodel as a logical abstraction
of ETL processes. In Chapter 5, we present a semi-automatic transition from conceptual to logical model.
In Chapter 6, we delve into the optimization of ETL workflows. In Chapter 7, we present ARKTOS II, a
prototype ETL tool. Finally, in Chapter 8, we conclude our thesis with a summary of contributions and
future research directions.
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In this chapter, we discuss the state of the art and practice for Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL)
tools. In Section 2.1, we present standards and the leading commercial ETL tools. In Section 2.2, we
review related work in the fields of conceptual modeling for data warehousing and ETL in general. In
Section 2.3, we refer to research efforts and solutions given in the academic community concerning
research prototypes, transformations, data cleaning, and applications of workflow technology In Section
2.4, we present the state of the art concerning the correlation of two different levels of design: conceptual
and logical. Finally, in Section 2.5, we review related work in the field of optimization of ETL processes.

2.1 Standards and Commercial Tools
In this section we discuss the state of art and practice for commercial Extraction-Transformation-Loading
(ETL) tools and standards.
2.1.1 Standards
The MetaData Coalition (MDC), is an industrial, non-profitable consortium with aim to provide a
standard definition for enterprise metadata shared between databases, CASE tools and similar
applications. The Open Information Model (OIM) [MeDC99] is a proposal (led by Microsoft) for the core
metadata types found in the operational and data warehousing environment of enterprises. MDC uses
UML both as a modeling language and as the basis for its core model. OIM is divided in sub-models, or
packages, which extend UML in order to address different areas of information management. The
Database and Warehousing Model is composed from the Database Schema Elements package, the Data
Transformations Elements package, the OLAP Schema Elements package and the Record Oriented
Legacy Databases package. The Database Schema Elements package contains three other packages: a
Schema Elements package (covering the classes modeling tables, views, queries, indexes, etc.), a Catalog
and Connections package (covering physical properties of a database and the administration of database
connections) and a Data Types package, standardizing a core set of database data types.
The Data Transformations Elements package covers basic transformations for relational-to-relational
translations. The package is not dealing with data warehouse process modeling, i.e., it does not cover data
propagation, cleaning rules, or the querying process), but covers in detail the sequence of steps, the
functions and mappings employed and the execution traces of data transformations in a data warehouse
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environment. A transformation maps a set of source to a set of target objects, both represented by a
transformable object set (typically sources and targets are columns or whole tables). A transformation has
a Function Expression property to provide a description of the executed code / script. A transformation
task describes a set of transformations that must be executed together - a logical unit of work. A
transformation step executes a single task and is used to coordinate the flow of control between tasks.
The distinction between task and step is that a step is a logical unit of executions (i.e., it could also belong
to the physical perspective) and a task is a logical unit of work (i.e., it is a logical list of transformations,
which fulfill the atomicity property; a task is also characterized by a rollback inverse transformation). A
Step Precedence is a logical connector for steps: a step can be characterized by its preceding and
succeeding step precedence instance. The step precedence indicates that the successor steps can only be
executed when all preceding steps have committed. A transformation package is the unit of storage for
transformations and consists of a set of steps, packages and other objects. Package executions express the
concept of data lineage, covering the instances of step executions.

Figure 2.1. The Microsoft proposal for Data Transformation Elements
2.1.2 Commercial Studies and Tools
2.1.2.1 Surveys and Reports from Consulting Firms
In a recent study [Giga02], the authors report that due to the diversity and heterogeneity of data sources,
ETL is unlikely to become an open commodity market. The ETL market has reached a size of $667
millions for year 2001; still the growth rate has reached a rather low 11% (as compared with a rate of
60% growth for year 2000). This is explained by the overall economic downturn environment. In terms of
technological aspects, the main characteristic of the area is the involvement of traditional database
vendors with ETL solutions built in the DBMS’s. The three major database vendors that practically ship
ETL solutions ‘at no extra charge’ are pinpointed: Oracle with Oracle Warehouse Builder [Orac03],
Microsoft with Data Transformation Services [Micr03] and IBM with the Data Warehouse Center
[IBM03]. Still, the major vendors in the area are Informatica’s Powercenter [Info03] and Ascential’s
DataStage suites [Asce03, Asce03a] (the latter being part of the IBM recommendations for ETL
solutions). The study goes on to propose future technological challenges/forecasts that involve the
integration of ETL with (a) XML adapters, (b) EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) tools (e.g., MQ-
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Series), (c) customized data quality tools, and (d) the move towards parallel processing of the ETL
workflows.
The aforementioned discussion is supported from a second recent study [Gart03], where the authors
note the decline in license revenue for pure ETL tools, mainly due to the crisis of IT spending and the
appearance of ETL solutions from traditional database and business intelligence vendors. The Gartner
study discusses the role of the three major database vendors (IBM, Microsoft, Oracle) and points that they
slowly start to take a portion of the ETL market through their DBMS-built-in solutions. By 2007, more
than 50 percent of new data warehouse deployments will use ETL tools provided by the major DBMS
vendors, IBM, Microsoft, and Oracle (0.7 probability) [Frie04].
2.1.2.2 Commercial Tools
In an overall assessment we could say that commercial ETL tools are responsible for the implementation
of the data flow in a data warehouse environment. Most of the commercial ETL tools are of two flavors:
engine-based, or code-generation based. The former assumes that all data have to go through an engine
for transformation and processing. Moreover, quite often the engine takes over also the extraction and
loading processes, making the Extract Transform Load processes one big process, where the intermediate
steps are transparent to the user. On the other hand, in code-generating tools all processing takes place
only at the target or source systems.
Although, there is a variety of ETL tools in the market (an extended list of commercial ETL tools can
be found in http://www.dbnet.ece.ntua.gr/~asimi/ETLTools.htm), in the sequel, we elaborate more on the
major vendors in the area, and at first, we discuss three tools that the major database vendors provide, as
such two ETL tools that are considered as best sellers. But, we stress the fact that the former three have
the benefit of the minimum cost, because they are shipped with the database, while the latter two have the
benefit to aim at complex and deep solutions not envisioned by the generic products.
IBM. DB2 Universal Database offers the Data Warehouse Center [IBM03], a component that
automates data warehouse processing, and the DB2 Warehouse Manager that extends the capabilities of
the Data Warehouse Center with additional agents, transforms and metadata capabilities. Data Warehouse
Center is used to define the processes that move and transform data for the warehouse. Warehouse
Manager is used to schedule, maintain, and monitor these processes. Within the Data Warehouse Center,
the warehouse schema modeler is a specialized tool for generating and storing schema associated with a
data warehouse. Any schema resulting from this process can be passed as metadata to an OLAP tool. The
process modeler allows user to graphically link the steps needed to build and maintain data warehouses
and dependent data marts. DB2 Warehouse Manager includes enhanced ETL function over and above the
base capabilities of DB2 Data Warehouse Center. Additionally, it provides metadata management,
repository function, as such an integration point for third-party independent software vendors through the
information catalog.
Microsoft. The tool that is offered by Microsoft to implement its proposal for the Open Information
Model is presented under the name of Data Transformation Services [Micr03, BeBe99]. Data
Transformation Services (DTS) are the data-manipulation utility services in SQL Server (from version
7.0) that provide import, export, and data-manipulating services between OLE DB [Micr03a], ODBC, and
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ASCII data stores. DTS are characterized by a basic object, called a package, that stores information on
the aforementioned tasks and the order in which they need to be launched. A package can include one or
more connections to different data sources, and different tasks and transformations that are executed as
steps that define a workflow process [GSB+01]. The software modules that support DTS are shipped with
MS SQL Server. These modules include:
−

DTS Designer : A GUI used to interactively design and execute DTS packages

−

DTS Export and Import Wizards: Wizards that ease the process of defining DTS packages for the
import, export and transformation of data

−

DTS Programming Interfaces: A set of OLE Automation and a set of COM interfaces to create
customized transformation applications for any system supporting OLE automation or COM.

Oracle. Oracle Warehouse Builder [Orac01, Orac02a, Orac03] is a repository-based tool for ETL and
data warehousing. The basic architecture comprises two components, the design environment and the
runtime environment. Each of these components handles a different aspect of the system; the design
environment handles metadata, the runtime environment handles physical data. The metadata component
revolves around the metadata repository and the design tool. The repository is based on the Common
Warehouse Model (CWM) standard and consists of a set of tables in an Oracle database that are accessed
via a Java-based access layer. The front-end of the tool (entirely written in Java) features wizards and
graphical editors for logging onto the repository. The data component revolves around the runtime
environment and the warehouse database. The Warehouse Builder runtime is a set of tables, sequences,
packages, and triggers that are installed in the target schema. The code generator that bases on the
definitions stores in the repository, it creates the code necessary to implement the warehouse. Warehouse
Builder generates extraction specific languages (SQL*Loader control files for flat files, ABAP for
SAP/R3 extraction and PL/SQL for all other systems) for the ETL processes and SQL DDL statements
for the database objects. The generated code is deployed, either to the file system or into the database.
Ascential Software. DataStage XE suite from Ascential Software [Asce03, Asce03a] (formerly
Informix Business Solutions) is an integrated data warehouse development toolset that includes an ETL
tool (DataStage), a data quality tool (Quality Manager), and a metadata management tool (MetaStage).
The DataStage ETL component consists of four design and administration modules: Manager, Designer,
Director, and Administrator, as such a metadata repository, and a server. The DataStage Manager is the
basic metadata management tool. In the Designer module of DataStage, ETL tasks execute within
individual ‘stage’ objects (source, target, and transformation stages), in order to create ETL tasks. The
Director is DataStage's job validation and scheduling module. The DataStage Administrator is primarily
for controlling security functions. The DataStage Server is the engine that moves data from source to
target.
Informatica. Informatica PowerCenter [Info03] is the industry-leading (according to recent studies
[FrGa04, Gart03, Giga02]) data integration platform for building, deploying, and managing enterprise
data warehouses, and other data integration projects. The workhorse of Informatica PowerCenter is a data
integration engine that executes all data extraction, transformation, migration and loading functions inmemory, without generating code or requiring developers to hand-code these procedures. The
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PowerCenter data integration engine is metadata-driven, creating a repository-and-engine partnership that
ensures data integration processes are optimally executed.

2.2 Conceptual Modeling
In this section, we review related work in the fields of conceptual modeling for data warehousing and
ETL in general.
2.2.1 Conceptual models for data warehouses
The front end of the data warehouse has monopolized the research on the conceptual part of data
warehouse modeling. In fact, most of the work on conceptual modeling, in the field of data warehousing,
has been dedicated to the capturing of the conceptual characteristics of the star schema of the warehouse
and the subsequent data marts and aggregations (see [Tsoi01] for a broader discussion). Research efforts
can be grouped in four major trends, without a clear winner, including:
(a)

dimensional modeling [Kimb97, KKRT98]

(b) (extensions of) standard E/R modeling [SBHD98, CDL+98, CDL+99, HuLV00, MoKo00,
TrBC99]
(c)

UML modeling [AbSS02, NgTW00, StMR99, TrPG00]

(d) sui-generis models [GoMR98, GoRi98]
The supporters of the dimensional modeling method argue that the model is characterized by its
minimality, understandability (especially by the end-users) and its direct mapping to logical structures.
The supporters of the E/R and UML methods models base their arguments on the popularity of the
respective models and the available semantic foundations for the well-formedness of data warehouse
conceptual schemata. The sui-generis models are empowered by their novelty and adaptation to the
particularities of the OLAP setting.
2.2.2 Conceptual models for ETL
There are few attempts around the specific problem of this work. We can mention [BoFM99] as a first
attempt to clearly separate the data warehouse refreshment process from its traditional treatment as a view
maintenance or bulk loading process. Still, the proposed model is informal and the focus is on proving the
complexity of the effort, rather than the formal modeling of the processes themselves. [CDL+98,
CDL+99] introduce the notion of ‘intermodel assertions’, in order to capture the mappings between the
sources and the data warehouse. However, any transformation is dereferenced for the logical model where
a couple of generic operators are supposed to perform this task.
In [StMR99] the authors propose an UML-based metamodel for data warehouses. The metamodel
covers the two basic parts of the data warehouse architecture, i.e., the backstage and the front-end.
Different kinds of metadata apply to these two parts. For the front end, Business Concepts are introduced,
in order to cover the reference business model of the data warehouse. OLAP features like cubes,
dimensions and facts are also introduced for the front-end, too. For the backstage of the data warehouse,
the authors cover the workflow from the sources towards the target data stores. Entities like Mapping
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(among entities) and Transformation (further classified to aggregations, filters, etc.) are employed to
cover the inter-concept relationships in this workflow environment. The overall approach is a coherent,
UML-based framework for data warehouse metadata, defined at a high-level of abstraction. Specialized
approaches for specific parts (like definitions of OLAP models, or ETL workflows) can easily be
employed in a complementary fashion to the [StMR99] framework (possibly through some kind of
specialization) to add more detail to the metadata representation of the warehouse. Clearly, the authors
provide a framework for the modeling of data warehouses; still it is too general to capture the peculiarities
of a more detailed level such as the modeling of ETL processes.
The authors in [TrLu03] present a conceptual model based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
[OMG01] for the design of ETL processes which deals with several technical problems. They present a
UML-based mechanism to represent common ETL operations such as aggregation, conversion, filtering,
join, loading, incorrect, merge, wrapper, and surrogate keys. Still, their method inherits the advantages
and the disadvantages of UML modeling: it is based on a well-established modeling technique, but its
deliverable is not clear and easy to understand at the early stages of a data warehouse project, where
people with different knowledge background (business managers and database administrators) are met.
And this is realized, especially because of the encapsulation into classes of very crucial elements of an
ETL process, such attributes and relationships among them.
In terms of industrial approaches, the model that stems from [KRRT98] would be an informal
documentation of the overall ETL process. Moreover, [KRRT98] presents the only methodology that we
know of, mainly grouped as a set of tips and technical guidelines. The major deficiency of the [KRRT98]
methodology is the lack of conceptual support for the overall process. As far as inter-attribute mappings
are concerned, tables of matching between source and warehouse attributes are suggested. The spirit of
[KRRT98] is more focused towards the logical design of ETL workflows; thus, rather than systematically
tracing system and user requirements, transformations and constraints, the proposed methodology quickly
turns into a description of data flows for common cases of ETL transformations (e.g., surrogate keys,
duplicate elimination and so on).

2.3 Logical Modeling
In this section, we will report on (a) research prototypes and solutions given in the academic community,
(b) research work on data transformations, (c) research approaches concerning data quality and cleaning,
and (d) applications of workflow technology in general along with in the field of data warehousing.
2.3.1 Research Efforts Focused Specifically on ETL
The AJAX system [GFSS00] is a data cleaning tool developed at INRIA France. It deals with typical data
quality problems, such as the object identity problem [Cohe99], errors due to mistyping and data
inconsistencies between matching records. This tool can be used either for a single source or for
integrating multiple data sources. AJAX provides a framework wherein the logic of a data cleaning
program is modeled as a directed graph of data transformations that start from some input source data.
Four types of data transformations are supported:
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−

Mapping transformations standardize data formats (e.g. date format) or simply merge or split
columns in order to produce more suitable formats.

−

Matching transformations find pairs of records that most probably refer to same object. These
pairs are called matching pairs and each such pair is assigned a similarity value.

−

Clustering transformations group together matching pairs with a high similarity value by applying
a given grouping criteria (e.g. by transitive closure).

−

Merging transformations are applied to each individual cluster in order to eliminate duplicates or
produce new records for the resulting integrated data source.

AJAX also provides a declarative language for specifying data cleaning programs, which consists of
SQL statements enriched with a set of specific primitives to express mapping, matching, clustering and
merging transformations. Finally, a interactive environment is supplied to the user in order to resolve
errors and inconsistencies that cannot be automatically handled and support a stepwise refinement design
of data cleaning programs. The theoretic foundations of this tool can be found in [GFSS99, Galh01],
where apart from the presentation of a general framework for the data cleaning process, specific
optimization techniques tailored for data cleaning applications are discussed.
[RaHe00, RaHe01] present the Potter’s Wheel system, which is targeted to provide interactive data
cleaning to its users. The system offers the possibility of performing several algebraic operations over an
underlying data set, including format (application of a function), drop, copy, add a column, merge
delimited columns, split a column on the basis of a regular expression or a position in a string, divide a
column on the basis of a predicate (resulting in two columns, the first involving the rows satisfying the
condition of the predicate and the second involving the rest), selection of rows on the basis of a condition,
folding columns (where a set of attributes of a record is split into several rows) and unfolding.
Optimization algorithms are also provided for the CPU usage for certain classes of operators. The general
idea behind Potter’s Wheel is that users build data transformations in iterative and interactive way. In the
background, Potter’s Wheel automatically infers structures for data values in terms of user-defined
domains, and accordingly checks for constraint violations. Users gradually build transformations to clean
the data by adding or undoing transforms on a spreadsheet-like interface; the effect of a transform is
shown at once on records visible on screen. These transforms are specified either through simple
graphical operations, or by showing the desired effects on example data values. In the background,
Potter’s Wheel automatically infers structures for data values in terms of user-defined domains, and
accordingly checks for constraint violations. Thus users can gradually build a transformation as
discrepancies are found, and clean the data without writing complex programs or enduring long delays.
In another line of research, WHIPS (WareHouse Information Prototype at Stanford) [LZW+97,
WHIP99] is prototype concerning the creation and maintenance of data warehouses. It covers several
issues of the data warehouse lifecycle, including algorithms and methods for the extraction of source data,
as such for the consistency, the maintenance, and the recovery of the data warehouse.
In the context of ETL, WHIPS present some substantial work concerning individual problems in data
warehouses, such extraction of source data [LaGM96], change detection in data [ChGa97, CRGW96],
loading the data warehouse [LYGM99], recovery issues [LWGG00], lineage tracing [Cui01, CuWi00,
CuWi01], physical design [LaQA97] etc. As far as the transformation phase of an ETL process is
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concerned, in WHIPS the problem is considered as a view maintenance problem [GMLY98, LYGM99,
QGMW96, QuWi97]. Still, as we have discussed in Chapter 1 the data warehouse operational processes
problem is more complex than the view maintenance problem, and this consideration is not sufficient to
capture the peculiarities of an ETL process. However, in the sequel, we mention related work from
WHIPS that we believe that is complementary with our approach and covers different aspects of an ETL
process.
In [CuWi00], the authors deal with the view data lineage problem in a warehousing environment.
They present an algorithm to identify the set of source data items that produces a given data item in a
materialized warehouse view. Based on this algorithm, they propose a number of schemes for storing
auxiliary views that enable consistent and efficient lineage tracing in a multi-source data warehouse, and
they go a step further to identify which schemes perform best in which settings.
In [CuWi01], the authors go a step forward to handle the lineage tracing problem in the presence of
general data transformations (which may vary from simple operations or aggregations to complex ‘data
cleansing’ procedures) and it presents algorithms for lineage environment in this environment. The
presented tracing procedures take advantage of known structure or properties of transformations when
present, but also work in the absence of such information.
[LWG00] is concerned with the issue of efficiently resuming an interrupted workflow, used for the
loading of a data warehouse. Instead of redoing the workflow all over from the beginning, the authors
propose a resumption algorithm, based on the fundamental observation that whenever an activity outputs
data in an ordered fashion, then its resumption can start right where it was interrupted. Activities are
practically treated as black boxes (where only the input and output are of interest) and a tree of activities
is used to model the workflow. Each path of the tree is characterized on the relationship of output to input
tuples and on the possibility of ignoring some tuples. The resumption algorithm has two phases: (a)
design, where the activities of the workflow are characterized with respect to the aforementioned
properties and (b) resumption, which is based on the previous characterization and invoked in the even of
failure.
Also, [LYGM99] presents a method to reduce this ‘update window’ by minimizing work required to
compute and install a batch of updates. The authors develop an efficient algorithm that selects an update
strategy for any single warehouse view. Based on this algorithm, they develop an algorithm for strategies
to update a set of views. The performance of these algorithms is studied with experiments warehouse
views based on TPC-D queries.
[LaGM96] concerns detecting and extracting modifications from information sources of a data
warehouse. The authors tackle the snapshot differential problem by presenting algorithms that perform
compression of records. They also present a window algorithm that works well if the snapshots are not
‘very different’.
Finally, [GMLY98] concerns the case when some data in the data warehouse may no longer be
needed or may not be of interest. It handles this problem by expiring or removing unneeded materialized
view tuples. The authors present algorithms for determining what data can be expired, taking into account
the types of updates that may occur.
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In a different line of research, [ChCR02] proposes a transactional model that solves concurrency
problems in a data warehouse management system. The authors address the problem of erroneous query
results caused by concurrent source updates, when the source schema changes. They tackle this problem
by using the transaction theory. They model the complete maintenance process as a special
transaction,called a DWMS Transaction, and they rephrase the problem as the serializability of DWMS
Transactions. [LiCR02] goes a step forward; it describes a way to exploit the transactional approach of
their data warehouse prototype system, called TxnWrap, to achieve parallel data warehouse maintenance.
The ideas and techniques of the two aforementioned works, despite the fact that they are focalized on the
problem of data warehouse views maintenance, could be an interesting approach to be used in the area of
ETL processes.
2.3.2 Data Transformations
[Rund99] is a special issue of the Data Engineering bulleting on Data Transformations. In [ACM+99], the
authors discuss the issue of integration of heterogeneous sources, with a special focus on Web data. To
tackle the problems of heterogeneity, the authors introduce two systems, namely YAT and TranScm.
YAT is based on a simple variation of OEM, which includes order between the children of a node. YAT
is used in order to map different schemata to each other. The mapping is done through a declarative
language as well as on the basis of instantiation and customization mechanisms. TranScm, on the other
hand, tackles the problem of automatically finding the mappings between the elements of two different
schemata. TranScm is also used in the application of the schema transformations to the instances of the
respective schemata.
In [BeBe99] the authors briefly summarize the functionalities of the Microsoft metadata repository
and the Microsoft Data Transformation Services.
In [ClRu99] the authors attack the problem of schema evolution in the context of object-oriented
databases. The presented work is based on the observation that existing taxonomies of OODB evolution
are fixed on a set of evolution operators. From their side, the authors present a framework for the
definition and application of arbitrary evolution operations, which can be mapped to sequences of simple,
standard operators. A set of templates which are supported by the system they have implemented (namely
SERF) allows the re-usability and customization of properly defined evolution operations.
In [DaKo99] the authors present WOL, a Horn-clause language, to specify transformations between
complex types. The transformations are specified as rules in a Horn-clause language. An interesting idea
behind this approach is that a transformation of an element can be decomposed to a set of rules for its
elements, thus avoiding the difficulty of employing complex definitions. The language is based on the
observation that there is a balance between expressiveness and efficiency; to this end, special care is taken
to avoid recursive definitions by reducing sets of expressions to a normal form.
In [HMN+99] the authors discuss the general setting for schema and data integration. The Garlic
system is used as the paradigm for mediator/wrapper architectures, to explore the issues of (a)
transformations in the wrapper side; (b) view definitions in the wrapper and (c) data integration. A
prototype under construction is also sketched. The paper is also characterized by an informative revision
of the relevant literature in each of these areas.
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In [HeSC99] the authors discuss several issues around ETL tools in the data warehousing context. The
authors conclude that a language respecting logical and physical independence is needed as a definition
language for the ETL process. Another basic observation is that ad-hoc querying and pre-canned
definition should ideally use the same language. All these observation sums up to the proposal of SQL99
(which supports function definition and invocation) as the proper language for this task. The authors go
on to present the Cohera system, which is a federated DBMS and supports SQL99 as the mapping
language between the relations of a set of federated databases.
2.3.3 Data Quality and Cleaning
An extensive review of data quality problems and related literature, along with quality management
methodologies can be found in [JLVV03, Vass00a]. [Rund99] offers a discussion on various aspects on
data transformations. [Sara00] is a similar collection of papers in the field of data including a survey
[RaDo00] that provides an extensive overview of the field, along with research issues and a review of
some commercial tools and solutions on specific problems, e.g., [Mong00, BoDS00]. In a related, still
different, context, we would like to mention the IBIS tool [CCG+03]. IBIS is an integration tool
following the global-as-view approach to answer queries in a mediated system. Departing from the
traditional data integration literature though, IBIS brings the issue of data quality in the integration
process. The system takes advantage of the definition of constraints at the intentional level (e.g., foreign
key constraints) and tries to provide answers that resolve semantic conflicts (e.g., the violation of a
foreign key constraint). The interesting aspect here is that consistency is traded for completeness. For
example, whenever an offending row is detected over a foreign key constraint, instead of assuming the
violation of consistency, the system assumes the absence of the appropriate lookup value and adjusts its
answers to queries accordingly [CCGL02].
2.3.4 Workflow and Process Models
To the best of our knowledge, research on workflows is focused around the following reoccurring themes:
(a) modeling [WfMC98, AHKB00, EdGr02, SaOr00, KiHB00], where the authors are primarily
concerned in providing a metamodel for workflows; (b) correctness issues [EdGr02, SaOr00, KiHB00],
where criteria are established to determine whether a workflow is well formed, and (c) workflow
transformations [EdGr02, SaOr00, KiHB00] where the authors are concerned on correctness issues in the
evolution of the workflow from a certain plan to another.
[WfMC98] is a standard proposed by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC). The standard
includes a metamodel for the description of a workflow process specification and a textual grammar for
the interchange of process definitions. A workflow process comprises of a network of activities, their
interrelationships, criteria for staring/ending a process and other information about participants, invoked
applications and relevant data. Also, several other kinds of entities which are external to the workflow,
such as system and environmental data or the organizational model are roughly described.
An activity can be atomic (the smallest unit of work within a process), a sub-flow (a container for the
execution of another process), a loop (a repeated execution of a set of activities within a process), or a
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dummy activity used to support complex routing decisions. A number of activities may form an inline
block (a zooming construct). Activities are related via flow control conditions, modeled as transition
elements. Each transition element is characterized by a condition under which the transition is made.
There are several kinds of transition elements (splits, joins, etc.). The participants of the workflow act as
performers of several activities and can be either humans or machine automata resources. The metamodel
also captures the IT applications which are invoked from the activities, possibly through the use of
several parameters. Finally, the workflow relevant data, describe all the typed variables created and used
within each process instance.
The MetaData Coalition (MDC), is an industrial, non-profitable consortium with aim to provide a
standard definition for enterprise metadata shared between databases, CASE tools and similar
applications. The Open Information Model (OIM) [MeDC99] is a proposal (led by MicroSoft) for the core
metadata types found in the operational and data warehousing environment of enterprises. The MDC
OIM uses UML both as a modeling language and as the basis for its core model. The OIM is divided in
sub-models, or packages, which extend UML in order to address different areas of information
management. The Data Transformations Elements package covers basic transformations for relational-torelational translations. The package is not a data warehouse process modeling package (covering data
propagation, cleaning rules, or the querying process), but covers in detail the sequence of steps, the
functions and mappings employed and the execution traces of data transformations in a data warehouse
environment.
A transformation maps a set of source to a set of target objects, both represented by a transformable
object set (typically sources and targets are columns or whole tables). A transformation has a Function
Expression property to provide a description of the executed code / script. A transformation task
describes a set of transformations that must be executed together - a logical unit of work. A
transformation step executes a single task and is used to coordinate the flow of control between tasks.
The distinction between task and step is that a step is a logical unit of executions (i.e., it could also belong
to the physical perspective) and a task is a logical unit of work (i.e., it is a logical list of transformations,
which fulfill the atomicity property; a task is also characterized by a rollback inverse transformation). A
Step Precedence is a logical connector for steps: a step can be characterized by its preceeding and
succeeding step precedence instance. The step precedence indicates that the successor steps can only be
executed when all preceeding steps have committed -i.e., it is a join-and node in the WfMC terminology.
A transformation package is the unit of storage for transformations and consists of a set of steps,
packages and other objects. Package executions express the concept of data lineage, covering the
instances of the step executions.
In [DaRe99] several interesting research results on workflow management are presented in the field of
electronic commerce, distributed execution and adaptive workflows. Still, there is no reference to data
flow modeling efforts. In [AHKB00] the authors provide an overview of the most frequent control flow
patterns in workflows. The patterns refer explicitly to control flow structures like activity sequence,
AND/XOR/OR split/join and so on. Several commercial tools are evaluated against the 26 patterns
presented. In [EdGr02, SaOr00, KiHB00] the authors, based on minimal metamodels, try to provide
correctness criteria in order to derive equivalent plans for the same workflow scenario.
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In [CCPP95], the authors propose a conceptual model and language for workflows. The model gives
the basic entities of a workflow engine and semantics about the execution of a workflow. The proposed
model captures the mapping from workflow specification to workflow execution (in particular concerning
exception handling). Importance is paid to the inter-task interaction, the relationship of workflows to
external agents and the access to databases.
In more than one works [AHKB00, SaOr00] the authors mention the necessity for the perspectives
already discussed in the introduction (Chapter 1). Data flow or data dependencies are listed within the
components of the definition of a workflow; still in all these works the authors quickly move on to
assume that control flow is the primary aspect of workflow modeling and do not deal with data-centric
issues any further. It is particularly interesting that the [WfMC98] standard is not concerned with the role
of business data at all. The primary focus of the WfMC standard is the interfaces that connect the
different parts of a workflow engine and the transitions between the states of a workflow. No reference is
made to business data (although the standard refers to data which are relevant for the transition from one
state to another, under the name workflow related data).
In [KLLO96] a general model for transactional workflows is presented. A transactional workflow is
defined to consist of several tasks, composed by constructs like ordering, contingency, alternative,
conditional and iteration. Nested workflows are also introduced. Furthermore, correctness and acceptable
termination schedules are defined over the proposed model.
In the process engineering field, [Roll98] provides a categorization of the different issues involved in
process modeling. The proposed framework consists of four different but complementary viewpoints
(expressed as ‘worlds’): the subject world, concerning the definition of the process with respect to the real
world objects, the usage world, concerning the rationale for the process with respect to the way the
system is used, the system world, concerning the representation of the processes and the capturing of the
specifications of the system functionality and finally, the development world, capturing the engineering
meta-process of constructing process models. Each world is characterized by a set of facets, i.e., attributes
describing the properties of a process belonging to it. Also, in [JaJJR90] the authors propose a software
process data model to support software information systems with emphasis on the control, documentation
and support of decision making for software design and tool integration. Among other features, the model
captures the representation of design objects (‘what’), design decisions (‘why’) and design tools (‘how’).
Finally, [SaOr99] use a simplified workflow model, based on [WfMC98], using tasks and control flows as
its building elements. The authors present an algorithm for identifying structural conflicts in a control
flow specification. The algorithm uses a set of graph reduction rules to test the correctness criteria of
deadlock freedom and lack-of-synchronization freedom.
2.3.5 Applications of ETL workflows in Data Warehouses
Finally, we would like to mention that the literature reports several efforts (both research and industrial)
for the management of processes and workflows that operate on data warehouse systems. In [JQB+99],
the authors describe an industrial effort where the cleaning mechanisms of the data warehouse are
employed in order to avoid the population of the sources with problematic data in the fist place. The
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described solution is based on a workflow which employs techniques from the field of view maintenance.
[ScBJ00] describes an industrial effort at Deutche Bank, involving the import/export, transformation and
cleaning and storage of data in a Terabyte-size data warehouse. The paper explains also the usage of
metadata management techniques, which involves a broad spectrum of applications, from the import of
data to the management of dimensional data and more importantly for the querying of the data warehouse.
[JaLK00] presents a research effort (and its application in an industrial application) for the integration and
central management of the processes that lie around an information system. A metadata management
repository is employed to store the different activities of a large workflow, along with important data that
these processes employ.

2.4 Related Work on Transition from Conceptual to Logical Models
In this section, we present the state of the art concerning the correlation of two different levels of design:
conceptual and logical.
So far, we are not aware of any other research approach concerning a mapping from a conceptual to a
logical model for ETL processes. However, in the literature there exist several approaches concerning the
(semi-)automation of several tasks of logical DW design from conceptual models.
[Ball98] proposes a method that starts applying transformations to the ER-enterprise model until a
representation of the corporate dimensions is obtained. Then, the dimensional model is designed, mainly
by taking into account the gathered user requirements.
[BoUl99] is an approach to derive initial data warehouse structures from the conceptual schemes of
operational sources. The authors introduce a detailed description of the derivation of initial data
warehouse structures from the conceptual scheme, through an example of a flight reservation system.
Their methodology consists of three stages: (a) identification of business measures; (b) identification of
dimensions and dimension hierarchies; and (c) identification of integrity constraints along the dimension
hierarchies.
[GoRi98] proposes a general methodological framework for data warehouse design, based on
Dimensional Fact Model. The authors present a methodology for the DW design that consists of six
phases: (a) analysis of the existing information system; (b) collection of the user requirements; (c)
automatic conceptual design based on the operational database scheme; (d) workload refinement and
schema validation; (e) logical design; and (f) physical design. In general, the proposed methodology starts
from an ER-enterprise model. Then, the model is re-structured and transformed until a conceptual schema
in MD is obtained. Finally, the authors provide a method to pass from this model to a logical dimensional
model (in particular the star schema in the relational model).
[HaSB00] presents a modelling framework BabelFish concerning the automatic generation of OLAP
schemata from conceptual graphical models and discusses the issues of this automatic generation process
for both the OLAP database schema and the front-end configuration. The main idea of BabelFish is that
the DW designer models the universe of discourse on a conceptual level using graphical notations, while
he/she is being supported by a specialized CAWE environment. This environment generates the
implementation of the conceptual design models, but hides the implementation details. Moreover, the
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authors list typical mismatches between the data model of commercial OLAP tools and conceptual
graphical modeling notations, and propose methods to overcome these expressive differences during the
generation process.
[MoKo00] describes a method for developing dimensional models from traditional ER-models. This
method consists of several steps: after the completion of developing an enterprise data model (if one does
not already exist) and the design of the central DW, (a) the first step involves the classification of entities
of the ER-enterprise model in a number of categories; (b) the second step concerns the identification of
hierarchies that exist in the model; and (c) the final step involves the collapse of these hierarchies and the
aggregation of the transaction data. The procedure described by this methodology is an iterative process
that needs evaluation and refinement. Moreover, the authors present a range of options for developing
data marts to support end user queries from an enterprise data model, including: snowflake, star cluster,
star, terraced, and flat schemata.
[Pera03] presents a framework for generating a DW logical schema from a conceptual schema. It
presents a rule-based mechanism to automate the construction of DW logical schemata. This mechanism
consists of a set of design rules that decide the application of the suitable transformations in order to solve
different design problems. The proposed framework consists of: mappings between source and DW
conceptual schemata, design guidelines that refine the conceptual schema, schema transformations which
generate the target DW schema, and design rules that decide the application of the suitable
transformations in order to solve different design problems.
[PhDa02] proposes algorithms for the automatic design of DW conceptual schemata. Starting from an
enterprise schema, candidate conceptual schemas are created using the ME/R model, extended to note
where additional user input can be used to further refine a schema. Following a user-driven requirements
approach, the authors propose a method towards the refinement of a conceptual schema. Additionally,
[Phip01] proposes an algorithm for the creation of a logical schema (dimensional star schema) from a
conceptual one.
In a different line of research [Bek+02] describes a semi-automatic transformation from objectoriented conceptual models in EROOS (an Entity Relationship based Object-Oriented Specification
method that is an OO analysis method for building conceptual models) to logical theories in ID-Logic
(Inductive Definition Logic that is an integration of first order logic and logic programming, interpreting
the logic program as a non-monotone inductive definition).

2.5 Optimization
In this section we discuss the state of art and practice in the field of optimization of ETL processes, along
with any related research efforts.
So far, research has only partially dealt with the problem of designing and managing ETL workflows.
Typically, research approaches concern:
(a)

the optimization of stand-alone problems (e.g., the problem of duplicate detection [RaDo00]) in
an isolated setting, and

(b) problems mostly related to web data (e.g., [GFSS00]).
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Moreover, we have already mentioned two research prototypes based on algebras: (a) AJAX
[GFSS00], and (b) Potter’s Wheel [RaHe00, RaHe01], which we find mostly tailored for the case of
homogenizing web data. The theoretic foundations of the first prototype can be found in [Galh01], where
apart from the presentation of a general framework for the data cleaning process, specific optimization
techniques tailored only for data cleaning applications are discussed. The second prototype provides
optimization algorithms tailored for the CPU usage for certain classes of operators.
Recently, research on data streams [ACÇ+03, BaWi01, LoGe03] has brought up the possibility of
giving an alternative look to the problem of ETL. Techniques used in the area of stream management,
which construct and optimize plans on-the-fly, come the closest that we know of to the optimization style
that we discuss in the context of ETL. However, stream management techniques are not directly
applicable to typical ETL problems (a) due to the fact that real time replication (necessary for the
application of stream management techniques) is not always applicable to legacy systems and (b) pure
relational querying, as studied in the field of stream management is not sufficient for ETL purposes.
Nevertheless, for the moment, research in stream management does not provide an optimal solution to the
optimization of the processes, basically due to the requirement for on-the-fly computation of results
[BaWi01, LoGe03]. For example, the reference [ACÇ+03] verifies that they cannot produce a globally
optimal plan; although they do apply local optimization in an ad-hoc manner.
At the same time, leading commercial tools [Asce03a, IBM03, Info03, Micr03, Orac03] allow the
developer to design ETL workflows through GUI’s and other facilities, but they do not support his/her
task with any optimization technique/tool. Therefore, the design process deals with this issue in an ad-hoc
manner. The designed workflows are propagated to the DBMS for execution; thus, the DBMS undertakes
the task of optimization.
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In this chapter, we focus on the conceptual part of the definition of an ETL process and we present a
conceptual model for ETL processes in a data warehouse environment. The chapter is organized as
follows. In Section 3.1, we present our motives and contributions concerning the conceptual modeling of
ETL processes. In Section 3.2, we introduce an example ETL scenario. Section 3.3 presents the
constituents of the conceptual model for ETL processes. In Section 3.4, we provide a methodology for the
usage of the conceptual model. Section 3.5 describes our metamodel and introduces the instantiation and
specialization layers for the representation of ETL processes. Finally, in Section 3.6 we conclude our
results.

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on the conceptual part of the definition of the ETL processes. More specifically,
we are dealing with the earliest stages of the data warehouse design. During this period, the data
warehouse designer is concerned with two tasks which are practically executed in parallel: (a) the
collection of requirements from the part of the users, and (b) the analysis of the structure and content of
the existing data sources and their intentional mapping to the common data warehouse model. The design
of an ETL process aims at the production of a crucial deliverable: the mapping of the attributes of the
data sources to the attributes of the data warehouse tables.
The production of this deliverable involves several interviews that result in the revision and
redefinition of original assumptions and mappings; thus it is imperative that a simple conceptual model is
employed in order to facilitate the smooth redefinition and revision efforts and to serve as the means of
communication with the rest of the involved parties.
We believe that the formal modeling of the starting concepts of a data warehouse design process has
not been adequately dealt by the research community. As we have mentioned in Chapter2, the front end
of the data warehouse has monopolized the research on the conceptual part of data warehouse modeling
and most research efforts have been dedicated to the capturing of the conceptual characteristics of the star
schema of the warehouse and the subsequent data marts and aggregations.
Thus, we propose a conceptual model useful for the beginning of a data warehouse project, with a
particular focus on (a) the interrelationships of attributes and concepts, and (b) the necessary
transformations that need to take place during the loading of the warehouse.
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The proposed model is characterized by different instantiation and specialization layers. The generic
metamodel that we propose involves a small set of generic constructs that are powerful enough to capture
all cases. We call these entities the Metamodel layer in our architecture. Moreover, we introduce a
specialization mechanism that allows the construction of a palette of frequently used ETL transformations
(like surrogate key assignment, checks for null values, primary key violations, etc.). This set of ETLspecific constructs, constitute a subset of the larger metamodel layer, which we call the Template Layer.
The constructs in the Template layer are also meta-classes, but they are quite customized for the regular
cases of ETL processes. All the entities (data stores, inter-attribute mappings, transformations, etc.) that a
designer uses in his particular scenario are instances of the entities in the metamodel layer. For the
common ETL transformations, the employed instances correspond to the entities of the template layer.
Briefly, the contribution of this chapter lies in:
−

The proposal of a novel conceptual model which is customized for (a) the tracing of inter-attribute
relationships and (b) the respective ETL transformations; useful in the early stages of a data
warehouse project.

−

The construction of the proposed model in a customizable and extensible manner, so that the
designer can enrich it with his own re-occurring patterns for ETL transformations.

−

The metamodeling of a ‘palette’ of a set of frequently used ETL transformations, like the
assignment of surrogate keys, the check for null values, etc.

−

A methodology for the design of the conceptual part of the overall ETL process.

3.2 An ETL example
To motivate our discussion we will introduce an example involving two source databases S1 and S2 as
well as a central data warehouse DW. The available data stores for these databases are listed in Table 3.1,
along with their attributes.
Table 3.1. The schemata of the source databases and of the data warehouse
Database

Concept

Attributes

S1

PS1

PKEY, QTY, DEPT

S1

PS2

PKEY, COST

S1

PARTS

PKEY, QTY, COST

S2

PARTS

PKEY, DATE, QTY, COST, DEPT

DW

PARTS

PKEY, DATE, QTY, COST

Example 1. The scenario involves the propagation of data from the concept PARTS of source S1 as
well as from the concept PARTS of source S2 to the data warehouse. In the data warehouse, DW.PARTS
stores daily (DATE) information for the available quantity (QTY) and cost (COST) of parts (PKEY). We
assume that the first supplier is European and the second is American, thus the data coming from the
second source need to be converted to European values and formats. For the first supplier, we need to
combine information from two different tables in the source database, which is achieved through an outer
join of the concepts PS1 and PS2 respectively. Also, there exist two data sources, files RecentParts and
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AnnualParts, which contain information on daily and annual base respectively, for the population of the

second supplier.
In Figure 3.1, we depict the full fledged diagram of Example 1, in terms of our conceptual model. In
the rest of this chapter, we will explain each part of it.

Figure 3.1. The diagram of the conceptual model for Example 1

3.3 Constituents of the Conceptual Model
The purpose of this section is to present the constituents of the conceptual model for ETL processes. Our
goal is to specify the high level, user-oriented entities which are used to capture the semantics of an ETL
process. First, we present the graphical notation and the metamodel of our proposal. Then, we detail and
formally define all the entities of the metamodel. Throughout the section, the introduced concepts are
clarified through their application to Example 1 that supports the discussion.

Figure 3.2. Notation for the conceptual modeling for ETL processes
In Figure 3.2, we graphically depict the different entities of the proposed model. We do not employ
standard UML notation for concepts and attributes, for the simple reason that we need to treat attributes
as first class citizens of our model. Thus, we do not embed attributes in the definition of their
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encompassing entity, like for example, a UML class or a relational table. We try to be orthogonal to the
conceptual models which are available for the modeling of data warehouse star schemata; in fact, any of
the proposals for the data warehouse front end can be combined with our approach, which is specifically
tailored for the back end of the warehouse (see Section 2.2 for a broader discuassion).

Figure 3.3. The proposed metamodel as a UML diagram
In Figure 3.3, we depict the basic entities of the proposed metamodel in a UML diagram. All the
constructs of our conceptual model which are introduced in the rest of this section refer to the entities of
Figure 3.3.
3.3.1 Attributes
An attribute is the granular module of information. The role of attributes is the same as in the standard
ER/dimensional models. As in standard ER modeling, attributes are depicted with oval shapes. Formally,
an attribute is defined by its name. In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), one can observe several attributes e.g.,
PKEY, DATE, QTY, COST, DEPT, etc.

3.3.2 Concepts
A concept represents an entity in a source database or in the data warehouse. Concept instances are the
files/tables in the source databases, the data warehouse fact and dimension tables, and so on. A concept is
depicted as a rectangular and is formally defined by:
(a) a name
(b) a finite set of attributes
In terms of the ER model, a concept is a generalization of entities and relationships; depending on the
employed model (dimensional or extended ER) all entities composed of a set of attributes are generally
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instances of class Concept. As mentioned in [VQVJ01], we can treat several physical storage structures
as finite lists of fields, including relational databases, COBOL or simple ASCII files, multidimensional
cubes and dimensions. Concepts are fully capable of modeling this kind of structures, possibly through a
generalization (ISA) mechanism. Let us take OLAP structures as an example. We should note that the
interdependencies of levels and values, which are the core of all state of the art conceptual approaches,
are not relevant for the case of ETL; thus, employing simply concepts is sufficient for the problem of
ETL modeling. Still, we can refine the generic Concept structure to subclasses pertaining to the
characteristics of any of the aforementioned approaches (e.g., classes Fact Table and Dimension),
achieving thus a homogeneous way to treat OLAP and ETL modeling.
In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), one can observe several concepts: S1.PS1, S1.PS2, S1.PARTS, S2.PARTS
and DW.PARTS, along with their respective attributes.
3.3.3 Transformations
In our framework, transformations are abstractions that represent parts, or full modules of code, executing
a single task. We consider two large categories of transformations: (a) filtering or data cleaning
operations, like the check for primary or foreign key violations, for null values etc., and (b)
transformation operations, which transform the schema of incoming data (e.g., aggregation). A
transformation is graphically depicted as a hexagon tagged with its corresponding symbol. Formally, a
transformation is defined by:
(a) a finite set of input attributes
(b) a finite set of output attributes
(c) a symbol that graphically characterizes the nature of the transformation
In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), one can observe several transformations. For example, note those that are
pertinent to the mapping of S1.PARTS to DW.PARTS: a surrogate key assignment transformation (SK2), a
function application calculating the system date (f3), and a check for null values in attribute COST (NN).
We elaborate more on the functionality of transformations after provider relationships (that actually
employ them) have been introduced (see Subsection 3.3.9).
3.3.4 ETL Constraints
There are several occasions when the designer wants to express the fact that the data of a certain concept
fulfill several requirements. For example, the designer might wish to impose a primary key or null value
constraint over a (set of) attribute(s). This is achieved through the application of ETL constraints, which
are formally defined as follows:
(a) a finite set of attributes, over which the constraint is imposed
(b) a single transformation, which implements the enforcement of the constraint
An ETL constraint is graphically depicted as a set of solid edges starting from the involved attributes
and targeting the corresponding transformation. Note, that despite the similarity in the name, ETL
constraints are different modeling elements from the well known UML constraints.
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In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), observe that we apply a Primary Key ETL constraint to DW.PARTS for
attributes PKEY and DATE.
3.3.5 Notes
Exactly as in UML modeling, notes are informal tags to capture extra comments that the designer wishes
to make during the design phase or render constraints attached to an element or set of elements [BoRJ98].
A note in the conceptual model represents: (a) explanations of the semantics of the applied functions,
and/or (b) simple comments explaining design decisions or constraints. We consider that the information
of a note which is classified into the former category indicates either the type or an expression/condition
of a function and it is attached to a transformation or an ETL constraint. The information of a note of the
second category is simple text without special semantics; these notes are used to cover different aspects of
the ETL process, such as the time/event based scheduling, monitoring, logging, error handling, crash
recovery etc. As in UML, notes are depicted as rectangles with a dog-eared corner. Formally, a note is
defined by:
(a) a name
(b) a content, which consists of one or more clauses of the form: <type>::<text>
We discriminate the different kinds of information (clauses) in the content of a note using a simple
prefix: (a) f:: for a function type; (b) e:: for an expression; and (c) t:: for simple text, before writing
the text of the respective information. In order to maintain our model simple, we do not oblige the
designer to attach a note to every transformation or ETL constraint, or to fill all three kinds of information
in every note.
In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), observe several notes of the first category attached to transformations f1,
f2, f3, and

. For example, the note attached to the transformation f3 indicates that the type of the

ZY +

transformation template is AddAttribute and the expression needed for its instantiation is
DATE=SYSDATE(). The usage of function types and expressions will be clarified after the introduction of

templates in the logical model; in Chapter 4, we present a template mechanism using a logicprogramming, declarative language LDL [NaTs89].
Moreover, notes are employed as runtime constraints for the identification of properties that must be
met. For example, in the upper part of Figure 3.1, we can observe a runtime constraint specifying that the
overall execution time for the loading of DW.PARTS (that involves the loading of S1.PARTS and
S2.PARTS) cannot take longer than 4 hours.

3.3.6 Part-Of Relationships
We bring up part-of relationships in order to emphasize the fact that a concept is composed of a set of
attributes. In general, standard ER modeling does not treat this kind of relationship as a first-class citizen
of the model; UML modeling on the other hand, hides attributes inside classes and treats part-of
relationships with a much broader meaning. We not wish to redefine UML part-of relationships, but
rather to emphasize the relationship of a concept with its attributes (since we will need attributes as first
class citizens in the inter-attribute mappings). Naturally, we do not preclude the usage of the part-of
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relationship for other purposes, as in standard UML modeling. A part-of relationship is denoted by an
edge with a small diamond at the side of the container object. Formally, a part-of relationship is defined
by:
(a) a concept
(b) a finite set of attributes
In Example 1 (Figure 3.1), all concepts involved are connected to their attributes through part-of
relationships.
3.3.7 Candidate Relationships
In the case of data warehousing, especially in the early stages of the project, it is common phenomenon to
have more than one candidate source files or tables that could populate a target, data warehouse table.
Therefore, a candidate relationship captures the fact that a certain data warehouse concept can be
populated by a finite set of more than one candidate source concepts. Formally, a candidate relationship
comprises:
(a) a single candidate concept
(b) a single target concept
Candidate relationships are depicted with bold dotted lines between the candidates and the target
concept. Whenever exactly one of them can be selected, we annotate the set of candidate relationships for
the same concept with a UML {XOR} constraint.
3.3.8 Active Candidate Relationships
An active candidate relationship denotes the fact that out of a set of candidates, a certain one has been
selected for the population of the target concept. Therefore, an active candidate relationship is a
specialization of candidate relationships, with the same structure and refined semantics. We denote an
active candidate relationship with a directed bold dotted arrow from the provider towards the target
concept.
Formally, a candidate relationship comprises
(a) a single candidate concept
(b) a single target concept
For the purpose of Example 1, let us assume that source S2 has more than one production systems
(e.g., COBOL files), which are candidates for S2.PARTS. Assume that the available candidates (depicted
in the left upper part of Figure 3.1) are:
−

A concept AnnualParts (practically representing a file File1), that contains the full annual
history about part suppliers; it is used basically for reporting purposes and contains a superset of
fields than the ones required for the purpose of the data warehouse.

−

A concept RecentParts (practically representing a file File2), containing only the data of the
last month; it used on-line by end-users for the insertion or update of data as well as for some
reporting applications. The diagram also shows that RecentParts was eventually selected as the
active candidate; moreover, a note captures the details of this design choice.
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3.3.9 Provider Relationships
A provider relationship maps a set of input attributes to a set of output attributes through a relevant
transformation. In the simple 1:1 case, the provider relationships capture the fact that an input attribute in
the source side populates an output attribute in the data warehouse side. If the attributes are semantically
and physically compatible, no transformation is required. If this is not the case though, we pass this
mapping through the appropriate transformation (e.g., European to American data format, check for null
values, etc.).
In general, it is possible that some form of schema restructuring takes place; thus, the formal
definition of provider relationships comprises
(a) a finite set of input attributes
(b) a finite set of output attributes
(c) an appropriate transformation (i.e., one whose input and output attributes can be mapped one to
one to the respective attributes of the relationship)
In the case of N:M relationships the graphical representation obscures the linkage between provider
and target attributes. To compensate for this shortcoming, the designer is obliged to annotate the link of a
provider relationship with each one of the involved attributes with a tag, so that there is no ambiguity for
the actual provider of a target attribute (e.g., the output edges of γ in Figure 3.1). For simplicity of
presentation, when the transformation is 1:1 we omit this design constraint (e.g., the output edge of SK in
Figure 3.1).
In the 1:1 case, a provider relationship is depicted as a solid bold directed arrow from the input to the
output attribute, tagged with the participating transformation. In the general N:M case, a provider
relationship is graphically depicted as a set of solid arrows starting from the providers and targeting the
consumers, all passing through the facilitator transformation.
Finally, we should also mention a syntactic sugar add-on of our model. It can be the case where a
certain provider relationship involves all the attributes of a set of concepts. For example, in the case of a
relational union operation, all the attributes of the input and the output concepts would participate in the
transformation. To avoid overloading the diagram with too many relationships, we employ a syntactic
sugar notation mapping the input to the output concepts (instead of attributes). This can also be treated as
a zoom in/out operation on the diagram per se: at the coarse level, only concepts are depicted and an
overview of the model is given; at the detailed level, the inter-concept relationships are expanded to the
respective inter-attribute relationships, presenting the designer with all the available detail.
Let us examine now the relationship between the attributes of concepts S1.PARTS, S2.PARTS and
DW.PARTS, as depicted in Figure 3.1. For the moment, we ignore the aggregation that takes place for the

rows of source S2 and focus on the elementary transformations.
−

Attribute PKEY is directly populated from its homonymous attribute in S1 and S2, through a
surrogate key (SK) transformation (see subsection 4.4.2 for further details about surrogate key
assignment).

−

Attribute DATE is directly populated from its homonymous attribute in S2, through a
transformation function that converts American dates to European dates (f1). At the same time,
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the date for the rows coming from source S1, is determined through the application of a function
that adds a new attribute (f3) and uses as initial value the current date (SYSDATE) (since S1.PARTS
does not have a corresponding attribute). Observe the function applied for the rows coming from
source S1: it uses as input all the attributes of S1.PARTS (in order to determine that the produced
value is a new attribute of the row), passes through a function application transformation
calculating the system date, which, in turns, is directed to attribute DW.DATE.
−

Attribute QTY is directly populated from its homonymous attributes in the two sources, without the
need for any transformation.

−

Attribute COST is populated from its homonymous attributes in the two sources. As far as source
S2 is concerned, we first need a transformation function (f2) that converts the cost from American

($) to European values (€) and then a filter (σ) that allows only values greater than zero to pass. As
far as source S1 is concerned, we apply a check for null values (NN), to avoid loading the data
warehouse with rows having no cost for their parts.
−

Note that there can be input attributes, like for example S2.PARTS.DEPT, which are ignored
during the ETL process.

3.3.10 Serial Transformation Composition
It is possible that we need to combine several transformations in a single provider relationship. For
example, we would possibly like to group by incoming data with respect to a set of attributes, having
ensured at the same time that no null values are involved in this operation. In this case, we would need to
perform a check for null values for each of the attributes and propagate only the correct rows to the
aggregation. In order to model this setting, we employ a serial composition of the involved
transformations. The problem would be the requirement that a transformation has a set of attributes as
inputs and attributes; thus, simply connecting two transformations would be inconsistent. To compensate
this shortcoming, we employ a serial transformation composition. Formally, a serial transformation
composition comprises
(a) a single initiating transformation
(b) a single subsequent transformation
Serial transformation compositions are depicted as solid bold lines connecting the two involved
transformations.
A rather complex part of Example 1 is the aggregation that takes place for the rows of source S2.
Practically, source S2 captures information for parts according to the departments of the organization.
Loading this data to the data warehouse that ignores this kind of detail requires the aggregation of data
per PKEY, DATE and the summation of COST and QTY. This procedure is performed from the aggregation
transformation γ. Still, all the aforementioned elementary transformations are not ignored or banished; on
the contrary, they are linked to the aggregation transformation through the appropriate serial composition
relationships. Note also the tags on the output of the aggregation transformation, determining their
providers (e.g., S2.PARTS.PKEY for DW.PARTS.PKEY and SUM(S2.PARTS.QTY) for DW.PARTS.QTY).
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3.4 Methodology for the usage of the conceptual model
In this section, we will present the proposed methodology, by giving the sequence of steps for a designer
to follow, during the construction of the data warehouse. Each step of this methodology will be presented
in terms of Example 1. As already mentioned, the ultimate goal of this design process is the production of
inter-attribute mappings, along with any relevant auxiliary information.
3.4.1 Step 1: Identification of the Proper Data Stores
The first thing that a designer faces during the requirements and analysis phase of the data warehouse
process is the identification of relative data sources. Assume that for a particular subset of the data
warehouse, we have identified the concept DW.PARTS which is a fact table storing information about the
distribution of parts. Assume also that, for completeness reasons, we have decided that we need to
populate the target table with data from both sources S1 and S2, i.e., we need the union of the data of these
two sources. Moreover, in order to populate the concept S1.PARTS, we need an outer join of the data of
the concepts PS1 and PS2. Then, the diagram for the identified data sources and their interrelationships is
depicted in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Identification of the proper data stores
3.4.2 Step 2: Candidates and Active Candidates for the Involved Data Stores
As already mentioned before, during the requirements and analysis stage the designer can possibly find
out that more than one data stores could be candidates to populate a certain concept. The way the decision
is taken cannot be fully automated; for example, our personal experience suggests that, at least the size,
the data quality and the availability of the sources play a major role in this kind of decision. For the
purpose of our motivating example, let us assume that source S2 has more than one production systems
(e.g., COBOL files), which are candidates for concept S2.PARTS. Assume that the available sources are:
−

A concept AnnualParts (practically representing a file File1), that contains the full annual
history about part suppliers; it is used basically for reporting purposes and contains a superset of
fields than the ones required for the purpose of the data warehouse.

−

A concept RecentParts (practically representing a file File2), containing only the data of the
last month; it used on-line by end-users for the insertion or update of data as well as for some
reporting applications.

The candidate concepts for concept S2.PARTS and the (eventually selected) active candidate
RecentParts, along with the tracing of the decision for the choice, are depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Candidates and active candidates for the motivating example
Once a decision on the active candidate has been reached, a simplified ‘working copy’ of the scenario
that hides all other candidates can be produced. There are two ways to achieve this:
(a) by ignoring all the information on candidates for the target concept (Figure 3.6), or
(b) by replacing the target with the active candidate (Figure 3.7)
In other words, in order to avoid cluttering the diagram with information not directly useful, the
designer can choose to work in a simplified version. The hidden candidates, are not eliminated; on the
contrary, they remain part of the conceptual model of the data warehouse, to be exploited in later stages
of the warehouse lifecycle (e.g., in the case of changes to the active candidate that may possibly lead to
the reconsideration of this choice). The only difference is that they are not shown to the designer.

Figure 3.6. Working copy transformation: ignoring candidates
active
canditate

{XOR}

...
target

active
canditate

candidate1
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Figure 3.7. Working copy transformation: replace targets with active candidates
3.4.3 Step 3: Attribute Mapping Between the Providers and the Consumers
The most difficult task of the data warehouse designer is to determine the mapping of the attributes of the
sources to the ones of the data warehouse. This task involves several discussions with the source
administrators to explain the codes and implicit rules or values, which are hidden in the data and the
source programs. Moreover, it involves quite a few ‘data preview’ attempts (in the form of sampling, or
simple counting queries) to discover the possible problems of the provided data. Naturally, this process is
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interactive and error-prone. The support that a tool can provide the designer with lies mainly in the area of
inter-attribute mapping, with focus on the tracing of transformation and cleaning operations for this
mapping.
For each target attribute, a set of provider relationships must be defined. In simple cases, the provider
relationships are defined directly among source and target attributes. In the cases where a transformation
is required, we pass the mapping through the appropriate transformation. In the cases where more than
one transformations are required, we can insert a sequence of transformations between the involved
attributes, all linked through composition relationships. ETL constraints are also specified in this part of
the design process. An example of inter-attribute relationship for the concepts PS1, PS2, S1.PARTS,
S2.PARTS and DW.PARTS of Example 1, is depicted in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8. Attribute mapping for the population of concept DW.PARTS
3.4.4 Step 4: Annotating the Diagram with Runtime Constraints
Apart for the job definition for an ETL scenario, which specifies how the mapping from sources to the
data warehouse is performed, along with the appropriate transformations, there are several other
parameters that possibly need to be specified for the runtime environment. This kind of runtime
constraints include:
−

Time/Event based scheduling. The designer needs to determine the frequency of the ETL process,
so that data are fresh and the overall process fits within the refreshment time window.

−

Monitoring. On-line information about the progress/status of the process is necessary, so that the
administrator can be aware of what step the load is on, its start time, duration, etc. File dumps,
notification messages on the console, e-mail, printed pages, or visual demonstration can be
employed for this purpose.

−

Logging. Off-line information, presented at the end of the execution of the scenario, on the
outcome of the overall process. All the relevant information (e.g., the previous tracing stuff) is
shown, by employing the aforementioned techniques.

−

Exception handling. The row-wise treatment of database/business rules violation is necessary for
the proper function of the ETL process. Information like which rows are problematic, or how
many rows are acceptable (i.e., acceptance rate), characterizes this aspect of the ETL process.
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−

Error handling. Crash recovery and stop/start capabilities (e.g., committing a transaction every
few rows) are absolutely necessary for the robustness and the efficiency of the process.

Figure 3.9. Annotation of Figure 3.5 with constraints on the runtime execution of the ETL scenario
To capture all this information, we adopt notes, tagged to the appropriate concepts, transformations or
relationships. In Figure 3.9, we depict the diagram of Figure 3.5, annotated with a runtime constraint
specifying that the overall execution time for the loading of DW.PARTS (that involves the loading of
S1.PARTS and S2.PARTS) cannot take longer than 4 hours.

3.5 Instantiation and Specialization Layers
We believe that the key issue in the conceptual representation of ETL processes lies (a) on the
identification of a small set of generic constructs that are powerful enough to capture all cases
(genericity) and (b) on an extensibility mechanism that allows the construction of a ‘palette’ of frequently
used types; e.g., for concepts and transformations (extensibility).

Figure 3.10. The framework for the modeling of ETL processes
Our metamodeling framework is depicted in Figure 3.10. The lower layer of figure, namely Schema
Layer, involves a specific ETL scenario. All the entities of the Schema layer are instances of the classes
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Concept, Attribute, Transformation, ETL Constraint and Relationship. Thus, as one can see

on the upper part of figure, we introduce a meta-class layer, namely Metamodel Layer involving the
aforementioned classes. The linkage between the Metamodel and the Schema layers is achieved through
instantiation (‘InstanceOf’) relationships. The Metamodel layer implements the aforementioned
genericity desideratum: the five classes which are involved in the Metamodel layer are generic enough to
model any ETL scenario, through the appropriate instantiation.
Still, we can do better than the simple provision of a meta- and an instance layer. In order to make our
metamodel truly useful for practical cases of ETL processes, we enrich it with a set of ETL-specific
constructs, which constitute a subset of the larger metamodel layer, namely the Template Layer. The
constructs in the Template layer are also meta-classes, but they are quite customized for the regular cases
of ETL processes. Thus, the classes of the Template layer as specializations (i.e., subclasses) of the
generic classes of the Metamodel layer. Through this customization mechanism, the designer can pick the
instances of the Schema layer from a much richer palette of constructs; in this setting, the entities of the
Schema layer are instantiations, not only of the respective classes of the Metamodel layer, but also of
their subclasses in the Template layer.
In the example of Figure 3.10 the concept DW.PARTS must be populated from a certain source S2.
Several operations must intervene during the propagation: for example, a surrogate key assignment (SK)
and an aggregation (γ) take place in the scenario. Moreover, there are two candidates suitable for the
concept S2.PARTS; out of them, exactly one (Candidate2) is eventually selected for the task. As one can
observe, the concepts that take part in this scenario are instances of class Concept (belonging to the
metamodel layer) and specifically of class ER Entity (assuming that we adopt an ER model extension).
Instances and encompassing classes are related through links of type ‘InstanceOf’. The same
mechanism applies for transformations: all the instances of class Transformation are also instances of
its corresponding subclasses. Relationships do not escape the rule either: observe how the provider links
from the concept S2.PARTS towards the concept DW.PARTS are related to class Provider
Relationship through the appropriate InstanceOf links.

As far as the class Concept is concerned, in the Template layer we can specialize it into several
subclasses, depending on the employed model. In the case of the ER model, we have the subclasses ER
Entity, and ER Relationship, whereas in the case of the Dimensional Model, we can have subclasses

as Fact Table or Dimension. Following the same framework, class Transformation is further
specialized to an extensible set of reoccurring patterns of ETL transformations, depicted in Table 3.2.
Let us present each of the aforementioned classes in more detail. As one can see on the left column of
Table 3.2, we group the template transformations in six major logical groups. We do not depict the
grouping of transformations in subclasses in Figure 3.10, in order to avoid overloading the figure; instead,
we depict the specialization of class Transformation to three of its subclasses whose instances appear
in the employed scenario of the Schema layer.
The first group, named Filters, provides checks for the respect of a certain condition. The semantics of
these filters are the obvious (starting from a generic selection condition and proceeding to the check
for null values, primary or foreign key violation, etc.). The second group of template
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transformations is called Unary Transformations and except for the most generic push transformation
(which simply propagates data from the provider to the consumer), consists of the classical
aggregation and function application operations along with three data warehouse specific

transformations (surrogate key assignment, normalization and denormalization); for further
details concerning these transformations we refer the interested reader to subsection 4.4.2. The third
group consists of classical Binary Operations, such as union, join and difference of concepts as well
as with a special case of difference involving the detection of updates.
Table 3.2. Template transformations, along with their symbols, grouped by category
Logical Groups

Template Transformations

Filters

-

Unary transformations

-

Push
Aggregation (γ)
Projection (π)
Function application (f)
Surrogate key assignment (SK)
Tuple normalization (N)
Tuple denormalization (DN)

Binary transformations

-

Union (U)
Join (><)
Diff (∆)
Update Detection (∆UPD)

Composite transformations

- Slowly changing dimension
(Type 1,2,3)
(SDC-1/2/3)
- Format mismatch (FM)
- Data type conversion (DTC)
- Switch (σ*)
- Extended union (U)

File operations

- EBCDIC to ASCII conversion (EB2AS)
- Sort file (Sort)

Transfer operations

- Ftp (FTP)
- Compress/Decompress (Z/dZ)
- Encrypt/Decrypt (Cr/dCr)

Selection (σ)
Not null (NN)
Primary key violation (PK)
Foreign key violation (FK)
Unique value (UN)
- Domain mismatch (DM)

Moreover, there is a set of Composite/Special-Purpose transformations, which can be derived from
simple combinations of template transformations. For example, slowly changing dimension is a
technique for extracting the changes in the sources that populate dimension tables; once again, for further
details see subsection 4.4.2. Also, format mismatch is a special case of selection and function
application (in the case when an attribute should fulfill a certain regular expression), data type
conversion is also a special case of function application, a switch is the combination of several

selections and extended union is a combination of binary unions to produce the respective n-ary
operator.
Except for the aforementioned templates, which mainly refer to logical transformations, we can also
consider the case of physical operators that refer to the application of physical transformations to whole
files/tables. Mainly, we discuss inter-concept physical operations like Transfer Operations (ftp,
compress/decompress, encrypt/decrypt) and File Operations (EBCDIC to ASCII, sort file).
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Summarizing, the Metamodel layer is a set of generic entities, able to represent any ETL scenario. At
the same time, the genericity of the Metamodel layer is complemented with the extensibility of the
Template layer, which is a set of ‘built-in’ specializations of the entities of the Template layer,
specifically tailored for the most frequent elements of ETL scenarios. Moreover, apart from this ‘built-in’,
ETL-specific extension of the generic metamodel, if the designer decides that several ‘patterns’, not
included in the palette of the Template layer, occur repeatedly in his/her data warehousing projects,
he/she can easily fit them into the customizable Template layer through the specialization mechanism.
This issue will be thoroughly discussed in the logical model.

3.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have focused on the problem of the definition of ETL processes and provided
foundations for their conceptual representation. More specifically, we have proposed a novel conceptual
model, which is customized for the tracing of inter-attribute relationships and the respective ETL
transformations in the early stages of a data warehouse project. The proposed model is constructed in a
customizable and extensible manner, so that the designer can enrich it with his own re-occurring patterns
for ETL transformations, while, at the same time, we also offer a ‘palette’ of a set of frequently used ETL
transformations, like the assignment of surrogate keys, the check for null values, etc.
Moreover, we would like to briefly discuss some comments on the overall evaluation of our approach.
At first we describe how our approach fits in the state of the art. In the sequel, we point out two issues as
an overall assessment of our proposal. First, we argue about the nature of the model proposed and then we
discuss its usage and scope.
Comparison with related work. Next, we compare our approach with other research efforts in the
fields of conceptual modeling for data warehousing and ETL in general. In Chapter 2, we have mentioned
that the front end of the data warehouse has monopolized the research on the conceptual part of data
warehouse modeling. In fact, most of the work on conceptual modeling, in the field of data warehousing,
has been dedicated to the capturing of the conceptual characteristics of the star schema of the warehouse
and the subsequent data marts and aggregations (see [Tsoi01] for a broader discussion). However, there
are few attempts around the specific problem of this work.
In [StMR99] the authors propose an UML-based metamodel for data warehouses that covers the two
basic parts of the data warehouse architecture, i.e., the backstage and the front-end. Specialized
approaches for specific parts (like definitions of OLAP models, or ETL workflows) can be employed in a
complementary fashion to the [StMR99] framework (possibly through some kind of specialization) to add
more detail to the metadata representation of the warehouse. Clearly, the authors provide a framework for
the modeling of data warehouses; still it is too general to capture the peculiarities of a more detailed level
such as the modeling of ETL processes. We complement their method by specializing their main classes.
Moreover, we treat attributes and inter-attribute mappings as ‘first class citizens’, despite hide them inside
classes.
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[TrLu03] presents a conceptual model based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG01] for
the design of ETL processes which deals with several technical problems, such as aggregation,
conversion, filtering, join, loading, incorrect, merge, wrapper, and surrogate keys. Still, their method
inherits the advantages and the disadvantages of UML modeling: it is based on a well-established
modeling technique, but its deliverable is not clear and easy to understand at the early stages of a data
warehouse project, where people with different knowledge background (business managers and database
administrators) are met. And this is realized, especially because of the encapsulation into classes of very
crucial elements of an ETL process, such attributes and relationships among them.
Additionally, we can mention [BoFM99] as a first attempt to clearly separate the data warehouse
refreshment process from its traditional treatment as a view maintenance or bulk loading process. Still,
the proposed model is informal and the focus is on proving the complexity of the effort, rather than the
formal modeling of the processes themselves. [CDL+98, CDL+99] introduce the notion of ‘intermodel
assertions’, in order to capture the mappings between the sources and the data warehouse. However, any
transformation is dereferenced for the logical model where a couple of generic operators are supposed to
perform this task.

Figure 3.11. Informal conceptual model following the [KRRT98] notation
In terms of industrial approaches, the model that stems from [KRRT98] would be an informal
documentation of the overall ETL process. Moreover, [KRRT98] presents the only methodology that we
know of, mainly grouped as a set of tips and technical guidelines; on the contrary, in our approach we try
to give a more disciplined methodology. The major deficiency of the [KRRT98] methodology is the lack
of conceptual support for the overall process. According to the [KRRT98] proposal (e.g., p.613), the
closest thing to a conceptual model for Example 1 is the informal description depicted in Figure 3.11. As
far as inter-attribute mappings are concerned, tables of matching between source and warehouse attributes
are suggested. The spirit of [KRRT98] is more focused towards the logical design of ETL workflows;
thus, rather than systematically tracing system and user requirements, transformations and constraints, the
proposed methodology quickly turns into a description of data flows for common cases of ETL
transformations (e.g., surrogate keys, duplicate elimination and so on).
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Consequently, we believe that so far the formal modeling of the starting concepts of a data warehouse
design process has not been adequately dealt by the research community.
Model Characteristics. We would like to stress that, in this section, we do not propose another
process/workflow model; thus, we do not intend to cover the composite workflow of ETL processes for
the population of the warehouse. There are two basic reasons for this approach. First, in the conceptual
model for ETL processes, the focus is on documenting/formalizing the particularities of the data sources
with respect to the data warehouse and not in providing a technical solution for the implementation of the
process. Secondly, the ETL conceptual model is constructed in the early stages of the data warehouse
project during which, the time constraints of the project require a quick documentation of the involved
data stores and their relationships, rather than an in-depth description of a composite workflow. In this
sense, our approach is complementary to the one proposed in [BoFM99, VQVJ01], since it involves an
earlier stage of the design process. A formal modeling of this workflow is presented in the next chapter.
Verification. Clearly, we do not provide any verification mechanism for the conceptual model. The
main idea is that we want a simple, generic and extensible model capable to take into consideration the
particularities of the early stages of a data warehouse project. Thus, with such an assumption, it is not
possible to check, for example, if a certain transformation can be applied to a certain set of attributes.
However, the deliverable of this level is propagated to the logical level, where this is checked and
replenished according to the syntax and rules of the rigorous logical model.
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The purpose of this section is to present a formal logical model for the activities of an ETL environment.
In Section 4.1, we present our motives and contributions concerning the logical modeling of ETL
processes. In Section 4.2, we revisit the Example 1 introduced in Chapter 3 and we study it from a logical
point of view. Section 4.3 presents the constituents of the logical model for ETL processes. Section 4.4
describes the mechanism for specifying and materializing template definitions of frequently used ETL
activities. Section 4.5 presents the results of the exploitation of the logical model. In Section 4.6 we
conclude our results and we make a general discussion on the completeness and general applicability of
our approach.

4.1 Introduction
The ETL conceptual model is constructed in the early stages of the data warehouse project during which,
the time constraints of the project require a quick documentation of the involved data stores and their
relationships, rather than an in-depth description of a composite workflow. In this chapter, we present a
logical model for the activities of an ETL environment that concentrates on the flow of data from the
sources towards the data warehouse through the composition of activities and data stores. Moreover, we
provide a technical solution for the implementation of the overall process.
As we have already discussed in Chapter 1, data warehouse operational processes normally compose a
labor intensive workflow, involving data extraction, transformation, integration, cleaning and transport. In
the sequel, we shall use several names for this kind of workflow, such ETL workflow, ETL scenario, or
ETL process, interchangeable. If we treat an ETL scenario as a composite workflow, in a traditional way,
its designer is obliged to define several of its parameters (Figure 4.1). First, the designer is responsible for
defining an Execution Plan for the scenario. The definition of an execution plan can be seen from various
perspectives. The Execution Sequence involves the specification of which activity runs first, second, and
so on, which activities run in parallel, or when a semaphore is defined so that several activities are
synchronized at a rendezvous point. ETL activities normally run in batch, so the designer needs to specify
an Execution Schedule, i.e., the time points or events that trigger the execution of the scenario as a whole.
Finally, due to system crashes, it is imperative that there exists a Recovery Plan, specifying the sequence
of steps to be taken in the case of failure for a certain activity (e.g., retry to execute the activity, or undo
any intermediate results produced so far). At the same time, an Administration Plan should be specified,
involving the notification of the administrator either on-line (monitoring) or off-line (logging) for the
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status of an executed activity, as well as the security and authentication management for the ETL
environment.
We find that research has not dealt with the definition of data-centric workflows to the entirety of its
extent. In the ETL case, for example, due to the data centric nature of the process, the designer must deal
with the relationship of the involved activities with the underlying data. This involves the definition of a
Primary Data Flow that describes the route of data from the sources towards their final destination in the
data warehouse, as they pass through the processes of the workflow. Also, due to possible quality
problems of the processed data, the designer is obliged to define a Data Flow for Logical Exceptions,
which is responsible for the flow of the problematic data, i.e., the rows that violate integrity or business
rules. It is the combination of the execution sequence and the data flow that generates the semantics of the
ETL workflow: the data flow defines what each activity does and the execution plan defines in which
order and combination.

Execution
Plan
Execution Sequence
Execution Schedule
Recovery Plan
Administration
Plan

Monitoring & Logging
Security & Access Rights Management

Relationship
with data
Primary Data Flow
Data Flow for Logical Exceptions

Figure 4.1. Different perspectives for en ETL workflow
In this chapter, we work in the internals of the primary data flow of ETL scenarios. First, we present a
metamodel particularly customized for the definition of ETL activities. We follow a workflow-like
approach, where the output of a certain activity can either be stored persistently or passed to a subsequent
activity. Moreover, we employ a declarative database programming language, LDL, to define the
semantics of each activity. The metamodel is generic enough to capture any possible ETL activity.
Nevertheless, reusability and ease-of-use dictate that we can do better in aiding the data warehouse
designer in his task. In this pursuit of higher reusability and flexibility, we specialize the set of our
generic metamodel constructs with a palette of frequently-used ETL activities, which we call templates.
Also, in order to achieve a uniform extensibility mechanism for this library of built-ins, we have to deal
with specific language issues: thus, we also discuss the mechanics of template instantiation to concrete
activities.
Our contributions can be listed as follows:
−

First, we define a formal metamodel as an abstraction of ETL processes at the logical level. The
data stores, activities and their constituent parts are formally defined. An activity is defined as an
entity with possibly more than one input schemata, an output schema and a parameter schema, so
that the activity is populated each time with its proper parameter values. The flow of data from
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producers towards their consumers is achieved through the usage of provider relationships that
map the attributes of the former to the respective attributes of the latter. A serializable
combination of ETL activities, provider relationships and data stores constitutes an ETL scenario.
−

Second, we show how this model is reduced to a graph, which we call the Architecture Graph. We
model all the aforementioned entities as nodes and four different kinds of relationships as edges.
These relationships involve (a) type checking information (i.e., which type an entity corresponds
to), (b) part-of relationships (e.g., which activity does an attribute belong to), (c) regulator
relationships, covering the population of the parameters of the activities from attributes or constant
values, and (d) provider relationships, covering the flow of data from providers to consumers.

−

Moreover, we provide a reusability framework that complements the genericity of the metamodel.
Practically, this is achieved from a set of ‘built-in’ specializations of the entities of the Metamodel
layer, specifically tailored for the most frequent elements of ETL scenarios. This palette of
template activities will be referred to as Template layer and it is characterized by its extensibility;
in fact, due to language considerations, we provide the details of the mechanism that instantiates
templates to specific activities.

−

Also, we provide results on the exploitation of the Architecture Graph. First we provide several
simple graph transformations that reduce the complexity of the graph. For example, we give a
simple algorithm for zooming out the graph, a transformation that can be very useful for the
visualization of the graph. Second, we measure the importance and vulnerability of the nodes of
the graph through specific importance metrics, namely dependence and responsibility.
Dependence stands for the degree to which a node is bound to other entities that provide it with
data and responsibility measures the degree up to which other nodes of the graph depend on the
node under consideration. Dependence and responsibility are crucial measures for the engineering
of the evolution of the ETL environment.

4.2 Revisiting ETL Example
In Chapter 2, we have introduced an example ETL process. This example was sufficient for the early
stages of a data warehouse design, where we need a quick documentation of the involved data stores and
their relationships, rather than an in-depth description of a composite workflow. Thus, the deliverable of
the conceptual level contains the necessary data stores along with their attributes, the transformations
involved and the inter-attribute mappings.
However, this information is not enough when we move to the logical level, where we need a more
detailed documentation and description of the ETL process. We have to delve into the activities involved
in the overall ETL process and to capture their semantics, in order to build the respective workflow. As
we will see later in this chapter, we use the term ‘activity’ in the logical model as the respective of the
term ‘transformation’ of the conceptual model. In addition, the conceptual description of the
transformations does not always represent the actual transformation of the data. For example, in Figure
3.1 observe the surrogate key assignment (SK). In order to realize this assignment in the logical level, as
we shall see in subsection 4.4.2, we need more information than a simple connection between the
attributes involved. For instance, we need information about the respective source of the workflow that
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SK is applied to, as well as a join with a lookup table that stores the surrogate key values related with the

product key values of the current flow.
Therefore, the elements of the conceptual design has not always one-to-one mapping with the logical
design; so, in the logical design we have to provide more details about the flow of data. A typical logical
workflow representing the conceptual design of the ETL process of Figure 3.1 is depicted in Figure 4.2.
Observe the extra processes in this figure. For example, in order to handle the aforementioned remark
about necessity of information concerning the source of each flow in the assignment of surrogate keys, we
apply an extra activity (AddAttr) that adds a new attribute (SOURCE) in the data flow. Also, note that we
use an extra activity (a) to capture the transfer between data stores located in different physical places
(activity ftp), (b) to detect the changes of data from the previous loading of the data warehouse (activity
Diff), (c) to represent the ETL Constraint PK of Figure 3.1 (activity PK), and (d) to project-out the

unnecessary attribute DEPT (activity π-out). Finally, observe that we use more data stores in the logical
design, either as intermediate storage areas or as storage for problematic data.
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Figure 4.2. The logical design for the ETL process presented in Section 3.2
More specifically, the ETL scenario presented in Section 3.2 involves the propagation of data from the
concept PARTS(PKEY,QTY,COST) of source S1 as well as from the concept PARTS(PKEY,DATE,
QTY,COST,DEPT) of source S2 to the data warehouse. In the data warehouse, DW.PARTS(PKEY,
SOURCE,DATE,QTY,COST) stores daily (DATE) information for the available quantity (QTY) and cost

(COST) of parts (PKEY) per source (SOURCE). We assume that the first supplier is European and the
second is American, thus the data coming from the second source need to be converted to European
values and formats. For the first supplier, we need to combine information from two different tables in the
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source database, which is achieved through an outer join of the concepts PS1(PKEY,QTY,DEPT) and
PS2(PKEY,COST) respectively.

In the sequel, we rewrite the transformations involved in the ETL scenario presented in Section 3.2 in
terms of the logical design, in order to stress the different level of detail we use in each model. Clearly,
the ordering of activities is arbitrary, but this fact does not degrade the general idea presented in this
chapter. In Chapter 6, we elaborate more on the subject of the execution order of activities in an ETL
workflow.
1.

First, we transfer via ftp the snapshots from the sources S1.PARTS and S2.PARTS to the files
DSA.PS1_new(PKEY,QTY,COST) and DSA.PS2_new(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,DEPT) of the DSA.

As we have already discussed in Chapter 1, in data warehousing terminology a DSA is an
intermediate area of the data warehouse, specifically destined to enable the transformation, cleaning
and integration of source data, before being loaded to the warehouse.
2.

In the DSA, we maintain locally a copy of the snapshot of the source as it was at the previous loading
(we assume here the case of the incremental maintenance of the DW, instead of the case of the initial
loading of the DW). The data store DSA.PS2_new stands for the last transferred snapshot of S2.PARTS
and the data store DSA.PS2_old stands for the penultimate transferred snapshot. By detecting the
difference of these snapshots we can derive the newly inserted rows in source S2.PARTS. We store
these rows in the data store DSA.PS2. Note that the difference activity that we employ, namely
Diff2, checks for differences only on the primary key of the recordsets; thus we ignore any possible

deletions or updates for the attributes COST and QTY of existing rows. Any not newly inserted row is
rejected and so, it is propagated to Diff1_REJ that stores all the rejected rows. The schema of
Diff1_REJ is identical to the input schema of the activity Diff1. The data coming from source S1

are treated similarly, except that the newly inserted rows are not stored in a recordset, but they are
propagated to the following activity AddAttr1.
3.

In the flow for the data of S1 we need to perform: (a) an addition of a DATE attribute with the value of
system’s date, since source S1 does not contain date information (activity AddAttr1); and (b) a test
for NULL values for the attribute COST (activity NotNull). Rows having a NULL value for their COST
are kept in the NotNull_REJ recordset for further examination by the data warehouse administrator.
Then, in order to keep track of the supplier of each row, we need to add a ‘flag’ attribute, namely
SOURCE, indicating 1 for the respective supplier (S1). This is achieved through the activity
AddAttr2. Next, we store the rows that stem from this process in the data store DSA.PS1(PKEY,
SOURCE,DATE,QTY,COST). After that, we assign a surrogate key on PKEY through the activity SK1,

which uses the lookup table LOOKUP(PKEY,SOURCE,SKEY).
4.

Simultaneously, for the data coming from S2, we need: (a) to project-out the unnecessary attribute
DEPT (activity π-out); (b) to add a ‘flag’ attribute (SOURCE) indicating 2 for the respective supplier
S2 (activity AddAttr3); (c) assign a surrogate key on PKEY (activity SK2); (d) to convert the

American dates (attribute DATE) to the European format (activity A2EDate); (e) to apply a function
to the attribute COST that converts currency values from US Dollars to Euros (activity $2€); (f) to
group-by PKEY and DATE for the calculation of the summary of QTY and COST (activity γ); and (g) to
select only the records for which an available quantity exists (COST>0), using activity σ. Rows
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having a non-positive value for their COST are kept in the σ_REJ recordset for further examination by
the data warehouse administrator.
5.

Then, the two flows are consolidated through a union activity, namely U.

6.

Finally, data coming from the common flow are checked for primary key violations through the
activity PK that also populates table DW.PARTS(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,QTY,COST). Those data that
violate the primary key constraint are propagated to the PK_REJ recordset.
Note also, that for several of the aforementioned activities, we need to trace the rows that do not pass

the check or transformation performed. The role of rejected rows depends on the peculiarities of each
ETL scenario. If the designer needs to administrate these rows further, then he/she should use
intermediate storage data stores with the burden of an extra I/O cost. If the rejected rows should not have
a special treatment, then the best solution is to be ignored; thus, in this case we avoid overload the
scenario with any extra storage recordset. In our case, we annotate only five (Diff1, Diff2, NotNull, σ,
and PK) of the presented activities with a destination for rejected rows. Out of these, while NotNull_REJ
absolutely makes sense as a placeholder for problematic rows having non-acceptable NULL values,
Diff1_REJ is presented for demonstration reasons only.

The technical points of the likes of ftp are mostly employed to show what kind of problems someone
has to deal with in a practical situation, rather than to relate this kind of physical operations to a logical
model. In terms of logical modelling this is a simple passing of data from one site to another
Example 2. We present the example in Figure 4.1 in order to stress the differences between
conceptual and logical models. In the sequel, for ease of presentation, we concentrate only on a part of the
example presented in Figure 4.2. This part involves the propagation of data from a certain source S1,
towards a data warehouse DW through intermediate data stores. These data stores belong to a Data Staging
Area (DSA) DSA. More specifically, the scenario involves only the propagation of data from the table
PARTS of source S1 to the data warehouse DW. The scenario is graphically depicted in Figure 4.3 and

involves the following transformations: (a) we detect the changes of each loading of the data warehouse
(Diff1); (b) we add an extra attribute (DATE) with the value of system’s date (AddAttr1); (c) we test for
NULL values for the attribute COST (NotNull); (d) we add an extra attribute (SOURCE) to keep track of the

supplier of each row (AddAttr2); (e) we store these rows in DSA.PS1; and (f) we assign a surrogate key
on PKEY (SK1). Finally, we populate the data warehouse with the output of the previous activity.

S1.PARTS

FTP1

DSA.
PS1_NEW

DSA.PS1_NEW.PKEY
=
DSA.PS1_OLD.PKEY

Diff1

Source

DATE
=
SYSDATE

COST

SOURCE = 1

AddAttr1

NotNull

AddAttr2

DSA.PS1.PKEY,
LOOKUP.PKEY,
LOOKUP.SKEY,
LOOKUP.SOURCE

DSA.PS1

SK1

DSA.
PS1_OLD
Diff1_REJ

NotNull
_REJ

Data
Warehouse
LOOKUP

DSA

Figure 4.3. Bird’s-eye view of the motivating example (Figure 4.2)
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4.3 Generic Model of ETL Activities
Before proceeding, we would like to stress that we do not anticipate a manual construction of the
graph by the designer; rather, we employ this section to clarify how the graph will look like once
constructed. To assist a more automatic construction of ETL scenarios, we have implemented the ARKTOS
II tool that supports the designing process through a friendly GUI. We present ARKTOS II in Chapter 7.

4.3 Generic Model of ETL Activities
The purpose of this section is to present a formal logical model for the activities of an ETL environment.
This model abstracts from the technicalities of monitoring, scheduling and logging while it concentrates
on the flow of data from the sources towards the data warehouse through the composition of activities and
data stores. The full layout of an ETL scenario, involving activities, recordsets and functions can be
modeled by a graph, which we call the Architecture Graph. We employ a uniform, graph-modeling
framework for both the modeling of the internal structure of activities and for the modeling of the ETL
scenario at large, which enables the treatment of the ETL environment from different viewpoints. First,
the architecture graph comprises all the activities and data stores of a scenario, along with their
components. Second, the architecture graph captures the data flow within the ETL environment. Finally,
the information on the typing of the involved entities and the regulation of the execution of a scenario,
through specific parameters are also covered.
4.3.1 Graphical Notation
Being a graph, the Architecture Graph of an ETL scenario comprises nodes and edges. The involved data
types, function types, constants, attributes, activities, recordsets, parameters and functions constitute the
nodes of the graph. The different kinds of relationships among these entities are modeled as the edges of
the graph. In Figure 4.4, we give the graphical notation for all the modeling constructs that will be
presented in the sequel.
Data Types
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Function
Types

Black rectangles

Constants

Black circles

Attributes
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Relationships
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diamond edges*
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Provider
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Derived
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Provider
provider to
Relationships
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* We annotate the part-of relationship among a
function and its return type with a directed edge, to
distinguish it from the rest of the parameters.

Figure 4.4. Graphical notation for the Architecture Graph
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4.3.2 Preliminaries
In this subsection, we will introduce the formal modeling of data types, attributes, data stores and
functions, before proceeding to the modeling of ETL activities.
4.3.2.1 Elementary Entities
Data Types. We assume the existence of a countable set of data types. Each data type T is characterized
by: (a) a name, and (b) a domain, i.e., a countable set of values, called dom(T). The values of the
domains are also referred to as constants.
Attributes. We also assume the existence of a countable set of attributes, which constitute the most
elementary granules of the infrastructure of the information system. Attributes are characterized by: (a) a
name, and (b) a data type. The domain of an attribute is a subset of the domain of its data type. Attributes
and constants are uniformly referred to as terms.
A Schema is a finite list of attributes. Each entity that is characterized by one or more schemata will
be called Structured Entity. Moreover, we assume the existence of a special family of schemata, all under
the general name of NULL Schema, determined to act as placeholders for data which are not to be stored
permanently in some data store. We refer to a family instead of a single NULL schema, due to a subtle
technicality involving the number of attributes of such a schema (this will become clear in the sequel).
4.3.2.2 Recordset
We define a record as the instantiation of a schema to a list of values belonging to the domains of the
respective schema attributes. We can treat any data structure as a record set provided that there are the
ways to logically restructure it into a flat, typed record schema. Several physical storage structures abide
by this rule, such as relational databases, COBOL or simple ASCII files, multidimensional cubes, etc. We
will employ the general term RecordSet in order to refer to this kind of structures. For example, the
schema of multidimensional cubes is of the form [D1, ..., Dn, M1, ..., Mm] where the Di represent dimensions
(forming the primary key of the cube) and the Mj measures [VaSk00]. COBOL files, as another example,
are records with fields having two peculiarities: nested records and alternative representations. One can
easily unfold the nested records and choose one of the alternative representations. Relational databases
are clearly recordsets, too.
Formally, a recordset is characterized by: (a) a name, (b) a (logical) schema, and (c) a (physical)
extension (i.e., a finite set of records under the recordset schema). If we consider a schema S=[A1,…,Ak],
for a certain recordset, its extension is a mapping S=[A1,…,Ak]→dom(A1)×…×dom(Ak). Thus, the
extension of the recordset is a finite subset of dom(A1)×…×dom(Ak) and a record is the instance of a
mapping dom(A1)×…×dom(Ak)→[x1,…,xk], xi∈dom(Ai). In the sequel, we mainly deal with the two
most popular types of recordsets, namely relational tables and record files. A database is a finite set of
relational tables.
4.3.2.3 Functions
We assume the existence of a countable set of built-in system function types. A function type comprises:
(a) a name, (b) a finite list of parameter data types, and (c) a single return data type. A function is an
instance of a function type. Consequently, it is characterized by a name, a list of input parameters and a
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parameter for its return value. The data types of the parameters of the generating function type define also
(a) the data types of the parameters of the function, and (b) the legal candidates for the function
parameters (i.e., attributes or constants of a suitable data type).
4.3.3 Activities
Activities are the backbone of the structure of any information system. We adopt the WfMC terminology
[WfMC98] for processes/programs and we will call them activities in the sequel. An activity is an amount
of ‘work which is processed by a combination of resource and computer applications’ [WfMC98]. In our
framework, activities are logical abstractions representing parts, or full modules of code.
The execution of an activity is performed from a particular program. Normally, ETL activities will be
either performed in a black-box manner by a dedicated tool, or they will be expressed in some language
(e.g., PL/SQL, Perl, C). Still, we want to deal with the general case of ETL activities. We employ an
abstraction of the source code of an activity, in the form of an LDL statement. Using LDL, we avoid
dealing with the peculiarities of a particular programming language. Once again, we want to stress that
the presented LDL description is intended to capture the semantics of each activity, instead of the way
these activities are actually implemented.
An Elementary Activity is formally described by the following elements:
−

Name: a unique identifier for the activity.

−

Input Schemata: a finite set of one or more input schemata that receive data from the data
providers of the activity.

−

Output Schema: a schema that describes the placeholder for the rows that pass the check
performed by the elementary activity.

−

Rejections Schema: a schema that describes the placeholder for the rows that do not pass the
check performed by the activity, or their values are not appropriate for the performed
transformation.

−

Parameter List: a set of pairs which act as regulators for the functionality of the activity (the
target attribute of a foreign key check, for example). The first component of the pair is a name
and the second is a schema, an attribute, a function or a constant.

−

Output Operational Semantics: an LDL statement describing the content passed to the output of
the operation, with respect to its input. This LDL statement defines (a) the operation performed
on the rows that pass through the activity and (b) an implicit mapping between the attributes of
the input schema(ta) and the respective attributes of the output schema.

−

Rejection Operational Semantics: an LDL statement describing the rejected records, in a sense
similar to the Output Operational Semantics. This statement is by default considered to be the
complement of the Output Operational Semantics, except if explicitly defined differently.

In Figure 4.5 one can see the high level abstraction of the operation of an elementary binary activity.
Data coming from the two inputs are propagated to the output, while the rejections are dumped to the
Rejected Rows recordset. The operation is tuned through a set of parameters. The graphical notation

depicted in Figure 4.5 will be followed throughout the rest of the chapter. Activities are depicted with
triangles. The annotated edges characterize the data consumer/provider semantics. The + symbol denotes
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that data are appended to the Output; the ! symbol denotes that the rejected rows are propagated towards
the Rejected Rows recordset, whose contents they overwrite; the → symbol denotes that data are simply
read from Input 1; and the – symbol denotes that the data from Input 2 that match the criteria of the
activity are deleted from Input 2, once they have been read by the activity. Whenever the annotations are
not depicted, simple SELECT and APPEND semantics (i.e., the default ones) are implied.

Figure 4.5. The basic idea behind the mechanism of Elementary Activities
There are two issues that we would like to elaborate on, here:
−

NULL Schemata. Whenever we do not specify a data consumer for the output or rejection
schemata, the respective NULL schema (involving the correct number of attributes) is implied.
This practically means that the data targeted for this schema will neither be stored to some
persistent data store, nor will they be propagated to another activity, but they will simply be
ignored.

−

Language Issues. Initially, we used to specify the semantics of activities with SQL statements.
Still, although clear and easy to write and understand, SQL is rather hard to use if one is to
perform rewriting and composition of statements. Thus, we have supplemented SQL with LDL
[NaTs89], a logic-programming, declarative language as the basis of our scenario definition. LDL
is a Datalog variant based on a Horn-clause logic that supports recursion, complex objects and
negation. In the context of its implementation in an actual deductive database management system,
LDL++ [Zani98], the language has been extended to support external functions, choice,
aggregation (and even, user-defined aggregation), updates and several other features.

4.3.4 Relationships in the Architecture Graph
In this subsection, we will elaborate on the different kinds of relationships that the entities of an ETL
scenario have. Whereas these entities are modeled as the nodes of the architecture graph, relationships are
modeled as its edges. Due to their diversity, before proceeding, we list these types of relationships along
with the related terminology. The graphical notation of entities (nodes) and relationships (edges) is
presented in Figure 4.4.
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−

Part-of relationships. These relationships involve attributes and parameters and relate them to the
respective activity, recordset or function to which they belong.

−

Instance-of relationships. These relationships are defined among a data/function type and its
instances.

−

Regulator relationships. These relationships are defined among the parameters of activities and the
terms that populate these activities.

−

Provider relationships. These are relationships that involve attributes with a provider-consumer
relationship.

−

Derived provider relationships. A special case of provider relationships that occurs whenever
output attributes are computed through the composition of input attributes and parameters.
Derived provider relationships can be deduced from a simple rule and do not originally constitute
a part of the graph.

In the rest of this subsection, we will detail the notions pertaining to the relationships of the
Architecture Graph. We will base our discussions on a part of the scenario of Example 2 presented in
Section 4.2, including activity SK1.
Attributes and part-of relationships. The first thing to incorporate in the architecture graph is the
structured entities (activities and recordsets) along with all the attributes of their schemata. We choose to
avoid overloading the notation by incorporating the schemata per se; instead we apply a direct part-of
relationship between an activity node and the respective attributes. We annotate each such relationship
with the name of the schema (by default, we assume a IN, OUT, PAR, REJ tag to denote whether the
attribute belongs to the input, output, parameter or rejection schema of the activity respectively).
Naturally, if the activity involves more than one input schemata, the relationship is tagged with an INi tag
for the ith input schema. We also incorporate the functions along with their respective parameters and the
part-of relationships among the former and the latter. We annotate the part-of relationship with the return
type with a directed edge, to distinguish it from the rest of the parameters.
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Figure 4.6. Part-of relationships of the architecture graph
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Figure 4.6 depicts a part of the motivating example. In terms of part-of relationships, we present the
decomposition of (a) the recordsets DSA.PS1, LOOKUP, DW.PARTS and (b) the activity SK1 and the
attributes of its input and output schemata. Note the tagging of the schemata of the involved activity. We
do not consider the rejection schemata in order to avoid crowding the picture. Note also, how the
parameters of the activity are also incorporated in the architecture graph. Activity SK1 has five
parameters: (a) PKEY, which stands for the production key to be replaced, (b) SOURCE, which stands for
an integer value that characterizes which source’s data are processed, (c) LPKEY, which stands for the
attribute of the lookup table which contains the production keys, (d) LSOURCE, which stands for the
attribute of the lookup table which contains the source value (corresponding to the aforementioned
SOURCE parameter), and (e) LSKEY, which stands for the attribute of the lookup table which contains the

surrogate keys.
Data types and instance-of relationships. To capture typing information on attributes and functions,
the architecture graph comprises data and function types. Instantiation relationships are depicted as dotted
arrows that stem from the instances and head towards the data/function types. In Figure 4.7, we observe
the attributes of the two activities of our example and their correspondence to two data types, namely
Integer and Date. For reasons of presentation, we merge several instantiation edges so that the figure

does not become too crowded.

Figure 4.7. Instance-of relationships of the architecture graph
Parameters and regulator relationships. Once the part-of and instantiation relationships have been
established, it is time to establish the regulator relationships of the scenario. In this case, we link the
parameters of the activities to the terms (attributes or constants) that populate them. We depict regulator
relationships with simple dotted edges.
In the example of Figure 4.8 we can also observe how the parameters of activity SK1 are populated
through regulator relationships. All the parameters of SK1, namely PKEY, SOURCE, LPKEY, LSOURCE and
LSKEY, are mapped to the respective attributes of either the activity’s input schema or the employed

lookup table LOOKUP. The parameter LSKEY deserves particular attention. This parameter is (a) populated
from the attribute SKEY of the lookup table and (b) used to populate the attribute SKEY of the output
schema of the activity. Thus, two regulator relationships are related with parameter LSKEY, one for each
of the aforementioned attributes. The existence of a regulator relationship among a parameter and an
output attribute of an activity normally denotes that some external data provider is employed in order to
derive a new attribute, through the respective parameter.
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Figure 4.8. Regulator relationships of the architecture graph
Provider relationships. The flow of data from the data sources towards the data warehouse is
performed through the composition of activities in a larger scenario. In this context, the input for an
activity can be either a persistent data store, or another activity. Usually, this applies for the output of an
activity, too. We capture the passing of data from providers to consumers by a Provider Relationship
among the attributes of the involved schemata.
Formally, a Provider Relationship is defined by the following elements:
−

Name: a unique identifier for the provider relationship.

−

Mapping: an ordered pair. The first part of the pair is a term (i.e., an attribute or constant), acting
as a provider and the second part is an attribute acting as the consumer.

The mapping need not necessarily be 1:1 from provider to consumer attributes, since an input attribute
can be mapped to more than one consumer attributes. Still, the opposite does not hold. Note that a
consumer attribute can also be populated by a constant, in certain cases.
In order to achieve the flow of data from the providers of an activity towards its consumers, we need
the following three groups of provider relationships:
1.

A mapping between the input schemata of the activity and the output schema of their data
providers. In other words, for each attribute of an input schema of an activity, there must exists an
attribute of the data provider, or a constant, which is mapped to the former attribute.

2.

A mapping between the attributes of the activity input schemata and the activity output (or
rejection, respectively) schema.

3.

A mapping between the output or rejection schema of the activity and the (input) schema of its
data consumer.

The mappings of the second type are internal to the activity. Basically, they can be derived from the
LDL statement for each of the output/rejection schemata. As far as the first and the third types of provider
relationships are concerned, the mappings must be provided during the construction of the ETL scenario.
This means that they are either (a) by default assumed by the order of the attributes of the involved
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schemata or (b) hard-coded by the user. Provider relationships are depicted with bold solid arrows that
stem from the provider and end in the consumer attribute.
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Figure 4.9. Provider relationships of the architecture graph
SK1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST,A_IN1_SOURCE)
dsa_ps1(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,SOURCE),
A_IN1_PKEY=PKEY,
A_IN1_DATE=DATE,
A_IN1_QTY=QTY,
A_IN1_COST=COST,
A_IN1_SOURCE=SOURCE.
SK1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE,A_OUT_SKEY)
SK1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST,A_IN1_SOURCE),
lookup(A_IN1_SOURCE,A_IN1_PKEY,A_OUT_SKEY),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_DATE=A_IN1_DATE,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST,
A_OUT_SOURCE=A_IN1_SOURCE.
dw_parts(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,SOURCE)
SK1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE,A_OUT_SKEY),
PKEY=A_OUT_SKEY,
DATE=A_OUT_DATE,
QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
COST=A_OUT_COST
SOURCE=A_OUT_SOURCE.
NOTE: For reasons of readability we do not replace the A in attribute names with the activity name (more details in the next
section).

Figure 4.10. LDL specification of a part of Example 2
Observe Figure 4.9. The flow starts from table DSA.PS1 of the data staging area. Each of the attributes
of this table is mapped to an attribute of the input schema of activity SK1. The attributes of the input
schema of the latter are subsequently mapped to the attributes of the output schema of the activity. The
flow continues to DW.PARTS. Another interesting thing is that during the data flow, new attributes are
generated, resulting on new streams of data, whereas the flow seems to stop for other attributes. Observe
the rightmost part of Figure 4.9 where the values of attribute PKEY are not further propagated (remember
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that the reason for the application of a surrogate key transformation is to replace the production keys of
the source data to a homogeneous surrogate for the records of the data warehouse, which is independent
of the source they have been collected from; see subsection 4.4.2 for further details). Instead of the values
of the production key, the values from the attribute SKEY will be used to denote the unique identifier for a
part in the rest of the flow.
In Figure 4.10, we depict the LDL definition of this part of the motivating example. The three rules
correspond to the three categories of provider relationships, previously discussed: the first rule explains
how the data from the DS.PS1 recordset are fed into the input schema of the activity, the second rule
explains the semantics of activity (i.e., how the surrogate key is generated) and, finally, the third rule
shows how the DW.PARTS recordset is populated from the output schema of the activity SK1.
Derived provider relationships. As we have already mentioned, there are certain output attributes that
are computed through the composition of input attributes and parameters. A derived provider relationship
is another form of provider relationship that captures the flow from the input to the respective output
attributes.
Formally, assume that (a) source is a term (i.e., attribute or constant) in the architecture graph, (b)
target is an attribute of the output schema of an activity A and (c) x,y are parameters in the parameter

list of A (not necessary different). Then, a derived provider relationship pr(source,target) exists iff
the following regulator relationships (i.e., edges) exist: rr1(source,x) and rr2(y,target).
Intuitively, the case of derived relationships models the situation where the activity computes a new
attribute in its output. In this case, the produced output depends on all the attributes that populate the
parameters of the activity, resulting in the definition of the corresponding derived relationship.

Figure 4.11. Derived provider relationships of the architecture graph:
the original situation on the right and the derived provider relationships on the left
Observe Figure 4.11, where we depict a small part of our running example. The right side of the figure
depicts the situation where only provider relationships exist. The legend in the left side of Figure 4.11
depicts how we compute the derived provider relationships between the parameters of the activity and the
computed output attribute SKEY. The meaning of these five relationships is that SK1.OUT.SKEY is not
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computed only from attribute LOOKUP.SKEY, but from the combination of all the attributes that populate
the parameters.
One can also assume different variations of derived provider relationships such as (a) relationships
that do not involve constants (remember that we have defined source as a term); (b) relationships
involving only attributes of the same/different activity (as a measure of internal complexity or external
dependencies); (c) relationships relating attributes that populate only the same parameter (e.g., only the
attributes LOOKUP.SKEY and SK1.OUT.SKEY).
4.3.5 Scenarios
An ETL scenario or simply a scenario is an enumeration of activities along with their source/target
recordsets and the respective provider relationships for each activity. An ETL scenario consists of the
following elements:
−

Name: a unique identifier for the scenario.

−

Activities: A finite list of activities. Note that by employing a list (instead of e.g., a set) of
activities, we impose a total ordering on the execution of the scenario.

−

Recordsets: A finite set of recordsets.

−

Targets: A special-purpose subset of the recordsets of the scenario, which includes the final
destinations of the overall process (i.e., the data warehouse tables that must be populated by the
activities of the scenario).

−

Provider Relationships: A finite list of provider relationships among activities and recordsets of
the scenario.

In our modeling, a scenario is a set of activities, deployed along a graph in an execution sequence that
can be linearly serialized. For the moment, we do not consider the different alternatives for the ordering
of the execution; we simply require that a total order for this execution is present (i.e., each activity has a
discrete execution priority).
Table 4.1. Formal definition of domains and notation

User-provided

Built
-in

Entity
Data Types
Function Types
Constants
Attributes
Functions
Schemata
RecordSets
Activities
Provider Relationships
Part-Of Relationships
Instance-Of Relationships
Regulator Relationships
Derived Provider Relationships

Model-specific
I

D
FI
CI
ΩI
ΦI
SI
RSI
AI
PrI
PoI
IoI
RrI
DrI

Scenario-specific
D
F
C
Ω
Φ
S
RS
A
Pr
Po
Io
Rr
Dr

In terms of formal modeling of the architecture graph, we assume the infinitely countable, mutually
disjoint sets of names (i.e., the values of which respect the unique name assumption) of column Model-
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specific in Table 4.1. As far as a specific scenario is concerned, we assume their respective finite subsets,
depicted in column Scenario-Specific in Table 4.1. Data types, function types and constants are
considered Built-in’s of the system, whereas the rest of the entities are provided by the user (User
Provided).
Formally, the Architecture Graph of an ETL scenario is a graph G(V,E) defined as follows:
−

V = D ∪ F ∪ C ∪ Ω ∪ Φ ∪ S ∪ RS ∪ A

−

E = Pr ∪ Po ∪ Io ∪Rr ∪ Dr

In the sequel, we treat the terms Architecture Graph and Scenario interchangeably. The reasoning for
the term ‘Architecture Graph’ goes all the way down to the fundamentals of conceptual modeling. As
mentioned in [Dori03], conceptual models are the means by which designers conceive, architect, design,
and built software systems. These conceptual models are used in the same way that blueprints are used in
other engineering disciplines during the early stages of the lifecycle of artificial systems, which involves
the creation of their architecture. The term ‘Architecture Graph’ expresses the fact that the graph that we
employ for the modeling of the data flow of the ETL scenario is practically acting as a blueprint of the
architecture of this software artifact.
Moreover, we assume the following Integrity Constraints for a scenario:
Static Constraints:
−

All the weak entities of a scenario (i.e., attributes or parameters) should be defined within a partof relationship (i.e., they should have a container object).

−

All the mappings in provider relationships should be defined among terms (i.e., attributes or
constants) of the same data type.

Data Flow Constraints:
−

All the attributes of the input schema(ta) of an activity should have a provider.

−

Resulting in from the previous requirement, if some attribute is a parameter in an activity A, the
container of the attribute (i.e., recordset or activity) should precede A in the scenario.

−

All the attributes of the schemata of the target recordsets should have a data provider.

4.3.6 Motivating Example Revisited
In this subsection, we return to Example 2, in order (a) to summarize how it is modeled in terms of our
architecture graph and (b) to show how its declarative description in LDL looks like.
Figure 4.12 depicts a screenshot of ARKTOS II that represents a zoom-in of the activity SK1. We can
observe (from right to left): (i) the fact that the recordset DW.PARTS comprises the attributes PKEY,
SOURCE, DATE, QTY, COST; (ii) the provider relationships (bold and solid arrows) between the output

schema of the activity SK1 and the attributes of DW.PARTS; (iii) the provider relationships between the
input and the output schema of activity SK1; (iv) the provider relationships between the output schema of
the recordset DSA.PS1 and the input schema of the activity SK1; (v) the population of the parameters of
the surrogate key activity from regulator relationships (dotted bold arrows) by the attributes of table
LOOKUP and some of the attribute of the input schema of SK1; (vi) the instance-of relationships (light
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dotted edges) between the attributes of the scenario and their data types (colored ovals at the bottom of
the figure).

Figure 4.12. Architecture graph of a part of Example 2
In Figure 4.13, we show the LDL program for our motivating example. In the next section, we will
also elaborate in adequate detail on the mechanics of the usage of LDL for ETL scenarios.
diff1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST)
dsa_ps1_new(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST).
diff1_in2(A_IN2_PKEY,A_IN2_QTY,A_IN2_COST
dsa_ps1_old(A_IN2_PKEY,A_IN2_QTY,A_IN2_COST).
semi_join(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST)
diff1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
diff1_in2(A_IN2_PKEY,_,_),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN2_PKEY,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST.
diff1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST)
diff1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
~semi_join(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST.
diff1_rej(A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST)
diff1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
semi_join(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_REJ_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_REJ_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_REJ_COST=A_IN1_COST.
diff1_REJ(A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST)
diff1_rej (A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST).
addAttr1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST)
diff1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST),
A_IN1_PKEY=A_OUT_PKEY
A_IN1_QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
A_IN1_COST=A_OUT_COST.
addAttr1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST)
addAttr1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_DATE=SYSDATE,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST.
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notNull_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST)
addAttr1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST),
A_IN1_PKEY=A_OUT_PKEY,
A_IN1_DATE=A_OUT_DATE,
A_IN1_QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
A_IN1_COST=A_OUT_COST.
notNull_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST)
notNull_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_IN1_COST~=’null’,
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_DATE=A_IN1_DATE,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST.
notNull_rej(A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_DATE,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST)
notNull_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_IN1_COST=’null’,
A_REJ_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_REJ_DATE=A_IN1_DATE,
A_REJ_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_REJ_COST=A_IN1_COST.
not_Null_REJ(A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_DATE,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST)
notNull_rej(A_REJ_PKEY,A_REJ_DATE,A_REJ_QTY,A_REJ_COST).
addAttr2_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST)
notNull_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST),
A_IN1_PKEY =A_OUT_PKEY,
A_IN1_DATE=A_OUT_DATE,
A_IN1_QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
A_IN1_COST=A_OUT_COST.
addAttr2_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE)
addAttr2_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_DATE=A_IN1_DATE,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST,
A_OUT_SOURCE='SOURCE1'.
dsa_ps1(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,SOURCE)
addAttr2_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE),
PKEY=A_OUT_PKEY,
DATE=A_OUT_DATE,
QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
COST=A_OUT_COST,
SOURCE=A_OUT_SOURCE.
SK1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST,A_IN1_SOURCE)
dsa_ps1(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,SOURCE),
A_IN1_PKEY=PKEY,
A_IN1_DATE=DATE,
A_IN1_QTY=QTY,
A_IN1_COST=COST,
A_IN1_SOURCE=SOURCE.
SK1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE,A_OUT_SKEY)
SK1_in1(A_IN1_PKEY,A_IN1_DATE,A_IN1_QTY,A_IN1_COST,A_IN1_SOURCE),
lookup(A_IN1_SOURCE,A_IN1_PKEY,A_OUT_SKEY),
A_OUT_PKEY=A_IN1_PKEY,
A_OUT_DATE=A_IN1_DATE,
A_OUT_QTY=A_IN1_QTY,
A_OUT_COST=A_IN1_COST,
A_OUT_SOURCE=A_IN1_SOURCE.
dw_parts(PKEY,DATE,QTY,COST,SOURCE)
SK1_out(A_OUT_PKEY,A_OUT_DATE,A_OUT_QTY,A_OUT_COST,A_OUT_SOURCE,A_OUT_SKEY),
PKEY=A_OUT_SKEY,
DATE=A_OUT_DATE,
QTY=A_OUT_QTY,
COST=A_OUT_COST
SOURCE=A_OUT_SOURCE.
NOTE: For reasons of readability we de not replace the ’A’ in attribute names with the
activity name, i.e., A_OUT_PKEY should be diff1_OUT_PKEY.

Figure 4.13 LDL specification of Example 2
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Summarizing, in Section 4.3, we have presented a generic model for the modeling of the data flow for
ETL workflows. In the next section, we will proceed to detail how this generic model can be
accompanied by a customization mechanism, in order to provider higher flexibility to the designer of the
workflow.

4.4 Templates for ETL activities
In this section, we present the mechanism for exploiting template definitions of frequently used ETL
activities. The general framework for the exploitation of these templates is accompanied with the
presentation of the language-related issues for template management and appropriate examples.
4.4.1 General Framework
Our philosophy during the construction of our metamodel was based on two pillars: (a) genericity, i.e.,
the derivation of a simple model, powerful to capture ideally all the cases of ETL activities and (b)
extensibility, i.e., the possibility of extending the built-in functionality of the system with new, userspecific templates.
The genericity doctrine was pursued through the definition of a rather simple activity metamodel, as
described in the previous section. Still, providing a single metaclass for all the possible activities of an
ETL environment is not really enough for the designer of the overall process. A richer ‘language’ should
be available, in order to describe the structure of the process and facilitate its construction. To this end,
we provide a palette of template activities, which are specializations of the generic metamodel class.
Observe Figure 4.14 for a further explanation of our framework. The lower layer of Figure 4.14,
namely Schema Layer, involves a specific ETL scenario. All the entities of the Schema layer are
instances of the classes Data Type, Function Type, Elementary Activity, RecordSet and
Relationship. Thus, as one can see on the upper part of Figure 4.14, we introduce a meta-class layer,

namely Metamodel Layer involving the aforementioned classes. The linkage between the Metamodel and
the Schema layers is achieved through instantiation (InstanceOf) relationships. The Metamodel layer
implements the aforementioned genericity desideratum: the classes which are involved in the Metamodel
layer are generic enough to model any ETL scenario, through the appropriate instantiation.
Still, we can do better than the simple provision of a meta- and an instance layer. In order to make our
metamodel truly useful for practical cases of ETL activities, we enrich it with a set of ETL-specific
constructs, which constitute a subset of the larger Metamodel layer, namely the Template Layer. The
constructs in the Template layer are also meta-classes, but they are quite customized for the regular cases
of ETL activities. Thus, the classes of the Template layer are specializations (i.e., subclasses) of the
generic classes of the Metamodel layer (depicted as IsA relationships in Figure 4.14). Through this
customization mechanism, the designer can pick the instances of the Schema layer from a much richer
palette of constructs; in this setting, the entities of the Schema layer are instantiations, not only of the
respective classes of the Metamodel layer, but also of their subclasses in the Template layer.
In the example of Figure 4.14 the recordset DW.PARTS must be populated from a certain source
S1.PARTS. Several operations must intervene during the propagation. For instance in Figure 4.14, we
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check for null values and domain violations, and we assign a surrogate key. As one can observe, the
recordsets that take part in this scenario are instances of class RecordSet (belonging to the Metamodel
layer) and specifically of its subclasses Source Table and Fact Table. Instances and encompassing
classes are related through links of type InstanceOf. The same mechanism applies to all the activities of
the scenario, which are (a) instances of class Elementary Activity and (b) instances of one of its
subclasses, depicted in Figure 4.14. Relationships do not escape this rule either. For instance, observe
how the provider links from the concept S1.PARTS towards the recordset DW.PARTSUPP are related to
class Provider Relationship through the appropriate InstanceOf links.

Figure 4.14. The metamodel for the logical entities of the ETL environment
As far as the class Recordset is concerned, in the Template layer we can specialize it to several
subclasses, based on orthogonal characteristics, such as whether it is a file or RDBMS table, or whether it
is a source or target data store (as in Figure 4.14). In the case of the class Relationship, there is a clear
specialization in terms of the five classes of relationships which have already been mentioned in the
previous section (i.e., Provider, Part-Of, Instance-Of, Regulator and Derived Provider).
Following the same framework, class Elementary Activity is further specialized to an extensible
set of reoccurring patterns of ETL activities, depicted in Table 4.2. As one can see on the first column of
Table 4.2, we group the template activities in four major logical groups. We do not depict the grouping of
activities in subclasses in Figure 4.14, in order to avoid overloading the figure; instead, we depict the
specialization of class Elementary Activity to three of its subclasses whose instances appear in the
employed scenario of the Schema layer. We now proceed to present each of the aforementioned groups in
more detail.
The first group, named Filters, provides checks for the satisfaction (or not) of a certain condition. The
semantics of these filters are the obvious (starting from a generic selection condition and proceeding to
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the check for null values, primary or foreign key violation, etc.). The second group of template
activities is called Unary Operations and except for the most generic push activity (which simply
propagates data from the provider to the consumer), consists of the classical aggregation and
function application operations along with three data warehouse specific transformations

(surrogate key assignment, normalization and denormalization). The third group consists of
classical Binary Operations, such as union, join and difference of recordsets/activities as well as
with a special case of difference involving the detection of updates.
Table 4.2. Template activities, along with their graphical notation symbols, grouped by category
Logical Groups

Template Activities

Filters

-

Unary operations

-

Push
Aggregation (γ)
Projection (π)
Function application (f)
Surrogate key assignment (SK)
Tuple normalization (N)
Tuple denormalization (DN)

Binary operations

-

Union (U)
Join (><)
Diff (∆)
Update Detection (∆UPD)

Composite operations

- Slowly changing dimension
(Type 1,2,3)
(SDC-1/2/3)
- Format mismatch (FM)
- Data type conversion (DTC)
- Switch (σ*)
- Extended union (U)

Selection (σ)
Not null (NN)
Primary key violation (PK)
Foreign key violation (FK)
Unique value (UN)
- Domain mismatch (DM)

Except for the aforementioned template activities, which mainly refer to logical transformations, we
can also consider the case of physical operators that refer to the application of physical transformations to
whole files/tables. In the ETL context, we are mainly interested in operations like Transfer Operations
(ftp, compress/decompress, encrypt/decrypt), File Operations (EBCDIC to ASCII, sort file),
Table Management Operations (create/drop table, create/drop index, truncate table),
Transactional Operations (commit on/off, logging on/off, locking on/off), and Invocation of
External Applications (bulk loader, external functions). In Table 4.3 we mention a few physical
operators, simply to show how different and complicated can the passing from the logical to the physical
part of the scenario be. In the context of this chapter we will not deal with the issue of physical activities.
Summarizing, the Metamodel layer is a set of generic entities, able to represent any ETL scenario. At
the same time, the genericity of the Metamodel layer is complemented with the extensibility of the
Template layer, which is a set of ‘built-in’ specializations of the entities of the Metamodel layer,
specifically tailored for the most frequent elements of ETL scenarios. Moreover, apart from this ‘built-in’,
ETL-specific extension of the generic metamodel, if the designer decides that several ‘patterns’, not
included in the palette of the Template layer, occur repeatedly in his data warehousing projects, he/she
can easily fit them into the customizable Template layer through a specialization mechanism.
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Table 4.3. Physical Activities grouped by category
Logical Groups

Physical Operators

Transfer operations

- Ftp (FTP)
- Compress/Decompress (Z/dZ)
- Encrypt/Decrypt (Cr/dCr)

Table/file physical operations

- EBCDIC to ASCII conversion (EB2AS)
- Sort file (Sort)

Table management operations

-

Truncate table (TR)
Drop table (DT)
Drop index (DI)
[Re]create table (RCT)
[Re]create index (RCI)

Transactional operations

-

Turn logging off/on (LG-on/off)
Turn locking off/on (LC-on/off)
Commit in the end (CM)
Commit every n rows (CMn)

Invocation of external applications

- Use bulk loader (BL)
- Call external function (XF)

4.4.2 Specialized ETL transformations
In order to demonstrate that the whole process can be complex and we may need new composite types of
transformations, we elaborate on four specialized transformations in data warehousing and ETL: (a)
surrogate key assignment; (b) semantic normalization and denormalization; (c) string problems; and (d)
difference operation. Moreover, we discuss the case of slowly changing dimensions, which is a popular
technique for updating dimension tables.
4.4.2.1 Surrogate Key Assignment
In a data warehouse project, we usually replace the keys of the production systems with a uniform key,
which we call a surrogate key [KRRT98]. The basic reasons for this replacement are performance and
semantic homogeneity. Performance is affected by the fact that textual attributes are not the best
candidates for indexed keys and need to be replaced by integer keys. More importantly, semantic
homogeneity causes reconciliation problems, since different production systems might use different keys
for the same object (synonyms), or the same key for different objects (homonyms), resulting in the need
for a global replacement of these values in the data warehouse. These conflicts can be easily resolved by a
global replacement mechanism through the assignment of a uniform surrogate key.

Figure 4.15. Surrogate key assignment
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Observe row (20, green) in table Src_1 of Figure 4.15. This row has a synonym conflict with row
(10, green) in table Src_2, since they represent the same real-world entity with different ID’s, and a
homonym conflict with row (20, yellow) in table Src_2 (over attribute ID). The production key ID is
replaced by a surrogate key through a lookup table of the form Lookup(SourceID,Source,
SurrogateKey). The Source column of this table is required because there can be synonyms in the

different sources, which are mapped to different objects in the data warehouse (e.g., value 10 in tables
Src_1 and Src_2). At the end of this process, the data warehouse table DW has globally unique,

reconciled keys.
4.4.2.2 Semantic Normalization and Denormalization
It is common for source data to be long denormalized records, possibly involving more than a hundred
attributes. This is due to the fact that bad database design or classical COBOL tactics led to the gathering
of all the necessary information for an application in a single table/file. Frequently, data warehouses are
also highly denormalized, in order to answer more quickly certain queries. But, sometimes it is imperative
to normalize somehow the input data. For example, in Figure 4.16, one can observe that a query on the
total income of an employ in table DW.EMP can easily computed as an addition of the attributes Salary,
Tax, Bonus, while in the schema of the OLTP table EMP_INCOME an aggregation operation should be

applied. The transformation of the information organized in rows to information organized in columns is
called rotation or denormalization (since, frequently, the derived values, e.g., the total income in our case,
are also stored as columns, functionally dependent on other attributes). Occasionally, it is possible to
apply the reverse transformation, in order to normalize denormalized data before being loaded to the data
warehouse. Observe also, how the different tables at the source side (i.e., EMP, EMP_INCOME,
INCOME_LOOKUP) are integrated into a single data warehouse table DW.EMP.

Figure 4.16. Semantic reconciliation and denormalization
4.4.2.3 String Problems
A major challenge in ETL processes is the cleaning and the homogenization of string data, e.g., data that
stands for addresses, acronyms, names etc. Usually, the approaches for the solution of this problem
include the application of regular expressions (e.g., using Perl programs) for the normalization of string
data to a set of ‘reference’ values. Figure 4.17 illustrates an example of this problem.
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Source Value

DW Value

HP

HP

H.P.

HP

H-P

HP

Hewlett-Packard

HP

Hioulet-Pakard

HP

DEC

DEC

Digital Co.

DEC

...

...

Figure 4.17. String problems
4.4.2.4 Difference
During the ETL process, one of the very first tasks that we perform is the detection of newly inserted and
possibly updated records. Usually, this is physically performed by the comparison of two snapshots (one
corresponding to the previous extraction and the other to the current one). To capture this process, we
introduce a variation of the classical relational difference operator, which checks for equality only on a
certain subset of attributes of the input recordsets. Assume that during the extraction process we want to
detect the newly inserted rows. Then, if PK is the set of attributes that uniquely identify rows (in the role
of a primary key), the newly inserted rows can be found from the expression ∆<PK>(Rnew, R). The formal
semantics of the difference operator are given by the following calculus-like definition:
∆<A1…Ak>(R, S)= {x∈R|¬∃y∈S: x[A1]=y[A1]∧…∧x[Ak]=y[Ak]}

If we would like to detect, both the new and the updated records, we should employ another variation
of the difference operator: ∆<PK,A>(Rnew, R). In this case we capture (i) the newly update rows (as in the
case of ∆<PK>(Rnew, R)) and (ii) the updated rows. We consider a row to be updated if (a) there already
exists a row in recordset R, having the same values for PK with the respective row in Rnew and (b) one of
the attributes that belong to the set A has a changed value. The classical relational difference operator is
covered by the case where all the attributes of a recordset participate in the parameter list of the operator.
Clearly, the updated rows are the difference of the two aforementioned cases. We introduce the
derived operator UPDATE DETECTION for the set of updated rows:
UPDATE<PK,A>(Rnew, R) = ∆<PK,A>(Rnew, R) - ∆<PK>(Rnew, R)

If we reverse the usage of the operator in the previous formulae, we can find the deleted rows, the
deleted along with the previous versions of the updated rows, or simply the previous versions of the
updated rows:
∆<PK >(R, Rnew), ∆<PK,A>(R, Rnew), UPDATE<PK,A>(R, Rnew)

4.4.2.5 Slowly Changing Dimensions
The data of the fact table(s) are not the only data that change. The dimension values change at the
sources, too, and there are several policies to apply for their propagation to the data warehouse.
[KRRT98] present three policies for dealing with this problem: overwrite (Type 1), create a new
dimensional record (Type 2), push down the changed value into an ‘old’ attribute (Type 3).
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For Type 1 processing we only need to issue appropriate update commands in order to overwrite
attribute values in existing dimension table records. This policy can be used whenever we do not want to
track history in dimension changes and if we want to correct erroneous values. In this case, we use an old
version of the dimension data D_OLD as they were received from the source and their current version D_NEW.
Observe Figure 4.18. We discriminate the new and updated rows through the respective operators. The
new rows are assigned a new surrogate key, through a function application (f). The updated rows are
assigned a surrogate key (SK), which is the same as the one that their previous version had already being
assigned. Then, we can join (><) the updated rows with their old versions from the target table (which will
subsequently be deleted) and project (π) only the attributes with the new values.

Figure 4.18. Processing of Type 1 for Slowly Changing Dimensions
In the Type 2 policy we copy the previous version of the dimension record and create a new one with
a new surrogate key (f). If there is no previous version of the dimension record, we create a new one
from scratch (f); otherwise, we keep them both. This policy can be used whenever we want to track the
history of dimension changes. An example of this kind of processing is depicted in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19. Processing of Type 2 for Slowly Changing Dimensions
Last, Type 3 processing is also very simple, since again we only have to issue update commands to
existing dimension records. For each attribute A of the dimension table, which is checked for updates, we
need to have an extra attribute called ‘old_A’. Each time we spot a new value for A, we write the current
A value to the old_A field and then write the new value to attribute A. This way we can have both new

and old values present at the same dimension record. Figure 4.18 can be also used to describe this kind of
policy, given that each dimension recordset has an extra attribute ‘old_A’.
From the aforementioned discussion, we understand that several ETL operations are too complicated
for the user to construct them each time he/she designs a new scenario. This setback is disappeared with
the introduction of templates.
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4.4.3 Formal Definition and Usage of Template Activities
Once the template layer has been introduced, the obvious issue that is raised is its linkage with the
employed declarative language of our framework. In general, the broader issue is the usage of the
template mechanism from the user; to this end, we will explain the substitution mechanism for templates
in this subsection and refer the interested reader to Appendix for a presentation of the specific templates
that we have constructed.
A Template Activity is formally defined by the following elements:
−

Name: a unique identifier for the template activity.

−

Parameter List: a set of names which act as regulators in the expression of the semantics of the
template activity. For example, the parameters are used to assign values to constants, create
dynamic mapping at instantiation time, etc.

−

Expression: a declarative statement describing the operation performed by the instances of the
template activity. As with elementary activities, our model supports LDL as the formalism for the
expression of this statement.

−

Mapping: a set of bindings, mapping input to output attributes, possibly through intermediate
placeholders. In general, mappings at the template level try to capture a default way of
propagating incoming values from the input towards the output schema. These default bindings
are easily refined and possibly rearranged at instantiation time.

The template mechanism we use is a substitution mechanism, based on macros, that facilitates the
automatic creation of LDL code. This simple notation and instantiation mechanism permits the easy and
fast registration of LDL templates. In the rest of this section, we will elaborate on the notation,
instantiation mechanisms and template taxonomy particularities.
4.4.4 Notation
Our template notation is a simple language featuring five main mechanisms for dynamic production of
LDL expressions: (a) variables that are replaced by their values at instantiation time; (b) a function that
returns the arity of an input, output or parameter schema; (c) loops, where the loop body is repeated at
instantiation time as many times as the iterator constraint defines; (d) keywords to simplify the creation of
unique predicate and attribute names; and, finally, (e) macros which are used as syntactic sugar to
simplify the way we handle complex expressions (especially in the case of variable size schemata).
Variables. We have two kinds of variables in the template mechanism: parameter variables and loop
iterators. Parameter variables are marked with a @ symbol at their beginning and they are replaced by
user-defined values at instantiation time. A list of an arbitrary length of parameters is denoted by
@<parameter name>[]. For such lists the user has to explicitly or implicitly provide their length at

instantiation time. Loop iterators, on the other hand, are implicitly defined in the loop constraint. During
each loop iteration, all the properly marked appearances of the iterator in the loop body are replaced by its
current value (similarly to the way the C preprocessor treats #DEFINE statements). Iterators that appear
marked in loop body are instantiated even when they are a part of another string or of a variable name.
We mark such appearances by enclosing them with $. This functionality enables referencing all the
values of a parameter list and facilitates the creation of an arbitrary number of pre-formatted strings.
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Functions. We employ a built-in function, arityOf(<input/output/parameter schema>),
which returns the arity of the respective schema, mainly in order to define upper bounds in loop iterators.
Loops. Loops are a powerful mechanism that enhances the genericity of the templates by allowing the
designer to handle templates with unknown number of variables and with unknown arity for the
input/output schemata. The general form of loops is
[<simple constraint>] { <loop body> }

where simple constraint has the form:
<lower bound> <comparison operator> <iterator> <comparison operator> <upper bound>

We consider only linear increase with step equal to 1, since this covers most possible cases. Upper
bound and lower bound can be arithmetic expressions involving arityOf() function calls, variables

and constants. Valid arithmetic operators are +, -, /, * and valid comparison operators are <, >, =, all with
their usual semantics. If lower bound is omitted, 1 is assumed. During each iteration the loop body will be
reproduced and the same time all the marked appearances of the loop iterator will be replaced by its
current value, as described before. Loop nesting is permitted.
Keywords. Keywords are used in order to refer to input and output schemata. They provide two main
functionalities: (a) they simplify the reference to the input output/schema by using standard names for the
predicates and their attributes, and (b) they allow their renaming at instantiation time. This is done in such
a way that no different predicates with the same name will appear in the same program, and no different
attributes with the same name will appear in the same rule. Keywords are recognized even if they are
parts of another string, without a special notation. This facilitates a homogenous renaming of multiple
distinct input schemata at template level, to multiple distinct schemata at instantiation, with all of them
having unique names in the LDL program scope. For example, if the template is expressed in terms of
two different input schemata a_in1 and a_in2, at instantiation time they will be renamed to dm1_in1
and dm1_in2 so that the produced names will be unique throughout the scenario program. In Table 4.4,
we depict the way the renaming is performed at instantiation time.
Table 4.4. Keywords for Templates
Keyword
a_out
a_in

Usage
A unique name for the output/input schema of the
activity. The predicate that is produced when this
template is instantiated has the form:

Example
difference3_out
difference3_in

<unique_pred_name>_out (or, _in respectively)
A_OUT
A_IN

A_OUT/A_IN is used for constructing the names of the
a_out/a_in attributes. The names produced have the

form:

<predicate unique name in upper case>_OUT
(or, _IN respectively)

DIFFERENCE3_OUT
DIFFERENCE3_IN

Macros. To make the definition of templates easier and to improve their readability, we introduce a
macro to facilitate attribute and variable name expansion. For example, one of the major problems in
defining a language for templates is the difficulty of dealing with schemata of arbitrary arity. Clearly, at
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the template level, it is not possible to pin-down the number of attributes of the involved schemata to a
specific value. For example, in order to create a series of name like the following
name_theme_1, name_theme_2, ..., name_theme_k

we need to give the following expression:
[iterator<maxLimit]{name_theme$iterator$,}
[iterator=maxLimit]{name_theme$iterator$}

Obviously, this results in making the writing of templates hard and reduces their readability. To attack
this problem, we resort to a simple reusable macro mechanism that enables the simplification of
employed expressions. For example, observe the definition of a template for a simple relational selection:
a_out([i<arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$,} [i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$}) <a_in1([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,} [i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}),
expr([i<arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$],}[i=arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$]}),
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}.

As already mentioned at the syntax for loops, the expression
[i<arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$,} [i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$}

defining the attributes of the output schema a_out simply wants to list a variable number of attributes
that will be fixed at instantiation time. Exactly the same tactics apply for the attributes of the predicate
names a_in1 and expr. Also, the final two lines state that each attribute of the output will be equal to the
respective attribute of the input (so that the query is safe), e.g., A_OUT_4 = A_IN1_4. We can simplify the
definition of the template by allowing the designer to define certain macros that simplify the management
of temporary length attribute lists. We employ the following macros
DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in)]{A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE PARAM_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$]}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING AS
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}

Then, the template definition is as follows:
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA) <a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
expr(PARAM_SCHEMA),
DEFAULT_MAPPING.
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4.4.5 Instantiation
Template instantiation is the process where the user chooses a certain template and creates a concrete
activity out of it. This procedure requires that the user specifies the schemata of the activity and gives
concrete values to the template parameters. Then, the process of producing the respective LDL
description of the activity is easily automated. Instantiation order is important in our template creation
mechanism, since, as it can easily been seen from the notation definitions, different orders can lead to
different results. The instantiation order is as follows:
1.

Replacement of macro definitions with their expansions

2.

arityOf() functions and parameter variables appearing in loop boundaries are calculated first.

3.

Loop productions are performed by instantiating the appearances of the iterators. This leads to
intermediate results without any loops.

4.

All the rest parameter variables are instantiated.

5.

Keywords are recognized and renamed.

We will try to explain briefly the intuition behind this execution order. Macros are expanded first.
Step (2) proceeds step (3) because loop boundaries have to be calculated before loop productions are
performed. Loops on the other hand, have to be expanded before parameter variables are instantiated, if
we want to be able to reference lists of variables. The only exception to this is the parameter variables that
appear in the loop boundaries, which have to be calculated first. Notice though, that variable list elements
cannot appear in the loop constraint. Finally, we have to instantiate variables before keywords since
variables are used to create a dynamic mapping between the input/output schemata and other attributes.
Table 4.5 shows a simple example of template instantiation for the function application activity. To
understand the overall process better, first observe the outcome of it, i.e., the specific activity which is
produced, as depicted in the final row of Table 4.5, labeled Keyword renaming. The output schema of the
activity, fa12_out, is the head of the LDL rule that specifies the activity. The body of the rule says that
the output records are specified by the conjunction of the following clauses: (a) the input schema
myFunc_in, (b) the application of function subtract over the attributes COST_IN, PRICE_IN and the

production of a value PROFIT, and (c) the mapping of the input to the respective output attributes as
specified in the last three conjuncts of the rule.
The first row, Template, shows the initial template as it has been registered by the designer.
@FUNCTION holds the name of the function to be used, subtract in our case, and the @PARAM[] holds

the inputs of the function, which in our case are the two attributes of the input schema. The problem we
have to face is that all input, output and function schemata have a variable number of parameters. To
abstract from the complexity of this problem, we define four macro definitions, one for each schema
(INPUT_SCHEMA, OUTPUT_SCHEMA, FUNCTION_INPUT) along with a macro for the mapping of input to
output attributes (DEFAULT_MAPPING).
The second row, Macro Expansion, shows how the template looks after the macros have been
incorporated in the template definition. The mechanics of the expansion are straightforward: observe how
the attributes of the output schema are specified by the expression:
[i<arityOf(a_in)+1]{A_OUT_$i$,}OUTFIELD
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as an expansion of the macro OUTPUT_SCHEMA. In a similar fashion, the attributes of the input schema
and the parameters of the function are also specified; note that the expression for the last attribute in the
list is different (to avoid repeating an erroneous comma). The mappings between the input and the output
attributes are also shown in the last two lines of the template.
Table 4.5. Instantiation procedure
DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}

Template

DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in)]{A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE FUNCTION_INPUT AS
[i<arityOf(@PARAM)+1]{@PARAM[$i$],}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING AS
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}

a_out([i<arityOf(a_in)+1]{A_OUT_$i$,} OUTFIELD) <a_in([i<arityOf(a_in)]{A_IN_$i$,}[i= arityOf(a_in)]{A_IN_$i$}),
@FUNCTION([i< arityOf(@PARAM[$i$])+1]{@PARAM[$i$],} OUTFIELD),
[i<arityOf(a_in)] {A_OUT_$i$=A_IN_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in)] {A_OUT_$i$=A_IN_$i$}.

@FUNCTION=f1
@PARAM[1]=A_IN_2

Loop
productions

a_out(A_OUT_1, A_OUT_2, A_OUT_3, OUTFIELD)<a_in(A_IN_1, A_IN_2, A_IN_3),
@FUNCTION(@PARAM[1],@PARAM[2],OUTFIELD),
A_OUT_1=A_IN_1,
A_OUT_2=A_IN_2,
A_OUT_3=A_IN_3.

Variable
Instantiation

@PARAM[2]=A_IN_3

a_out(A_OUT_1, A_OUT_2, A_OUT_3, OUTFIELD)<a_in(A_IN_1, A_IN_2, A_IN_3),
f1(A_IN_2, A_IN_3,OUTFIELD),
A_OUT_1=A_IN_1,
A_OUT_2=A_IN_2,
A_OUT_3=A_IN_3.

Keyword
Renaming

Parameter
instantiation

Macro
Expansion

a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA) <a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@FUNCTION (FUNCTION_INPUT,@FunOutFIELD ),
@OUTFIELD=@FunOutFIELD,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

myFunc_out(PKEY_OUT, COST_OUT, PRICE_OUT, PROFIT)<myFunc_in(PKEY_IN, COST_IN, PRICE_IN),
subtract(COST_IN, PRICE_IN, PROFIT),
PKEY_OUT=PKEY_IN,
COST_OUT=COST_IN,
PRICE_OUT=PRICE_IN.

In the third row, Parameter Instantiation, we can see how the parameter variables were materialized
at instantiation. In the fourth row, Loop Production, we can see the intermediate results after the loop
expansions are done. As it can easily be seen these expansions must be done before @PARAM[] variables
are replaced by their values. In the fifth row, Variable Instantiation, the parameter variables have been
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instantiated creating a default mapping between the input, the output and the function attributes. Finally,
in the last row, Keyword Renaming, the output LDL code is presented after the keywords are renamed.
Keyword instantiation is done on the basis of the schemata and the respective attributes of the activity
that the user chooses.
4.4.6 Taxonomy: Simple and Program-Based Templates
The most commonly used activities can be easily expressed by a single predicate template; it is obvious,
though, that it would be very inconvenient to restrict activity templates to single predicates. Thus, we
separate template activities in two categories, Simple Templates, which cover single-predicate templates
and Program-Based Templates where many predicates are used in the template definition.
In the case of Simple Templates, the output predicate is bound to the input through a mapping and an
expression. Each of the rules for obtaining the output is expressed in terms of the input schemata and the
parameters of the activity. In the case of Program Templates, the output of the activity is expressed in
terms of its intermediate predicate schemata, as well as its input schemata and its parameters. ProgramBased Templates are often used to define activities that employ constraints like does-not-belong, or doesnot-exist, which need an intermediate negated predicate to be expressed intuitively. This predicate usually
describes the conjunction of properties we want to avoid, and then it appears negated in the output
predicate. Thus, in general, we allow the construction of a LDL program, with intermediate predicates, in
order to enhance intuition. This classification is orthogonal to the logical one of Section 4.4.1.
Simple Templates. Formally, the expression of an activity which is based on a certain simple template
is produced by a set of rules of the following form that we call Template Form:
OUTPUT() <- INPUT(), EXPRESSION, MAPPING.

(Template Form)

where INPUT() and OUTPUT() denote the full expression of the respective schemata; in the case of
multiple input schemata, INPUT()expresses the conjunction of the input schemata. MAPPING denotes
any mapping between the input, output, and expression attributes. A default mapping can be explicitly
done at the template level, by specifying equalities between attributes, where the first attribute of the
input schema is mapped to the first attribute of the output schema, the second to the respective second one
and so on. At instantiation time, the user can change these mappings easily, especially in the presence of
the graphical interface. Note also that despite the fact that LDL allows implicit mappings by giving
identical names to attributes that must be equal our design choice was to give explicit equalities in order
to support the preservation of the names of the attributes of the input and output schemata at instantiation
time.
To make ourselves clear, we will demonstrate the usage of simple template activities through an
example. Suppose, thus, the case of the Domain Mismatch template activity, checking whether the
values for a certain attribute fall within a particular range. The rows that abide by the rule pass the check
performed by the activity and they are propagated to the output. Observe Table 4.6, where we present an
example of the definition of a template activity and its instantiation in a concrete activity. The first row in
Table 4.6 describes the definition of the template activity. There are three parameters; @FIELD, for the
field that will be checked against the expression, @Xlow and @Xhigh for the lower and upper limit of
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acceptable values for attribute @FIELD. The expression of the template activity is a simple expression
guaranteeing that @FIELD will be within the specified range. The second row of Table 4.6 shows the
template after the macros are expanded. Let us suppose that the activity named DM1 materializes the
templates parameters that appear in the third row of Table 4.6, i.e., specifies the attribute over which the
check will be performed (A_IN_3) and the actual ranges for this check (5, 10). The fourth row of Table
4.6 shows the resulting instantiation after keyword renaming is done. The activity includes an input
schema dm1_in, with attributes DM1_IN_1, DM1_IN_2, DM1_IN_3, DM1_IN_4 and an output schema
dm1_out with attributes DM1_OUT_1, DM1_OUT_2, DM1_OUT_3, DM1_OUT_4. In this case the parameter
@FIELD implements a dynamic internal mapping in the template, whereas the @Xlow, @Xigh parameters

provide values for constants. The mapping from the input to the output is hardcoded in the template.
Table 4.6. Simple Template Example: Domain Mismatch

Template

DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in)] {A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)] {A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING AS
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}

Example

Parameter
instantiation

Full Definition
of Template

a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA) <a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@FIELD >=@Xlow,
@FIELD <= @Xhigh,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.
a_out([i<arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$})<a_in1([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$}),
@FIELD >=@Xlow,
@FIELD <= @Xhigh,
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}.

@FIELD=A_IN_3
@Xlow =5
@Xhigh = 10
dM1_out(DM1_OUT_1, DM1_OUT_2, DM1_OUT_3, DM1_OUT_4) <dM1_in(DM1_IN_1, DM1_IN_2, DM1_IN_3, DM1_IN_4),
DM1_IN_3 >=5, DM1_IN_3<=10,
DM1_OUT_1=DM1_IN_1,
DM1_OUT_2=DM1_IN_2,
DM1_OUT_3=DM1_IN_3,
DM1_OUT_4=DM1_IN_4.

Program-Based Templates. The case of Program_Based Templates is somewhat more complex, since
the designer who records the template creates more than one predicate to describe the activity. This is
usually the case of operations where we want to verify that some data do not have a conjunction of certain
properties. Such constraints employ negation to assert that a tuple does not satisfy a predicate, which is
defined in way that it requires that the data that satisfy it have the properties we want to avoid. Such
negations can be expressed by more than one rules, for the same predicate, that each negates just one
property according to the logical rule ¬(q∧p)≡ ¬q ∨ ¬p. Thus, in general, we allow the construction of a
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LDL program, with intermediate predicates, in order to enhance intuition. For example the
does-not-belong relation, which is needed in the Difference activity template, needs a second predicate
to be expressed intuitively.
Table 4.7. Program-Based Template Example: Difference activity
DEFINE INPUT_1_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE INPUTS_2_SCHEMA as
[i<arityOf(a_in2)] {A_IN2_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in2)] {A_IN2_$i$}

Template

DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in)] {A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)] {A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING AS
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE COMMON_MAPPING as
[i<arityOf(@COMMON_IN1)] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]= @COMMON_IN2[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@COMMON_IN1)] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]= @COMMON_IN2[$i$]}
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA) <a_in1(INPUTS_1_SCHEMA),
a_in2(INPUTS_2_SCHEMA),
semijoin(INPUTS_1_SCHEMA),
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Example

Parameter
instantiation

Full Definition of Template

semijoin(INPUTS_1_SCHEMA) <a_in1(INPUTS_1_SCHEMA),
a_in2(INPUTS_2_SCHEMA),
COMMON_MAPPING.
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a_out([i<arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$})<a_in1([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$}),
a_in2([i<arityOf(a_in2)]{A_IN2_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in2)]{A_IN2_$i$}),
~semijoin([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$}),
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}
.
semijoin([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$})<a_in1([i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$}),
a_in2([i<arityOf(a_in2)]{A_IN2_$i$,}[i=arityOf(a_in2)]{A_IN2_$i$}),
[i<arityOf ( @COMMON_IN1 )] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]=@COMMON_IN2[$i$],}
[i=arityOf ( @COMMON_IN1 )] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]=@COMMON_IN2[$i$]}
.
@COMMON_IN1_1=A_IN1_1
@COMMON_IN1_2=A_IN1_3
@COMMON_IN2_1=A_IN2_3
@COMMON_IN2_2=A_IN2_2
@COMMON_NUM=2
dF1_out(DF1_OUT_1,DFI1_OUT_2, DFI1_OUT_3) <dF1_in1(DF1_IN1_1,DFI1_IN1_2, DFI1_IN1_3),
dF1_in2(DF1_IN2_1,DFI1_IN2_2, DFI1_IN2_3),
~semijoin(DF1_OUT_1,DFI1_OUT_2, DFI1_OUT_3),
DF1_OUT_1=DF1_IN1_1,
DF1_OUT_2=DF1_IN1_2,
DF1_OUT_3=DF1_IN1_3.
semijoin(DF1_IN1_1,DFI1_IN1_2, DFI1_IN1_3) <dF1_in1(DF1_IN1_1,DFI1_IN1_2, DFI1_IN1_3),
dF1_in2(DF1_IN2_1,DFI1_IN2_2, DFI1_IN2_3),
DF1_IN1_1=DF1_IN2_1,
DF1_IN1_2=DF1_IN2_2,
DF1_IN1_3=DF1_IN2_3.

4.5 Exploitation of the Architecture Graph
Let us see in more detail the case of Difference as it has been already presented in subsection
4.4.2.4. This operator is used for the comparison of two snapshots (one corresponding to the previous
extraction and the other to the current one). Here, assume that during the extraction process we want to
detect the newly inserted rows. Then, if PK is the set of attributes that uniquely identify rows (in the role
of a primary key), the newly inserted rows can be found from the expression ∆<PK>(Rnew, R). The formal
semantics of the difference operator are given by the following calculus-like definition:
∆<A1…Ak>(R, S)= {x∈R|¬∃y∈S: x[A1]=y[A1]∧…∧x[Ak]=y[Ak]}

In Table 4.7, we can see the template of the Difference activity and a resulting instantiation for an
activity named dF1. As we can see we need the semijoin predicate so we can exclude all tuples that
satisfy it. Note also that we have two different inputs, which are denoted as distinct by adding a number at
the end of the keyword a_in.

4.5 Exploitation of the Architecture Graph
In this section, we provide results on the exploitation of the Architecture Graph for several tasks. The
architecture graph is a powerful, but complex, tool. Thus, we discuss several simple transformations that
can be very useful for the visualization of the graph and reduce its complexity. Moreover, we measure the
importance and vulnerability of the nodes of the graph through specific importance metrics, namely
dependence and responsibility. Dependence and responsibility are crucial measures for the engineering of
the evolution of the ETL environment.
4.5.1 Graph Transformations
In this subsection, we show how we can employ trivial transformations in order to eliminate the detailed
information on the attributes involved in an ETL scenario. Each transformation that we discuss is
providing a ‘view’ on the graph. These views are simply subgraphs with a specific purpose. As we have
shown in Section 4.3, the simplest view we can offer is by restricting the subgraph to only one of the four
major types of relationships (provider, part-of, instance-of, regulator). We consider this as trivial, and we
proceed to present three transformations, involving (a) how we can zoom out the architecture graph, in
order to eliminate the information overflow, which can be caused by the vast number of involved
attributes in a scenario, (b) how we can zoom in the architecture graph, in order to explore it in further
detail, and (c) how we can obtain a critical subgraph of the Architecture Graph that includes only the
entities necessary for the population of the target recordsets of the scenario.
Zooming Out the Architecture Graph. We give a practical zoom out transformation that involves
provider and regulator relationships. We constraint the algorithm of Figure 4.20 to a local transformation,
i.e., we consider zooming out only a single activity or recordset. This can easily be generalized for the
whole scenario, too. Assume a given structured entity (activity or recordset) A. The transformation
Zoom_Out of Figure 4.20, detects all the edges of its attributes. Then all these edges are transferred to
link the structured entity A (instead of its attributes) with the corresponding nodes. We consider only
edges that link an attribute of A to some node external to A, in order avoid local cycles in the graph.
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Finally, we remove the attribute nodes of A and the remaining internal edges. Note that there is no loss of
information due to this relationship, in terms of interdependencies between objects. Moreover, we can
apply this local transformation to the full extent of the graph, involving the attributes of all the recordsets
and activities of the scenario.
Transformation Zoom-Out
Input: The architecture graph G(V,E) and a structured entity A

1.
2.

Output: A new architecture graph G’(V’,E’)

3.

Begin

4.

G’ = G;

5.

∀ node t∈V’, s.t. ¬∃ edge (A,t)∈Po’ ∧ ∃ edge (A,x)∈Po’

6.

{

7.

∀ edge (t,x)∈Pr’ { Pr’ = Pr’ ∪ (t,A) - (t,x); }

8.

∀ edge (x,t)∈Pr’ { Pr’ = Pr’ ∪ (A,t) - (x,t); }

9.

∀ edge (t,x)∈Rr’ { Rr’ = Rr’ ∪ (t,A) - (t,x); }

10.

}

11.

∀ node t∈V’, s.t. ∃ edges (A,t)∈Po’,(A,x)∈Po’

12.

{

13.

∀ edge (t,x)∈Pr’ { Pr’ = Pr’ - (t,x); }

14.

∀ edge (x,t)∈Pr’ { Pr’ = Pr’ - (x,t); }

15.

∀ edge (t,x)∈Rr’ { Rr’ = Rr’ - (t,x); }

16.

remove t;

17.

}

18.

return G’(V’,E’);

19. End.

Figure 4.20. Zoom_Out transformation
Zooming In the Architecture Graph. Moreover, we provide a practical zoom in transformation that
involves part-of, provider and regulator relationships (Figure 4.21). In this algorithm also, we consider
zooming in only a single activity or recordset, but this can easily be generalized for the whole scenario,
too. The algorithm takes as input three arguments: a given structured entity (activity or recordset) A, the
architecture graph G(V,E), and a graph G’(V’,E’) representing the current status (detail level) of the
architecture graph. The Zoom-In algorithm consists of four steps.
Step I (Ln: 4-7). In the first step, we zoom in the properties of activity A and we enrich the graph G’
with all schemata of the activity (input, output and parameter), as well as with the respective part-of
relationships that connect it with its attributes.
Step II (Ln: 8-10). In the second step, we add provider relationships that affect the internal part of
activity A and connect its input and output schemata.
Step III (Ln: 11-22). Third step comprises the connection of input (Ln: 11-16) and output attributes
(Ln: 17-22) of activity A with other constituents of the design.
Step IV (Ln: 23-28). Finally, in step 4, the Zoom-In algorithm takes care of the regulator relationships
connected with activity A either inside the activity (Ln: 23-25) or with an external node (Ln: 26-28), e.g.,
another recordset.
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Transformation Zoom-In
1.

Input: The architecture graph G(V,E), the current graph G’(V’,E’), and a structured entity A∈V’

2.

Output: The updated graph G’(V’,E’)

3.

Begin
∀ node t∈V, s.t. ∃ edge (A,t)∈Po

4.
5.

V’ = V’ ∪ t;

6.

Po’ = Po’ ∪ (A,t);

{

7.

}

8.

∀ node x,y∈V’, s.t. ∃ edge (A,x)∈Po’, (A,y)∈Po’

{

∀ edge (x,y)∈Pr { Pr’ = Pr’ ∪ (x,y); }

9.
10.

}

11.

∀ node t∈A’∪RS’, s.t. ∃ edge (t,A)∈Pr’

{

∀ node x∈V, y∈V’, s.t. ∃ edges (x,y)∈Pr, (t,x)∈Po, (A,y)∈Po’ {

12.

Pr’ = Pr’ ∪ (t,y);

13.
14.

}

15.

Pr’ = Pr’ - (t,A);

16.

}

17.

∀ node t∈A’∪RS’, s.t. ∃ edge (A,t)∈Pr’

{

∀ node x∈V, y∈V’, s.t. ∃ edges (y,x)∈Pr, (t,x)∈Po, (A,y)∈Po’

18.

{

Pr’ = Pr’ ∪ (y,t);

19.
}

20.
21.

Pr’ = Pr’ - (A,t);

22.

}

23.

∀ node x,y∈V’, s.t. ∃ edges (x,y)∈Pr, (A,x)∈Po’, (A,y)∈Po’

{

Rr’ = Rr’ ∪ (x,y);

24.
25.

}

26.

∀ node x,y∈V’,t∈V, s.t. ∃ edges (A,x)∈Po’,(y,t)∈Po,(t,x)∈Rr ∧ ¬∃ edge (A,t)∈Po’ {
Rr’ = Rr’ ∪ (x,y);

27.
28.

}

29.

return G’(V’,E’);

30. End.

Figure 4.21. Zoom_In transformation
Observe the example of Figure 4.22. It depicts the application of Zoom-In transformation on activity
SK1 of Figure 4.9. Recall that an intermediate data store DSA.PS1 propagates data to activity SK1. Also, as

we have already discussed in subsection 4.4.2, in order to assign a surrogate keys, the activity SK1 has to
join with a lookup table LOOKUP. Then, SK1 propagates the data warehouse, DW.PARTS. On top of the
figure we can see a zoom-out view of the example. The rest of the Figure 4.22 presents the design after
the four steps of the algorithm. At first, we enrich the design with all schemata of the activity (input,
output and parameter), as well as with the respective part-of relationships that connect it with its attributes
(step 1). Then, we deal with the internal of the activity and add provider relationships that connect its
input attributes with the respective output attributes (step 2). Afterwards, we enrich the design with the
connection of input and output attributes of SK1 with the source DSA.PS1 and target DW.PARTS recorsets,
respectively (step 3). Finally, we add the appropriate regulator relationships that connect: (a) the attributes
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PKEY and SOURCE with the respective parameters in the internal of SK1; and (b) the external node LOOKUP

with the parameters of SK1. Note, also, that the application of Zoom-Out transformation (Figure 4.20)
causes the reverse procedure.

DSA.PS1

SK1

DW.PARTS

LOOKUP

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Figure 4.22. Application example of Zoom-In transformation
Major Flow. In a different kind of zooming, we can follow the major flow of data from sources to the
targets. We follow a backward technique. Assume the set of recordsets T, containing a set of target
recordsets. Then, by recursively following the provider and regulator edges we can deduce the critical
subgraph that models the flow of data from sources towards the critical part of the data warehouse. We
incorporate the part-of relationships too, but we choose to ignore instantiation information. The
transformation Major_Flow is shown in Figure 4.23.
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Transformation Major-Flow
1.

Input: The architecture graph G(V,E) and the set of target recordsets T

2.

Output: A sub graph G’(V’,E’) containing information for the major flow of data from sources to targets

3.

Begin

Let TΩ be the set of attributes of all the recordsets of T;

4.
5.

V’ = T ∪ TΩ;

6.

do {
V” = ∅;

7.
8.

∀ node t∈V”, node a∈V, edge e(a,t)∈Pr { V” = V”∪{t}; E’ = E’∪{e}; }

9.

∀ node t∈V”, node a∈V, edge e(a,t)∈Po { V” = V”∪{t}; E’ = E’∪{e}; }

10.

∀ node t∈V”, node a∈V, edge e(t,a)∈Po { V” = V”∪{t}; E’ = E’∪{e}; }

11.

∀ node t∈V”, node a∈V, edge e(a,t)∈Rr { V” = V”∪{t}; E’ = E’∪{e}; }

12.

V’ = V’ ∪ V’’;

13.

} while (V”≠∅);

14. End.

Figure 4.23. Major_Flow transformation
4.5.2 Importance Metrics
One of the major contributions that our graph-modeling approach offers is the ability to treat the scenario
as the skeleton of the overall environment. If we treat the problem from its software engineering
perspective, the interesting problem is how to design the scenario in order to achieve effectiveness,
efficiency and tolerance of the impacts of evolution. In this subsection, we will assign simple importance
metrics to the nodes of the graph, in order to measure how crucial their existence is for the successful
execution of the scenario.
Consider the subgraph G’(V’,E’) that includes only the part-of, provider and derived provider
relationships among attributes. In the rest of this subsection, we will not discriminate between provider
and derived provider relationships and will use the term ‘provider’ for both. For each node A, we can
define the following measures:
−

Local dependency: the in-degree of the node with respect to the provider edges

−

Local responsibility: the out-degree of the node with respect to the provider edges

−

Local degree: the degree of the node with respect to the provider edges (i.e., the sum of the
previous two entries)

Intuitively, the local dependency characterizes the number of nodes that have to be ‘activated’ in order
to populate a certain node. The local responsibility has the reverse meaning, i.e., how many nodes wait
for the node under consideration to be activated, in order to receive data. The sum of the aforementioned
quantities characterizes the total involvement of the node in the scenario.
Consider the example of Figure 4.24, where we depict three of the activities of Example 2.
Specifically, we consider the activity SK1 that assigns surrogate keys to the data of source S1, the activity
σ that filters any rows with a non-positive quantity and the union activity (U) that consolidates the two
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flows towards the data warehouse table DW.PARTS. Observe the node UNION.OUT.PKEY of Figure 4.24.
Its local dependency is 2, its local responsibility is 1 and its local degree is 3.

Figure 4.24. Dependencies on the architecture graph
Except for the local interrelationships we can always consider what happens with the transitive
closure of relationships. Assume the set (Pr∪Dr)+, which contains the transitive closure of provider
edges. We define the following measures:
−

Transitive dependency: the in-degree of the node with respect to the provider edges

−

Transitive responsibility: the out-degree of the node with respect to the provider edges

−

Transitive degree: the degree of the node with respect to the provider edges

IN

DSA.PS1

OUT

PKEY

IN

SK1

OUT

PKEY

PKEY

PKEY

SOURCE

SOURCE

SOURCE
SKEY

PKEY
LOOKUP

OUT

SOURCE
SKEY

Figure 4.25. Transitive closure for the entities of Figure 4.9
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Additionally, we define the following measures to capture both local and transitive cases:
−

Total dependency: the sum of local and transitive dependency measures

−

Total responsibility: the sum of local and transitive responsibility measures

−

Total degree: the sum of local and transitive degrees

Consider the example of Figure 4.25, where we have computed the transitive closure of provider
edges for the example of Figure 4.9. We use standard notation for provider and derived provider edges
and depict the edges of transitive relationships with simple dotted arrows.
Table 4.8 depicts the aforementioned metrics for the attributes and the structured entities of Figure
4.25. By comparing the individual values with the average ones, one can clearly see that attribute
SK1.OUT.SKEY, for example, is the most ‘vulnerable’ attribute of all, since it depends directly on several

provider attributes.
Table 4.8. Importance metrics for the attributes and the structured entities of Figure 4.25
LOCAL

TRANSITIVE

TOTAL

IN

OUT

DEGREE

IN

OUT

DEGREE

IN

OUT

DEGREE

DSA.PS1
IN.PKEY
OUT.PKEY
OUT.SOURCE

0
1
0

1
1
1

1
2
1

0
0
0

3
2
2

3
2
2

0
1
0

4
3
3

4
4
3

SUM

1

3

4

0

7

7

1

10

11

0,33

1

1,33

0

2,33

2,33

0,33

3,33

3,66

1
1
1
1
5

2
2
0
0
0

3
3
1
1
5

1
0
2
1
3

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
1
3

2
1
3
2
8

2
2
0
0
0

4
3
3
2
8

AVG/attribute
SK1
IN.PKEY
IN.SOURCE
OUT.PKEY
OUT.SOURCE
OUT.SKEY
SUM
AVG/attribute
LOOKUP
OUT.PKEY
OUT.SOURCE
OUT.SKEY
SUM
AVG/attribute

9

4

13

7

0

7

16

4

20

1,8

0,8

2,6

1,4

0

1,4

3,2

0,8

4

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

10

10

20

7

7

14

17

17

34

AVG/attribute

0,91

0,91

1,82

0,64

0,64

1,28

1,55

1,55

3,1

AVG/entity

3,33

3,33

6,66

2,33

2,33

4,66

5,67

5,67

11,34

SUM

Other interesting usages of the aforementioned measures include:
−

Detection of inconsistencies for attribute population. For example, if some output attribute in a
union activity is not populated by two input attributes, or, more importantly, if an integrity
constraint is violated with regards to the population of an attribute of a target data store (i.e.,
having in-degree equal to zero).
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−

Detection of important data stores. Clearly, data stores whose attributes have a positive out-degree
are used for data propagation. Data stores with attributes having positive both in and out degrees,
are transitive recordsets, which we use during the flow.

−

Detection of useless (source) attributes. Any attribute having total responsibility equal to zero is
useless for the cause of data propagation towards the sources.

−

Observations after zooming out the whole scenario. Assume we have applied the zoom out
transformation to the whole scenario. Again we can detect inconsistencies for activity/recordset
population (as we did before for the case of attributes), or data stores with in-degree greater than
one, which means that the impact of their evolution is critical since they are related with more than
one applications.

We believe it is important to stress that the measures we have introduced in this section are not only
applicable to attributes. The zoom-out transformation that we have defined in the previous subsection
allows us to generalize these definitions to activities and recordsets, too. Moreover, we can define similar
importance metrics for data/function types, to determine how useful and/or critical they are for the prompt
execution of the ETL scenario. The only difference in this case, is that instead of provider, we employ
instantiation relationships. In Table 4.8 we can see the aggregated importance metrics of the structured
entities that we have employed in our example.
Finally, we would like to comment on the usefulness of the introduced metrics. It is clear that the
engineering of complex data flows is not a clearly resolved issue. The overloading of attributes, activities
and recordsets can be a burden for the optimal execution of the scenario. The optimization of the overall
process is an interesting problem, which our modeling facilitates gracefully (we already have some
preliminary results on the issue). Most importantly, though, we find that the importance of these metrics
lies in the evolution of the ETL scenario. As we mentioned before, we understand the Architecture Graph
as the skeleton of the overall environment, around which the applications are built. By measuring the
importance of each entity, we can predict the impact of modifying it.

4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have focused on the data-centric part of logical design of the ETL scenario of a data
warehouse. First, we have defined a formal logical metamodel as a logical abstraction of ETL processes.
The data stores, activities and their constituent parts, as well as the provider relationships that map data
producers to data consumers have formally been defined. Moreover, we have shown how this model is
reduced to a graph named the Architecture Graph. We model all the entities of the model as nodes and the
different kinds of relationships as edges. We have also employed a declarative database programming
language, LDL, to define the semantics of each activity. Then, we have provided a reusability framework
that complements the genericity of the aforementioned metamodel. Practically, this is achieved from an
extensible set of specializations of the entities of the metamodel layer, specifically tailored for the most
frequent elements of ETL scenarios, which we call template activities. In the context of template
materialization, we have dealt with specific language issues, in terms of the mechanics of template
instantiation to concrete activities. Additionally, we have provided results on the exploitation of the
Architecture Graph. We have presented simple graph transformations that can be very useful for the
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visualization of the Architecture Graph and reduce its complexity. Finally, we have measured the
importance and vulnerability of the nodes of the graph through specific importance metrics, namely
dependence and responsibility. Dependence and responsibility are crucial measures for the engineering of
the evolution of the ETL environment. Dependence stands for the degree to which an entity is bound to
other entities that provide it with data and responsibility measures the degree up to which other nodes of
the graph depend on the node under consideration.
Moreover, we would like to briefly discuss some comments on the overall evaluation of our approach.
Our proposal involves the data modeling part of ETL activities, which are modeled as workflows in our
setting; nevertheless, it is not clear whether we covered all possible problems around the topic. Therefore,
in the sequel, we will explore three issues as an overall assessment of our proposal. First, we will discuss
its completeness, i.e., whether there are parts of the data modeling that we have missed. Second, we will
discuss the possibility of further generalizing our approach to the general case of workflows. Finally, we
will exit the domain of the logical design and deal with performance and stability concerns around ETL
workflows. But first of all, we compare our approach with other research efforts in the same area
presented in detail in Chapter 2.
Comparison with related work. In Chapter 2, we have reported on (a) research prototypes and
solutions given in the academic community, (b) research work on data transformations, (c) research
approaches concerning data quality and cleaning, and (d) applications of workflow technology in general
along with in the field of data warehousing.
Related work on data quality and transformations confront individual problems that arise in an ETL
process. In this context, we consider these efforts complementary to our approach. Out of these, we have
mentioned two research prototypes related with the ETL area: (a) AJAX [GFSS00], and (b) Potter’s
Wheel [RaHe00, RaHe01], which we find mostly tailored for the case of homogenizing web data. We
believe that the AJAX tool is mostly oriented towards the integration of web data (which is also
supported by the ontology of its algebraic transformations); at the same time, Potter’s wheel is mostly
oriented towards an interactive data cleaning tool, where the users interactively choose data. With respect
to these approaches, we believe that our technique contributes (a) by offering an extensible framework
though a uniform extensibility mechanism, and (b) by providing formal foundations to allow the
reasoning over the constructed ETL scenarios. Clearly, we have presented a design tool for traditional
data warehouse flows; therefore, we find the aforementioned approaches complementary (especially
Potter’s Wheel).
In another line of research, we have mentioned WHIPS (WareHouse Information Prototype at
Stanford) [LZW+97, WHIP99], a prototype concerning the creation and maintenance of data warehouses.
This prototype covers several issues of the data warehouse lifecycle, including: extraction of source data
[LaGM96], change detection in data [ChGa97, CRGW96], loading the data warehouse [LYGM99],
recovery issues [LWGG00], lineage tracing [Cui01, CuWi00, CuWi01], physical design [LaQA97] etc.
However, as far as the transformation phase of an ETL process is concerned, in WHIPS the problem is
considered as a view maintenance problem [GMLY98, LYGM99, QGMW96, QuWi97]. Still, as we have
discussed in Chapter 1 the data warehouse operational processes problem is more complex than the view
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maintenance problem, and this consideration is not sufficient to capture the peculiarities of an ETL
process.
At the same time, when contrasted with the leading industrial tools [Asce03a, IBM03, Info03, Micr03,
Orac03], our approach advantages in that the industrial tools lack the logical abstraction that our model,
implemented in ARKTOS II (see Chapter 7), offers. On the contrary, industrial tools are concerned directly
with the physical perspective (at least to the best of our knowledge).
Completeness. A first concern that arises, involves the completeness of our approach. We believe that
the different layers of Figure 4.1 fully cover the different aspects of workflow modeling. We would like
to make clear that we focus on the data-oriented part of the modeling, since ETL activities are mostly
concerned with a well established automated flow of cleanings and transformations, rather than an
interactive session where user decisions and actions direct the flow (like for example in [CCPP95]).
Still, is this enough to capture all the aspects of the data-centric part of ETL activities? Clearly, we do
not provide any ‘formal’ proof for the completeness of our approach. Nevertheless, we can justify our
basic assumptions based on the related literature in the field of software metrics, and in particular, on the
method of function points [Albr79, Pres00]. Function points is a methodology trying to quantify the
functionality (and thus the required development effort) of an application. Although based on
assumptions that pertain to the technological environment of the late 70’s, the methodology is still one of
the most cited in the field of software measurement. In any case, function points compute the
measurement values based on the five following characteristics: (i) user inputs, (ii) user outputs, (iii) user
inquiries, (iv) employed files, and (v) external interfaces.
We believe that an activity in our setting covers all the above quite successfully, since (a) it employs
input and output schemata to obtain and forward data (characteristics i, ii and iii), (b) communicates with
files (characteristic iv) and other activities (practically characteristic v). Moreover, it is tuned by some
user-provided parameters, which are not explicitly captured by the overall methodology but are quite
related to characteristics (iii) and (v). As a more general view on the topic we could claim that it is
sufficient to characterize activities with input and output schemata, in order to denote their linkage to data
(and other activities, too), while treating parameters as part of the input and/or output of the activity,
depending on their nature. We follow a more elaborate approach, treating parameters separately, mainly
because they are instrumental in defining our template activities.
Generality of the results. A second issue that we would like to bring up is the general applicability of
our approach. Is it possible that we apply this modeling for the general case of workflows, instead simply
for the ETL ones? As already mentioned, to the best of our knowledge, typical research efforts in the
context of workflow management are concerned with the management of the control flow in a workflow
environment. This is clearly due to the complexity of the problem and its practical application to semiautomated, decision-based, interactive workflows where user choices play a crucial role. Therefore, our
proposal for a structured management of the data flow, concerning both the interfaces and the internals of
activities appears to be complementary to existing approaches for the case of workflows that need to
access structured data in some kind of data store, or to exchange structured data between activities.
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It is possibly however, that due to the complexity of the workflow, a more general approach should be
followed, where activities have multiple inputs and outputs, covering all the cases of different interactions
due to the control flow. We anticipate that a general model for business workflows will employ activities
with inputs and outputs, internal processing, and communication with files and other activities (along
with all the necessary information on control flow, resource management, etc).
Execution characteristics. A third concern involves performance. Is it possible to model ETL
activities with workflow technology? Typically, the back-stage of the data warehouse operates under
strict performance requirements, where a loading time-window dictates how much time is assigned to the
overall ETL process to refresh the contents of the data warehouse. Therefore, performance is really a
major concern in such an environment. Clearly, in our setting we do not have in mind EAI or other
message-oriented technologies to bring the loading task to a successful end. On the contrary, we strongly
believe that the volume of data is the major factor of the overall process (and not, for example, any useroriented decisions). Nevertheless, to our point of view, the paradigm of activities that feed one another
with data during the overall process is more than suitable.
Let us mention a recent experience report on the topic: in [AdFi03], the authors report on their data
warehouse population system. The architecture of the system is discussed in the paper, with particular
interest (a) in a ‘shared data area’, which is an in-memory area for data transformations, with a
specialized area for rapid access to lookup tables and (b) the pipelining of the ETL processes. A case
study for mobile network traffic data is also discussed, involving around 30 data flows, 10 sources, and
around 2TB of data, with 3 billion rows for the major fact table. In order to achieve a throughput of 80M
rows/hour and 100M rows/day, the designers of the system were practically obliged to exploit low level
OCI calls, in order to avoid storing loading data to files and then loading them through loading tools.
With 4 hours of loading window for all this workload, the main issues identified involve (a) performance,
(b) recovery, (c) day by day maintenance of ETL activities, and (d) adaptable and flexible activities.
Based on the above, we believe that the quest for a workflow, rather than a push-and-store paradigm, is
quite often the only way to follow.
Of course, this kind of workflow approach possibly suffers in the issue of software stability, and
mostly recovery. Having a big amount of transient data, processed through a large set of activities in main
memory is clearly vulnerable to both software and hardware failures. Moreover, once a failure has
occurred, rapid recovery, if possible within the loading time-window, is also a strong desideratum.
Techniques to handle the issue of recovery already exist. To our knowledge the most prominent one is the
one by [LWGG00], where the ordering of data is taking into consideration. Checkpoint techniques
guarantee that once the activity output is ordered, recovery can start right at the point where the activity
did the last checkpoint, thus speeding up the whole process significantly.
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In this chapter we describe the mapping of the conceptual model described in Chapter 3 to the logical
model presented in Chapter 4. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we briefly present the
main issues we have to deal with in this transition from one model to the other. Section 5.2 presents the
mapping of each conceptual entity to a logical one and provides a solution for the handling of two special
cases. In Section 5.3, we elaborate on the semi-automatic determination of the execution order of the
activities in the logical workflow, using information adapted from the conceptual design. Section 5.4
presents a methodology for the realization of the mapping between the two models. Finally, in Section 5.5
we conclude our results.

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a semi-automatic transition from conceptual to logical model for ETL processes. By
relating a logical model to a conceptual model, we exploit the advantages of both worlds. On one hand,
there exists a simple model, sufficient for the early stages of the data warehouse design. On the other
hand, there exists a logical model that offers formal and semantically founded concepts to capture the
particularities of an ETL process.
During the transition from one model to the other we have to deal with several issues. First, we need
to identify the correspondence between the two models. Since the conceptual model is constructed in a
more generic and high-level manner, each conceptual entity is mapped to a logical entity; however, the
opposite does not hold. In the sequel, for each conceptual construct we provide its respective logical
entity and we describe a method for the automatic transition from the former to the latter.
Still, we can do better than this. We go beyond the simple one-to-one mapping and we combine
information for more than one conceptual construct in order to achieve a better definition for a logical
entity. For example, the conceptual entity ‘transformation’ is mapped to a logical ‘activity’. However, it
is not obvious how the activity is fully described by the information provided by the respective
transformation. Using the conceptual schemata (input and output) of the transformation and its provider
source, one can easily identify the schemata of the respective activity either directly (input, output and
functionality) or indirectly (generated and projected-out). Still, this is insufficient, because we do not get
any information about the instantiation of the appropriate template activity. As we show later in this
chapter, this issue can be addressed using extra information adapted from a note attached to the
conceptual transformation.
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Moreover, we have to deal with two special issues: the case of attributes that are projected-out from
the data flow, and the convergence of two separate data flows at a common data store. In the conceptual
model, when data of an attribute are not further propagated, we do not add a provider edge from this
attribute to any other. Also, when we want to converge two flows to a certain concept we connect it with
each one of these flows. In the logical model we handle both cases in a different manner. Consequently,
we have to detect such occasions in the conceptual design, and then, as we shall see, we have to use an
extra activity to express the same situations in the logical design.
Finally, recall from Chapter 3 that the conceptual model is not a workflow; instead, it simply
identifies the transformations needed in an ETL process. The placement of the transformations into the
conceptual design does not directly specify their execution order. However, the logical model represents a
workflow and thus, it is very important to determine the execution order of the activities. Therefore, we
provide a method for the semi-automatic determination of a correct execution order of the activities in the
logical model, wherever this is feasible, by grouping the transformations of the conceptual design into
stages of order-equivalent transformations.
With the goal of formalizing the mapping between the two models and dealing with the
aforementioned problems, we present a sequence of steps that constitutes the methodology for the
transition from the conceptual to the logical model. For ease of presentation, we demonstrate the
methodology proposed in the context of Example 1 introduced in Section 3.2.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter lies in:
−

The representation of the conceptual constructs in terms of the logical formal definitions.

−

The specification of the activities of the logical model using the conceptual information provided.

−

The determination of the execution order of the activities in the logical workflow.

−

The handling of several design problems.

−

The presentation of a methodology for the transition from the conceptual to the logical model.

5.2 Mappings
In this section, we examine one by one the constituents of the conceptual model, we identify their
respective logical entities, and, we describe how each conceptual entity is mapped to a logical one.
Concepts and attributes are mapped to recordsets and attributes. Transformations and constraints are
mapped to activities. Notes are used for the determination and the instantiation of the appropriate activity
template. Also, we tackle two design problems: the case of attributes that are projected-out from the data
flow, and the convergence of two separate data flows at a common data store.
5.2.1 Concepts and Attributes
As already mentioned, one of the main tasks of the conceptual model is to identify all data stores, along
with their attributes, involved in the whole ETL process. For each concept in the conceptual model, a
recordset is defined in the logical. The name and the list of attributes of the recordset are the same with
those of the concept. There is one-to-one mapping from each attribute of the conceptual model to a
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respective one in the logical model; i.e., its name and data type remain the same. Figure 5.1 depicts the
transition of concept DW.PARTS to recordset DW.PARTS along with its attributes.

DW.PARTS

DW.PARTS

PKey

PKey

Date

Date

Qty

Qty

Cost

Cost

Figure 5.1. Transition of concept DW.PARTS to a recordset along with its attributes
5.2.2 Relationships
The conceptual model comprises of four kinds of relationships: part-of, candidate, active candidate, and
provider relationships.
The part-of relationships are used to denote the fact that a certain concept comprises a set of attributes;
i.e., that we treat attributes as ‘first-class citizens’ in our model. We maintain this characteristic in the
logical model too; thus, the conceptual part-of relationships are mapped to logical part-of relationships,
with exactly the same semantics and characteristics. Observe the usage of part-of relationships in Figure
5.1.
The candidate and the active candidate relationships are not directly mapped to logical model. Their
introduction in the conceptual model covers the usual case that in the early stages of the data warehouse
design there may exist more than one candidate concepts (data stores) for the population of a certain
concept. When we move on to the logical design, these problems have already been solved at the previous
steps of the lifecycle (see also subsection 3.4.2). Therefore, we only need to transform the active
candidate to a logical recordset.

Figure 5.2. Transition of a simple provider relationship
The provider relationships intuitively represent the flow of data during an ETL process. Consequently,
a conceptual provider relationship between a source and a target attribute involves all the appropriate
transformations that should be applied according to design requirements. In the absence of any
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transformation between a source and a target attribute, the conceptual provider relationship can be
directly mapped to a logical provider relationship (Figure 5.2).
The more complicated cases, where one or more transformations are needed between source and
target attributes, are covered in the next subsection, in the discussion about conceptual transformations.
5.2.3 Conceptual Transformations
In the conceptual model, we use transformations in order to represent tasks that either (a) maintain the
schema of data (e.g., cleansing, filtering etc.); in general, we name these transformations filters, or (b)
change the schema of data (e.g., aggregation); we name these transformations transformers. In the logical
level, we use activities to represent the same tasks. Thus, the mapping of conceptual to logical includes
the mapping of conceptual transformations to logical activities.
For this task, we have to deal with three main issues:
(a) The specification of the properties of an activity (e.g., name, schemata, semantics).
(b) The serial composition of conceptual transformations.
(c) The definition of the execution order of activities in the logical model.
In this subsection, we are dealing with the first two issues. The latter is discussed in the next
subsection.
5.2.3.1 Properties of an activity
So far, we have asserted that an activity has input, output, and rejected schemata. As we shall discuss in
Chapter 6, we extend the definition of an activity and we add three more schemata: functionality (or
parameter), generated and projected-out schemata. A functionality schema consists of the attributes which
take part in the computation performed by the activity (in fact, these are the parameters of the activity); a
generated schema involves all the output attributes being generated due to the processing of the activities;
and a projected-out schema comprises a list of attributes, belonging to the input schema(ta), not to be
further propagated from the activity. Consider the example of Figure 4.9. The activity SK1 has the
following schemata:
SK1.in

= {PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE}

SK1.out = {SKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE}
SK1.fun = {PKEY,SOURCE}
SK1.gen = {SKEY}
SK1.pro = {PKEY}

Note that in Figure 4.9, the attribute PKEY is depicted in the output schema of SK1, but it is not further
propagated; while the newly generated attribute SKEY takes its position in the data flow.
Subsequently, we study the mapping of filter transformations to activities and then we elaborate on
the mapping of transformers to activities. First, we give the intuition behind these mappings, and then we
formally define them.
The mapping of filters to activities is quite straightforward. Since they do not disturb the schema of
data, we could work as follows. Consider the example of Figure 5.3. It depicts the population of concept
S2 from concept S1 through transformation T that involves the attributes aj,...,ak. Thus, transformation T

has an input schema T.in={S1.aj,...,S1.ak} and an output schema T.out={S2.aj,...,S2.ak}. The
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attributes of the source concept S1 connected with the transformation T are regarded as the parameters of
T. Thus, in logical level, these attributes belong to the functionality schema of activity T. The rest of the

attributes of S1 simply propagate data to the respective attributes of S2. Since their output schema has to
be identical with their input schema, filters have empty generated and projected-out schemata. Finally,
observe Figure 5.3 where each output edge of the conceptual transformation, which points at a target
attribute, is tagged with the name of the source attribute that is responsible for the population of this
specific target attribute; thereby, we know the exact provider for each target and we can keep track of data
flow.

Figure 5.3. Population of concept S2 from concept S1 through transformation T
Observe how, the conceptual design of Figure 5.3 is mapped to the logical design of Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 depicts activity A along with its input, output and functionality schemata. Data from recordset
S1 are propagated to the input schema of A. Some of the input attributes simply populate the respective

output attributes of A, while some other output attributes {aj,...,ak} are populated through the appropriate
functionality schema with regulator relationships (see subsection 4.3.4).

Figure 5.4. Population of recordset S2 from recordset S1 through activity A
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The mapping of transformers to activities differs to the point that the generated and/or projected-out
schemata of the respective activity are not empty; recall that a transformer change the schema of the data.
Thus, we have to enrich the technique presented for the mapping of filters with a method that determines
the additional two schemata. Clearly, this cannot be considered as a problem, if one compares the input
and the output schemata of the conceptual transformation. The projected-out attributes are input attributes
that do not have a consumer attribute in the output schema. Analogously, the newly generated attributes
are output attributes that do not have a provider attribute in the input schema of the conceptual
transformation.
Formally, a transformation T in the conceptual level (either a filter or a transformer) is mapped to an
activity A in the logical level. The input attributes of T comprise the functionality schema of the respective
activity A (A.fun). If there exist any attributes belonging to the output schema of T that do not have a
provider into the input schema of T, then these attributes comprise the generated schema of the activity
(A.gen). Similarly, if there exist any attributes belonging to the input schema of T that do not have a
consumer in the output schema of T, then these attributes comprise the projected-out schema of the
activity (A.pro). In the simple case of an ETL process that involves only one transformer, the attributes
of the source concept (let’s say SS) of T comprise the input schema of activity A (A.in) and the attributes
of the target concept (let’s say ST) of T comprise the output schema of activity A (A.out). So the
following formulae are valid:
A.in = SS.out
A.out = ST.in
A.fun = T.in
A.gen = T.out - T.in
A.pro = T.in - T.out

Obviously, for filters A.gen = ∅ and A.pro = ∅ hold. An example of the determination of
activity’s schemata for a transformer is depicted in Figure 5.5.
A.in

= SS.out = {a1,a2,a3}

A.out = ST.in = {a1,a2,a4}
A.fun = T.in = {a2,a3}
A.gen = T.out-T.in =
= {a2,a4}-{a2,a3} = {a4}
A.pro = T.in-T.out =
= {a2,a3}-{a2,a4} = {a3}

Figure 5.5. Example mapping of a transformer T to an activity A
Note that in more complex cases, the input and output schemata are not computed so easily. For
example, assume that Figure 5.5 is enriched by a second transformer T’ that involves only the source
attribute SS.a1 and transforms it into the target attribute ST.a5. Then the input and output schemata of
activity A are not those depicted in Figure 5.5. If the activity A is executed prior to A’ (the activity that T’
is mapped to) then its input and output schemata are going to be {a1,a2,a3} and {a1,a2,a4},
respectively. In the opposite case that A is executed later than A’ its input and output schemata will be
{a5,a2,a3} and {a5,a2,a4}, respectively. Later in this chapter, we elaborate more on how we confront
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such cases, while in Chapter 6 we present an algorithm called Schema Generation that automates the
creation of all input and output schemata involved in the whole ETL process.
5.2.3.2 Serial composition
In the conceptual model, when we need to combine several transformations in a single provider
relationship (e.g., the combination of SK1 and γ in Example 1), we apply a serial composition. The
mapping of the serial composition to the logical model is quite straightforward. Observe Figure 5.6 where
a serial composition of two transformations T1 and T2 is presented. Both T1 and T2 are mapped to
activities A1 and A2, respectively. The serial composition of the two transformations T1 and T2 is mapped
to a sequence of two activities A1 and A2 in the logical level. The execution order of the two activities is
determined from the order of the respective transformations in the serial composition. The schemata of
the two activities are defined as we have already seen in the previous section. The only difference is that
the output schema of the initial activity A1 will populate the input schema of the subsequent activity A2,
i.e., A2.in = A1.out.
S1

S2

a1
aa11

IN

S1

a1
aa11

a1
aa11

A1

T1

OUT

a1
aa11

a1
aa11

T2

IN

a1
aa11

A2

OUT

a1
aa11

S2

a1
aa11

Figure 5.6. Serial composition of transformations T1 and T2
5.2.4 Transformation of Notes
So far, we have described how the schemata of an activity, along with the appropriate inter-attribute
mappings are determined. The next issue for the complete description of an activity is the identification of
its operational semantics; i.e., the appropriate LDL++ program that describes its operation. Due to our
customization mechanism, the designer is not responsible to write the necessary LDL++ code for this
program from scratch. On the contrary, he/she can choose a proper template activity from the palette
provided by our framework. Recall that the expression of an activity which is based on a certain simple
template is produced by a set of LDL++ rules of the following form that we call Template Form
(subsection 4.4.6):
OUTPUT() <- INPUT(), EXPRESSION, MAPPING. (Template Form)

In particular, we have to concretely describe (a) how the designer chooses a template activity, and (b)
what the EXPRESSION part is, given that the OUTPUT, INPUT and MAPPING parts have been already
covered by the mapping of a conceptual transformation to a logical activity.
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Observe Example 1 (Figure 3.1). There are several notes tagged on some transformations (e.g., on
transformation f3) with the purpose of making their functionality more comprehensive. Recall that a note
in the conceptual model represents: (a) a transformation type, and/or (b) an expression, and/or (c) simple
text explaining design decisions or constraints. We discriminate these three categories using a simple
prefix in the note: (a) f:: before a transformation type; (b) e:: before an expression; and (c) t:: before
simple text.
The f:: information of a node determines the appropriate template activity for the transformation
tagged by this node and the e:: information indicates the requisite expression(-s) for this template
activity. Figure 5.7 depicts a part of the Example 1 that concerns only the transformation f3.
Transformation f3 represents a function and it is tagged by a note that provides twofold information
about: (a) the type (template’s name) of the function: f::addAttribute; and (b) the required
EXPRESSION for the respective template: e::DATE=SYSDATE.

Figure 5.7. A part of Example 1 concerning only the transformation f3
Figure 5.8 shows how to use this information to instantiate the operational semantics of activity f3.
We use the f:: information to choose the appropriate template for the activity of the logical model. Thus,
the conceptual transformation f3 is mapped to the logical activity f3 whose operational semantics are
determined from the template activity addAttribute. The first row of Figure 5.8 represents the detailed
definition of this template activity. The template mechanism we use is a substitution mechanism, based
on macros, that facilitates the automatic creation of LDL++ code. After the usage of macros (2nd row) we
get an easier to understand version of the template addAttribute (3rd row). The four parts of the
Template Form are clearer in this version of the template. Thus, the EXPRESSION part of addAttribute
is @OUTFIELD=@VALUE; i.e., the new attribute (OUTFIELD) takes an initial value (VALUE). For
transformation f3, the EXPRESSION is: e::DATE=SYSDATE. After the parameter instantiation (4th row),
we get the operational semantics of the activity f3 (5th row). For more details about the template
mechanism, see Section 4.4.
If more than one predicate is used in the template definition; i.e., it is a program-based template, then
it is possible that more than one expression will be required. Also, even a single predicate template is
possible to have more than one expression in its definition. In such cases, the respective note should
provide all the expressions needed in the order they should be placed into the template definition. If a note
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does not give all the appropriate expressions or if it does not give them in the right order, then the
template activity can not be constructed automatically and further input from the user is required.
Finally, the t:: information is not directly used in the logical model. We exploit such information, as
long as it is still useful in the logical design, to annotate the logical workflow with informal notices
concerning several aspects of the ETL process, such as the time/event based scheduling, monitoring,

addAttribute

DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA AS
[i<arityOf(a_out)] {A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)] {A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING AS
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA, @OUTFIELD) <a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@OUTFIELD = @VALUE,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Operational
Parameter
Semantics of
Instantiation
activity f3

Macros

a_out( [i<arityOf(a_out)+1]{A_OUT_$i$,} @OUTFIELD ) <a_in1( [i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$} ),
@OUTFIELD = @VALUE,
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$=A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$=A_IN1_$i$}

Template

Full Definition
of Template

logging, error handling, crash recovery, runtime constraints, etc.

@OUTFIELD = DATE
@VALUE = SYSDATE

f3_out(PKEY_out,QTY_out,COST_out,DATE) <f3_in1(PKEY_in,QTY_in,COST_in),
DATE = SYSDATE,
PKEY_out=PKEY_in,
QTY_out=QTY_in,
COST_out=COST_in.

Figure 5.8. Instantiation the operational semantics of activity f3
5.2.5 Transformation of ETL Constraints
In the conceptual model, ETL Constraints are used to indicate that the data of a certain concept fulfill
several requirements. For instance, in Example 1 we impose a PK constraint to DW.PARTS for the
attributes PKEY and DATE. The functionality of an ETL constraint is semantically described from the
single transformation that implements the enforcement of the constraint. Thus, we treat conceptual ETL
constraints as the conceptual transformations and we convert them to logical activities.
More specifically, each ETL constraint enforced to some attributes of a concept Si is transformed to
an activity A that takes place in the logical workflow exactly before the respective recordset Si that stands
for the concept Si. The schemata of the activity are filled in the same manner and under the same
procedures as in the case of the mapping of conceptual transformations. The finite set of attributes of Si,
over which the constraint is imposed, constitutes the functionality schema of A. The input and output
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schemata of A comprise of all the attributes of Si. Figure 5.9 represents a conversion of an ETL constraint
to logical activities based on Example 1.

Figure 5.9. ETL constraints
5.2.6 Special Cases
In this subsection, we tackle two design problems that arise in the mapping of conceptual to logical
model. First, we discuss the case of attributes that are projected-out from the data flow, and then, we
model the convergence of two separate data flows at a common data store.
5.2.6.1 Projection of an attribute
During an ETL process some source attributes may be projected-out from the flow. We discriminate two
possible cases:
(a) An attribute that belongs to the schema of a concept. This case is covered by the conceptual model
as an attribute that has not an output provider edge (e.g., in the Example 1 such an attribute is
S2.PARTS.DEPT that is not further propagated towards DW).

(b) An attribute that participate in a certain transformation but it is not further propagated. This case
is covered by the conceptual model as an attribute that belongs to the input schema of a
transformation, but there is not an output edge tagged with the name of the discarded attribute from
the transformation to any attribute (e.g., in Example 1 such an attribute is PS1.DEPT that
participates to the outer join, but is not further propagated towards S1.PARTS).

Figure 5.10. Projection of an attribute
In the mapping of conceptual to logical, the first case is handled with the addition of an extra activity
that projects-out the appropriate attribute(s); this activity should be placed immediately after the
respective recordset. The whole process is depicted in Figure 5.10. One could say that this case could be
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resolved exactly as in the conceptual model; i.e., the specific attribute should not have an output provider
edge. The counter argument is that we need this syntactic solution for the reason that it facilitates the
automatic (re-)generation of all the schemata of an ETL workflow in the logical model (see Chapter 6).
On the other hand, the second case should not be examined as a special case. The reason behind this is
that the inter-activity discarding of attributes is captured by the semantics of the activity and the attributes
discarded are simply belonging to the projected-out schema of the activity. Thus, this case is covered by
the conversion of conceptual transformations to logical activities.
5.2.6.2 Convergence of two flows
In the conceptual model, the population of a concept (e.g., of the data warehouse) from more than one
source is abstractly denoted by provider edges that simply point at this concept. The logical model, that is
more rigorous, needs a more specific approach to cover the population of a recordset from more than one
source. A solution to this is the addition of an extra activity that unifies the different flows. Thus, the
convergence of two (or more) flows is captured in the logical model with the usage of a union (U)
activity.

Figure 5.11. Convergence of two flows
Figure 5.11 depicts the translation of the convergence of two (of course, it can be more than two as
well) flows to logical model. The output schema of the last activity of each flow populates an input
schema to the union activity; e.g., U.in_1=T1.out and U.in_2=T2.out. Obviously, before the addition
of the union activity, each of the involved flows populates the same data store, i.e. the same schema.
Therefore, the input schemata of the union activity are identical. Since a union activity has empty
functionality, generated and projected-out schemata, its output schema is the same with any of its input
schemata and also, it is the same with the schema of the target recordset. For example, in Figure 5.11 the
equalities U.out=T1.out=T2.out hold.

5.3 Execution Order in the Logical Workflow
So far, we have clarified how from the conceptual model of an ETL process, one can: (a) identify the
concerned data stores; (b) name the transformations that need to take place in the overall process; and (c)
describe the inter-attribute mappings. But a further, more detailed, study of the data flow arises some
questions concerning the execution order of the activities in the logical workflow. Let us consider a part
of Example 1, depicted in Figure 5.12. In order to design a logical workflow for this example, we have to
answer questions like ‘Q1: which of the activities SK1 and γ should precede?’ or ‘Q2: which of the
activities SK1 and f1 should precede?’.
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Figure 5.12. A part of Example 1 concerning the population of DW.PARTS from S2.PARTS
This section presents a method for determining the execution order of activities in the logical
workflow. At first, without loss of generality, we examine the simplistic case of the population of a target
concept from a source one. With the intention of classifying the transformations according to their
placement into the design, we define transformation stages and we give an algorithm for finding them.
Also, we discuss issues concerning the ordering of transformations included in the same stage.
Afterwards, we extend this method to capture more complex and realistic cases involving more than two
data stores.
5.3.1 Stages
Assume the case of simple ‘one source-one target’ flow, like the example depicted in Figure 5.12. The
motivating question Q1 can be answered by some quick observations in Figure 5.12. Since the
transformation γ has input attributes that belong to the output schema of SK1, f1 and f2, it should follow
them at the logical level. For a similar reason, the activity σ should follow γ. Moreover, after the
presentation of the special cases in subsection 5.2.6, we should also take into account two more activities:
(a) the ETL constraint PK; recall that when we transform an ETL constraint into an activity, we should
place it exactly before the recordset involved (DW.PARTS); and (b) the ‘hidden’ activity that projects-out
the attribute DEPT; recall that this activity should be placed exactly after the source concept (S2.PARTS).
Intuitively, one can divide the design into several groups of transformations (Figure 5.13), mainly due
to the following observations:
a)

the position of some activities in the workflow can be easily figured out, by simply detecting their
providers and consumers

b) some other activities can be easily placed in the workflow, by simply applying the mapping rules
for ETL constraints and the special cases of subsection 5.2.6
The aforementioned observations guide us to divide the design into several transformation stages. A
transformation stage (or a stage) is a visual region in a ‘one source-one target’ conceptual design that
comprises (a) a concept and its attributes (either the source or the target concept), or (b) a set of
transformations that act within this region. A stage is shown as a rectangle labeled at the bottom with a
unique stage identifier: an auto-incremental integer with initial value equal to 0, where stage 0 comprises
only the source concept.
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Assume two conceptual transformations Ti and Tj. Then, the determination of the execution order of
their respective activities Ai and Aj in the logical model is realized as follows. When Ti belongs to a stage
with smaller identifier than the stage of Tj, then Ai has smaller execution priority (i.e., it is executed prior)
than Aj.
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)

Figure 5.13. Transformation stages
Up to now, we have answered the first motivating question, but not the second one, Q2. Thus, another
issue that remains to be solved is the determination of the execution priority among transformations that
belong to the same stage.
The transformations that belong to the same stage are called stage-equivalent transformations.
We tackle this problem using the following thought. If all activities that stem from stage-equivalent
transformations are swappable, then there is not a problem in their ordering. Consequently, we answer
questions concerning the ordering of activities of this kind, by studying which of these activities can be
swapped with each other. For the rest of activities, extra information from the user should be provided.
In Chapter 6, we resolve the issue of when two activities can be swapped in a logical ETL workflow,
i.e., when we are able to interchange their execution priorities. In subsection 6.3.4, there exists a formal
proof that the swapping of two activities A1 and A2 is allowed, when the following conditions hold:
1.

A1 and A2 are adjacent in the graph; without loss of generality assume that A1 is a provider for A2

2.

both A1 and A2 have a single input and output schemata and their output schema has exactly one
consumer

3.

the functionality schema of A1 and A2 is a subset of their input schema, both before and after the
swapping

4.

the input schemata of A1 and A2 are subsets of their providers, again both before and after the
swapping

All stage-equivalent transformations could be adjacent and this is valid for their respective activities
too; thus condition (1) holds. Since stages are defined between two concepts, in a single stage all
transformations, as well as their respective activities, have a single input schema and a single output
schema; thus condition (2) holds too. Therefore, we have to examine the validity of conditions (3) and
(4), in order to decide if two transformations belonging to the same stage are swappable or not.
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The transformations that belong to the same stage, and whose respective activities in the logical
design are swappable, are called order-equivalent transformations. For two order-equivalent
transformations Ai and Ai-1 the following formulae hold:
Ai.fun ⊆ Ai.in
Ai.in ⊆ Ai-1.out

The above formulae represent the conditions (3) and (4) respectively. If these formulae do not hold for
two stage-equivalent transformations, then we cannot automatically decide their order and we need
additional information from the designer.
Clearly, this extra information is required only in cases of bad design. As we have already stressed out
in Chapter 3, we do not provide any strict verification method for the conceptual model. This decision lies
on our choice to provide a simple model with its main purpose to be the identification of the data stores
and transformations involved in the overall ETL process. This model is addressed not only to
administrators, but also to managers and people with low expertise in data warehousing, in order to make
these totally different groups to understand each other using a simple design language. Therefore, we
allow cases of bad conceptual design, given that when the deliverable of this stage propagates to the next
level (the logical design) it will be replenished and corrected wherever needed.

Figure 5.14. An example of (a) bad and (b) correct conceptual design
Consider the example of Figure 5.14. In the left side, part (a), we discern two stage-equivalent
transformations: f and σ. Assume that concept SS contains costs in dollars. The former transformation
converts dollar costs to euro values and the second filters out values below the threshold of 100€.
Obviously, if the filter has greater execution priority than the function, then there is a semantic problem;
the result of filtering dollars with a euro-value threshold is not eligible. Besides, as we explain thoroughly
in Chapter 6, the condition (3) fires: if the filter is applied first, then σ.fun={€COST} ≠ σ.in={$COST}.
Thus, these two transformations are not order-equivalent and the designer will be asked for the right
order. If the designer creates the blueprint depicted in Figure 5.14(b), then the ordering is explicitly
defined, because the two transformations belong to subsequent stages.
5.3.2 Stage Derivation
We now present the FS algorithm (Figure 5.15) that is used for the automatic determination of all stages
of a conceptual design which involves a source and a target concept. The algorithm accomplishes the
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following tasks: (a) first, it finds out all the attributes that should be projected-out in the terms introduced
in subsection 5.2.6; and (b) then, it divides the design into several stages, by exploiting the observations
about the provider(-s) and the consumer(-s) of each transformation.
The input of FS is a subgraph Gp=(V’,E’) of the whole conceptual design G=(V,E); i.e. V’⊆V and
E’⊆E, that comprises a source concept CS, a target concept CT, their respective attributes, and all

transformations between these two concepts. In the algorithm, we consider all transformations of Gp as a
set AT, the creation of which is accounted as a trivial programming task. FS outputs the set of stages of
the ‘one source-one target’ flow concerning the concepts CS and CT. We use an array of sets, named
Stage[], to store all these stages. Each element id of Stage[] is a set that represents a stage, and it

contains the transformations belonging to the stage with id equal to id. Note that when we add a projectout transformation in Stage[], it is not a real transformation of the conceptual design; rather, we use it
as a virtual one, in order to mark a position in the data flow.
Algorithm Find Stages (FS)
Input: A graph Gp=(V’,E’), where V’ contains a source concept CS, a target concept CT, their attributes, and a

1.

set AT of all transformations between CS and CT.
2.

Output: An array StageCs,CT[id], id=0,...,n, where n is the number of all possible stages between CS and CT.

3.

Begin

4.

id = 0;

5.

Stage[id] = {CS}; // source concept is placed in stage 0

6.

id++;

7.

for each attribute aj∈CS.out {
if ( ∀x∈(V’-CS), ¬ ∃edge(aj,x) ) {

8.

Stage[id] = {π-outa }; // all project-out’s are placed in the same stage

9.

j

10.

}}

11.

while (AT ≠ ∅) {

12.

id++; // a new id for a new stage

13.

for each transformation Ti∈AT {
if ( ∀aj∈Ti.in, ∃ node V∈Stage[id-k],k=1,...,id, s.t. aj∈V.out ) {

14.

AT = AT – {Ti};

15.

Stage[id] = Stage[id] ∪ {Ti}; // add transformation Ti into current stage

16.
17.

}}}

18.

Stage[++id] = {CT}; // target concept is placed in the last stage

19.

return Stage[]; // return all stages

20. End.

Figure 5.15. The FS algorithm
All the project-out cases are calculated first (Ln: 7-10). We are interested only in the attributes of the
source concept (see subsection 5.2.6.1) that do not have a consumer to populate (i.e., they do not have a
provider relationship). All project-out’s are placed in the same stage (Ln: 9), because, obviously, they are
order-equivalent transformations. Then, FS calculates the rest of transformations (Ln: 11-17). We check
all transformations in AT. If all the input attributes of a certain transformations have providers in a
previously defined stage, then this transformation is removed from AT and placed to the current stage. In
other words, if all providers of a certain transformation belong to previous stages, i.e., stages with smaller
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id than the current stage, then this transformation should be placed in the current stage (Ln: 14-17). If not,
then we continue with the next transformation, until we check all transformations belonging to AT. Then,
we proceed to the next stage and we check again the rest of transformations in AT, until AT becomes
empty. Finally, we add the last stage that contains the target concept, in Stage[] and FS returns all
stages of the ‘one source-one target’ flow concerning the concepts CS and CT in the array Stage[].
Example. We are going to exhibit how FS works with an example of its application on a part of
Example 1 depicted in Figure 5.13. Consider the population of the target data warehouse DW.PARTS from
the concept S2.PARTS. In this case, we have CS = S2.PARTS and CT = DW.PARTS. The set AT of all
transformations between the two concepts is AT={SK,γ,f1,f2,σ}. Recall that the use of a set abolishes
any kind of ordering among the transformations. Figure 5.16 represents an execution example of FS for
this case. Also, note that in Figure 5.13 the project-out is not depicted.
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3

2
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PKEY
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4

2

γ
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π-outDEPT}
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{γ,σ}

7

2

σ

{γ.out}

γ.out
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π-outDEPT}

FALSE

{γ,σ}

8

3

γ

{SK.out,
QTY,f1.out,
f2.out}

**

{S2.PARTS,
π-outDEPT,
SK,f1,f2}

TRUE

{σ}

9

3

σ

{γ.out}
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{S2.PARTS,
π-outDEPT,
SK,f1,f2}

FALSE

{σ}
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4

σ

{γ.out}

γ.out
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SK,f1,f2,
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11

5

-

{}

-

{}

-

{}

{SK.out,
QTY,f1.out, SK.out
f2.out}

AT

Stage[]

Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[3]={γ}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[3]={γ}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[3]={γ}
Stage[4]={σ}
Stage[0]={S2.PARTS}
Stage[1]={π-outDEPT}
Stage[2]={SK,f1,f2}
Stage[3]={γ}
Stage[4]={σ}
Stage[5]={DW.PARTS}

For economy of space we accept the following:
*
We present only the step concerning the attribute DEPT that it is projected-out from the flow.
**
We omit the steps for the attributes of γ. It is obvious that all attributes of γ.in satisfy the 2nd if-condition
(Ln: 14) of the algorithm FS; i.e., each attribute of γ.in belongs to the output schema of a transformation
that is included in Stage[id], id=0,1,2.

Figure 5.16. An execution example of FS for the conceptual design of Figure 5.13
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5.3.3 Stages in More Designs Involving Binary Transformations
Up to now, we have dealt with simple ‘one source-one target’ ETL processes. We extend this assumption
by taking into account the binary transformations that combine more than one flow. In this case, we
follow a threefold procedure for finding the execution order of the activities in the overall workflow: (a)
we compute the stages of each separate ‘one source-one target’ flow; (b) we construct the linear logical
workflows; and (c) we unify them into one workflow. The union of two workflows is realized on their
common node; i.e., either a recordset or a binary transformation, which is called the joint-point of the two
workflows. As we have already discussed in subsection 5.2.6, if the joint-point is a data store then for the
convergence of two workflows we need an extra union activity (U) that should be placed exactly before
the joint point; i.e., the common data store. If the joint-point is a binary transformation then we simply
unify the two flows on that node.
At first, we give an intuitive description of how we deal with complex designs involving more than
one source, and then we present an algorithm for the formal finding of stages in such complex designs.
Without loss of generality, assume the case of ‘two sources-one target’ flow. Obviously, for each
binary transformation Tb there are two providers and one consumer. These three entities can be either
concepts or transformations depending each time from the position of Tb in the workflow. Assume the
case of the population of a target data store DW from two source data stores S1 and S2 (Figure 5.17(a))
through several unary transformations and one binary transformation Tb.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.17. The case of a binary transformation (a) in the conceptual and (b) in the logical model
We use an incremental technique for the design of the logical workflow. At first, we compute
StageS1,DW and StageS2,DW that contain the stages of the ‘one source-one target’ flows defined by the two

pairs of concepts S1-DW and S2-DW. To find the appropriate order in the logical workflow when a binary
transformation Tb is involved, we select a) all the transformations that take place in the flow from the first
source S1 to the target concept DW; and b) a subset of the transformations from the second flow that
consists of all the transformations between the second source concept S2 and the binary transformation Tb.
Thus, from StageS1,DW we use all its elements:
StageS1,DW[i], i = 0, ..., n where StageS1,DW[n]={DW}

while from StageS2,DW we use only the elements:
StageS2,DW[i], i = 0, ..., k where StageS2,DW[k]={Tb}

For example, in Figure 5.17 we have:
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for S1-DW:

for S2-DW:

StageS1,DW[0]={S1}

StageS2,DW[0]={S2}

StageS1,DW[1]={T1}

StageS2,DW[1]={T2}

StageS1,DW[2]={Tb}

StageS2,DW[2]={Tb}

StageS1,DW[3]={T3}

StageS2,DW[3]={T3}

StageS1,DW[4]={DW}

StageS2,DW[4]={DW}

In this example n=4 and k=2, and thus, from the second flow we select only the first three stages
(0..2). Obviously, we do not compute all stages of the second flow, rather we compute only the k first
stages (0..k-1). We construct the logical flow S1-DW based on all five stages (0..4) and the logical flow
S2-DW based only on the first three stages (0..2). Both workflows are into the bags in Figure 5.17(b).

Finally, we unify the two flows on their joint-point, the activity Tb (dashed arrow in Figure 5.17(b)).
The conviction that with the aforementioned technique we do not lose any transformation is formally
supported by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. If two flows, S1-ST and S2-ST that involve the population of a target data store ST from
two source data stores S1 and S2, respectively, have a binary transformation Tb as a joint point, then the
sub-flow Tb-ST is common in both initial flows.
Proof. The proof is obvious, since, by definition, each transformation/activity has one and only one
output schema.
Therefore, the situation depicted in Figure 5.18 is unacceptable, because the only way to have
different flows after a binary transformation is to allow it have two output schemas; and this is forbidden.
unacceptable situation:
S1-ST: S1, ... , Tb_1, ... , Tb_2, ... , ST
S2-ST: S1, ... , Tb_1, ... , ST
S3-ST: S1, ... , Tb_2, ... , ST
acceptable situation:
S1-ST: S1, ... , Tb_1, ... , Tb_2, ... , ST
S2-ST: S1, ... , Tb_1, ... , Tb_2, ... , ST
S3-ST: S1, ... , Tb_2, ... , ST

Figure 5.18. Problematic conceptual design
After this intuitive description, we present an algorithm for Finding Stages in Complex Conceptual
Designs. The FSC algorithm (Figure 5.19) formally determines the execution order of activities in
workflows that involve more than one source. It checks all the flows from each source to the target data
warehouse. If the flow is simple, that is a flow that does not involve a binary transformation, then simply,
it applies the FS algorithm to this flow. If the flow is complex, that is a flow that involves at least one
binary transformation, then each time it keeps track of binary transformations, and again, it applies the FS
algorithm.
In a more detailed level, the FSC algorithm takes as input a directed graph that represents a conceptual
design involving probably more than one source along with binary transformations. It checks all possible
flows that could be created by any two concepts (Ln: 6). It becomes obvious from the aforementioned
intuitive analysis, that the main goal is to find the boundaries of each flow. Clearly, we search only for the
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target of a flow, given that the source is always known. Initially, in each flow the first concept is the
source and the second is the target (Ln: 7). If there does not exist any binary transformation in this flow
then the target is still the second concept. If there exists a binary transformation Tb, then we confront this
in a twofold way (Ln: 9-14). The very first time that we find Tb, we simply add it to a set, named
visited_Tb, and the ordering is determined from the whole flow. In the next appearance (or

appearances, if we consider that a binary transformation can have more than two input schemata) of Tb,
the second concept is not considered anymore as the target of the current flow checked; in this case we
use the binary transformation Tb as the target (Ln: 11). That is because the flow from Tb towards the
second concept has been determined before, at the first appearance of Tb. The set visited_Tb is used for
storing every binary transformation counted so far in its first appearance.
After having determined the target, we have fixed the boundaries of the flow that should be checked
in order to determine the execution order of the logical activities. Once again, this is achieved through the
application of the FS algorithm to the flow between the source concept and the target chosen (Ln: 17).
The FS algorithm outputs the array Stage[] (see previous subsection) that contains the necessary
information about the execution order of a certain flow. All arrays Stage[] of all the conceptual flows
examined are stored in another array LW[].
Algorithm Find Stages in Complex Conceptual Designs (FSC)
1.

Input: A graph G=(V,E) that represents the whole conceptual design

2.

Output: An array LW[id], id=0,...,n, where n is the number of all possible flows among concepts

3.

Begin

4.

visited_Tb = {};

5.

id = 0;

6.

for each pair CS,CT {

7.

Target = CT;

8.

AT = all_transformations(CS,CT); //find all transformations involved into the flow of CS and CT

9.

for each binary transformation Tb∈AT {
if ( Tb∈visited_Tb ) {

10.

Target = Tb; //if we have already counted Tb then we need only the flow from source to Tb

11.
12.

}

13.

else {
visited_Tb = visited_Tb ∪ {Tb};

14.
15.

}

16.

}

17.

LW[++id] = FS(G’Cs-CT(V’,E’), s.t. G’Cs-CT is the simple flow between CS and Target);

18.

}

19.

return LW[];

20. End.

Figure 5.19. The FSC algorithm
When FSC finishes, it returns the array LW[] that contains all the individual simple flows that should
be used to construct the logical workflow (Ln: 19). We should note here, that the term ‘construction’
refers to the determination of the placement (execution order) of all data stores and transformation
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involved in the whole ETL process, rather than the whole composition of all constituents of the logical
model.
Note that when we refer to Stage[] or LW[], we are eligible for using the terms ‘concept’ or ‘data
store’ or ‘recordset’ and ‘transformation’ or ‘activity’ interchangeable, in the sense that everything stored
in these two the data structures, Stage[] or LW[], is simple a placeholder for the actual entity for which
it stands for; recall from Section 5.2, that concepts and transformations are mapped to recordsets and
activities respectively, but their names remain unchangeable.
5.3.4 Execution Order of Activities
So far, we have introduced stages and we have presented how these can be automatically identified in the
conceptual design. We are ready now to describe how the execution order of activities in the logical
design can be determined.
Usually, ETL processes consist of more than one ‘one source-one target’ flow, probably involving
more than one binary activity. Thus, in general we should follow the technique described in the previous
subsection for finding the execution order of activities involved in the overall process. Besides, even in
the simplest case of a ‘one source-one target’ flow, the algorithm FSC works as well.
Algorithm Execution Order in Logical Workflows (EOLW)
1.

Input: An array LW[id], id=0,...,n, where n is the number of all possible flows among concepts

2.

Output: A graph G=(V,E) that represents the whole logical design

3.

Begin

4.

for each LW[i] in LW {

5.

previous = LW[i].Stage[0]; // at first, previous is equal to the source concept of the flow

6.

V = V ∪ {previous};

7.

for each Stage[j] in LW[i], j>0 { // for all stages, but the first one
for each node n∈Stage[j] { // for each node (i.e., data store or activity) in the stage

8.

if (n∉V) { // if this is the first appearance of the node

9.
10.

V = V ∪ {n}; // add it to the design

11.

E = E ∪ {previous,n}; // connect it with the previous one in the flow
previous = n; // now it is the old one

12.
13.

}

14.

if (n∈V) { // if the node has already been added in the design

15.

if (n∈A) { E = E ∪ (previous,n); } // if the node is an activity, then it is a binary one

16.

if (n∈RS) { // if it is a recordset

17.

E = E – {x,n}, s.t. x∈V ∧ ∃(x,n)∈E; // delete the connection to the first flow

18.

V = V ∪ {U}; // add a Union activity

19.

E = E ∪ {previous,U} ∪ {x,U} ∪ {U,n}; // add the new edges to connect the two flows with
// the target recordset through a Union activity

20.

}}}}

21.

return G(V,E); // return the graph that represents the logical design

22. End.

Figure 5.20. The EOLW algorithm
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At first, we find the proper execution order for every simple flow in the conceptual design, in order to
establish the proper placement of the activities in linear logical workflows. Each one of these workflows
corresponds to one element of the LW[] array presented in subsection 5.3.3.
The execution order of the activities in the logical workflow is determined by the EOLW algorithm. The
EOLW algorithm (Figure 5.20) takes as input the array LW[] computed in the previous subsection. Clearly,

its main task is to construct the logical design, in terms of ‘filling’ places, rather than build the whole
ETL process with its semantics; the latter is a later task presented in the next section. Thus, it creates and
outputs a graph G(V,E) that contains all the necessary data stores and activities.
The procedure is as follows. For every simple flow, i.e., for every element of LW[],algorithm EOLW
processes all transformation stages, i.e., all elements of Stage[] (Ln: 7-20). Each time it finds a new
node, either data store or activity, it adds it to the graph along with an edge that connects this node with
its prior in the flow (Ln: 9-13). If a node has already been added in the graph then this is a case of
convergence of two flows: the current one and the one already connected to this node (Ln: 14). We
discriminate two possible cases: the node is either a binary activity or a data store, i.e., it belongs to RS or
A (see subsection 4.3.5). The case of an already visited binary activity is the simplest; then, we need only

a connection from its prior node in the current flow processed to the binary activity (Ln: 15). The second
case necessitates the usage of an extra Union activity (see subsection 4.2.6) placed exactly before the
respective data store (Ln: 16-20). To achieve this, we first delete the edge between the data store and the
last node of the flow already connected to it (Ln: 17). Then we add a new node representing the Union
activity (Ln: 18) and we connect it to both flows and the data store (Ln: 19).

5.4 A Methodology for the Mapping of Conceptual to Logical Model
In this section, we will give an overview of the sequence of steps that a designer follows, during the
transition from the conceptual to logical model. As already mentioned, the ultimate goal of this design
process is the production of a mapping between the two models, along with any relevant auxiliary
information. Also, in a further discussion, each step of this methodology will be presented and explained
in terms of Example 1.
5.4.1 Step 1: Preparation
First, we refine the conceptual model in terms that no ambiguity is allowed. Firstly, the (active) candidate
relationships should not be depicted directly to the logical model. After we decide which the active
candidate is, a simplified ‘working copy’ of the scenario that eliminates all candidates is produced. As we
have discussed in subsection 3.4.2, there are two ways to remove an active candidate from the conceptual
design (a) by ignoring all the information on candidates for the target concept and (b) by replacing the
target with the active candidate. Therefore, the candidate data stores are eliminated from the design and
the active candidate (the one who finally is chosen) is transformed to a conceptual concept and
furthermore, to a logical recordset.
Moreover, any additional information depicted as a note, e.g., runtime constraints, comments, etc.,
which is not useful during the mapping, is discarded from the design, but it is recorded to a log file.
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5.4.2 Step 2: Concepts and Attributes
Next, we commence the construction of the logical design. We start by adding all necessary recordsets
along with their attributes. In subsection 5.2.1, we discussed that all concepts of the conceptual design are
mapped to recordsets in the logical design. Also, their attributes are mapped to the attributes of the
respective recordsets. Thus, the part-of relationships remain the same after the transition from one model
to the other.
5.4.3 Step 3: Transformations
After that, we are ready to build the main part of an ETL process in a logical level: the procedures that
clean and integrate data, the activities. At first, we determine which the appropriate activities are and what
their execution order is. The former is directly captured by the conceptual design: all transformations
involved in the conceptual design are mapped to logical activities. Moreover, we identify activities that
are not shown in the conceptual design, such the rejection of any attribute or the convergence of two
flows (see subsection 5.2.6).
Next, we determine the execution order of the activities. Considering that ETL processes, usually,
consist of several complex flows, we follow the technique described in subsection 5.3.4. After the
production of the graph representing the logical design, we enrich it with the appropriate semantics.
Using the technique presented in subsection 5.2.4, we exploit the information provided by the notes to
fully capture the semantics of every activity.
5.4.4 Step 4: ETL Constraints
The next step takes into account the ETL constraints imposed on the data stores. ETL constraints are
mapped to logical activities in a manner similar to transformations (see subsection 5.2.5). Recall that
when we transform an ETL constraint into an activity, then we should place it exactly before the recordset
involved. Thus, in this step, we enrich the logical design with extra activities that represent all ETL
constraints of the conceptual design. The semantics of these activities are assigned in the same manner as
the semantics in the mapping of a transformation to an activity: with the usage of extra information that
stems from notes attached to the ETL constraints. To the extend that the execution order of these newly
inserted activities is involved, we denote that the criteria of ordering are identical with those unfolded in
the case of stage-equivalent transformations.
5.4.5 Step 5: Schemata Generation
As far as the schemata of the activities are concerned, we mention that apart from the discussion in
Section 5.2, later in Chapter 6, we provide the algorithm Schema Generation (SGen) for the automatic
creation of all schemata of all activities of the logical design (see subsection 6.3.2 for a broader discussion
on schema(-ta) generation). The main idea of SGen is that after the topological sorting of an ETL
workflow, the input schema of an activity is the same with the (output) schema of its provider and the
output schema of an activity is equal to (the union of) its input schema(ta), augmented by the generated
schema, minus the projected-out attributes. Thus, for two subsequent activities A1 and A2, the following
equalities hold:
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A2.in = A1.out
A2.out = A2.in ∪ A2.gen - A2.pro

Therefore, given the schemata of the source recordsets and provided the generated and
projected-out schemata of each activity by the template instantiation in Step 3 of the methodology,

the calculation of all schemata of the whole ETL process is feasible.
Finally, once again we stress, that due to the fact that there is no strict verification method for the
conceptual model, this methodology is not a fully automatic procedure. In some cases, there is a need for
extra input information from the designer/administrator. Also, the final deliverable is not always a
complete and accurate logical design. The designer/administrator should examine, complement or change
the outcome of this methodology, in order to achieve his goals.
5.4.6 An Application Example
We present here, the transition of the conceptual design of Example 1 (see Section 3.2) to the logical
model following the steps of our methodology.
Step 1. Preparation. The first step indicates that all candidates should be removed. Thus, assuming
that RecentParts is chosen as the active candidate, we ignore all information on candidates for the
target concept, i.e., S2.PARTS, and we eliminate all candidates along with the respective relationships
from the design. Also, the information not directly useful to the transition is discarded from the design,
but it is recorded to a log file. In Figure 5.21 we present the conceptual design of Example 1 after Step 1.
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Figure 5.21. The conceptual design of Example 1 after the first step
Step 2: Concepts and Attributes. Next, we proceed with the identification of the concepts involved
in the design and we start to build the logical design. Thus, we add the appropriate recordsets along with
their attributes. The outcome of this procedure is depicted in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22. The outcome of the second step
Step 3: Transformations. In this step, we enrich the design with information concerning the
transformations involved in the overall ETL process. Firstly, we decide upon the appropriate activities.
All transformations are mapped to logical activities. Also, there may exist activities that are not shown in
the conceptual design, such the rejection of any attribute or the convergence of two flows. In Example 1,
we identify the following transformations that should be mapped to logical activities:
SK1, f1, f2, γ, σ, SK2, f3, NN,

ZY+

In addition, there are two more activities that should be added in the design, one to describe the
rejection of attribute DEPT from S2.PARTS and one to express the convergence of the flows S1.PARTSDW.PARTS and S2.PARTS-DW.PARTS:
π-out and U

Next, we should find out the appropriate placement for these activities. This ETL process consists of
four flows: two simple (S1.PARTS-DW.PARTS and S2.PARTS-DW.PARTS) and two complex (PS1S1.PARTS and PS2-S1.PARTS).

The application of FSCW algorithm provide us the array LW[] for this example:
S1.PARTS-DW.PARTS:

LW[0] = [{S1.PARTS},{SK2,f3,NN},{DW.PARTS}]

S2.PARTS-DW.PARTS:

LW[1] = [{S2.PARTS},{SK1,f1,f2},{γ},{σ},{DW.PARTS}]

PS1.PARTS-S1.PARTS: LW[2] = [{PS1},{ZY+},{S1.PARTS}]
PS2.PARTS-S1.PARTS: LW[3] = [{PS2},{ZY+}]

All transformations in each stage of this example are order-equivalent, thus, there is no unique way to
place them into the logical design. With the EOLW algorithm we construct the logical workflow. The linear
logical workflows are depicted in Figure 5.23. For ease of presentation, in the following figures we omit
the attributes involved.
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Figure 5.23. Linear logical workflows
We observe that there are two cases of common nodes (joint-points): the target data store DW.PARTS
and the outer join activity. The first case necessitates an extra Union activity, while in the second case we
just connect the flows involved in the binary activity. Thus, the logical design is represented by the graph
depicted in Figure 5.24.
At this time, we have (a) constructed the logical design, and (b) determined a proper execution order
for the activities. The next procedure is to enrich all activities with their semantics. Using the f::
information from the notes we assign a template to each activity. At the instantiation time (see subsection
5.2.4) using the e:: information from the notes, we fully describe the semantics for each activity.
But, there are some activities, such γ, σ, etc., for which the designer of the conceptual model did not
provide any note with extra information. For these activities the semantics cannot be automatic assigned.
Hence, the design needs replenishment at the logical level.
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+

S1.PARTS

SK2

NN
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PS2
U

S2.PARTS

SK1
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f2

γ

DW.PARTS

σ

Figure 5.24. The logical design of Example 1
Step 4: ETL Constraints. The last constructs that should be added are the ETL constraints. We
search which data stores have attached an ETL constraint and we represent it with an appropriate activity
placed right before the respective data store is located into the logical design. In the specific example,
only the data store DW.PARTS has an ETL constraint, named PK, attached. The final logical design is
depicted in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25. The final logical design for Example 1
Step 5: Schemata Generation. Finally, all schemata of the activities should be determined. Taking
into consideration that the functionality, generated, and projected-out schemata have been
determined from Step 3 and 4, the only thing that remains to be done is the synchronization of the input
and output schemata. For this, we use the Schema Generation algorithm presented later in Chapter 6.

5.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented a semi-automatic transition from the conceptual model presented in
Chapter 2 to the logical model presented in Chapter 3.
Although there are several research approaches concerning the (semi-)automation of several tasks of
logical DW design from conceptual models [Ball98, BoUl99, GoRi98, HaSB00, MoKo00, Pera03,
Phip01], so far, we are not aware of any other research approach concerning a mapping from a conceptual
to a logical model for ETL processes.
Our goal is to provide a methodology for facilitating the modeling and management of ETL processes.
First, we have identified the correspondence between the two models. Since the conceptual model is
constructed in a more generic and high-level manner, each conceptual entity has a mapping to a logical
entity; but the opposite does not always hold. Thus, for each conceptual construct we have indicated its
respective logical entity and we have described a method for the automatic transition from the former to
the latter. Also, we have shown how information from more than one conceptual construct can be
combined in order to achieve a better definition of a logical entity. For example, we have shown how to
combine information from transformations and notes to fully describe logical activities along with their
semantics. Moreover, we have tackled several notation issues originated by the different nature of the two
models.
The conceptual model is not a workflow as it simply identifies the transformations needed in an ETL
process; thus, it does not directly specify their execution order. For that reason, we have provided a
method for the semi-automatic determination of a correct execution order of the activities in the logical
model. To achieve this, we have presented three algorithms that take a conceptual design, and by applying
a ‘divide-and-conquer’ technique they construct its respective logical design, where the activities have a
proper execution order.
Finally, we have gathered all the aforementioned issues and we have presented a cohesive
methodology that consists of a sequence of five steps that a designer should follow, during the transition
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from the conceptual to logical model. Briefly, a designer should start with a preparation of the conceptual
design, and at first, he/she should discard any useless information; e.g., candidate concepts, runtime
constraints, comments, etc. The next step is the genesis of the logical design: recordsets and attributes are
added. The most prominent task is the one that deals with transformations. At first, the appropriate
activities are identified and their execution order is determined. Next, activities are enriched by their
semantics. Finally, the ETL constraints are included in the design and the generation of all schemata is
realized. Additionally, the methodology is accompanied with an example presented in great resolution for
better understanding.
For one more time, we would like to note that this methodology is not a fully automatic procedure. In
fact, in some cases, there is a need for extra input information from the designer/administrator. This is due
to the fact that intentionally we do not provide any strict verification method for the conceptual model
(see Section 3.6). The goal of this mapping is to facilitate the integration of the results accumulated in the
early phases of a data warehouse project into the logical model, such the collection of requirements from
the part of the users, the analysis of the structure and content of the existing data sources along with their
intentional mapping to the common data warehouse model. The deliverable of this mapping is not (and is
not expected to be) always a complete and accurate logical design. The designer/administrator in the
logical level should examine, complement or change the outcome of this methodology, in order to
achieve his/her goals.
Concluding, we note that the design of Figure 5.25 is not the only possible logical design for Example
1. The constraints in the determination of the execution order require only that the placement of activities
should be semantically correct or equivalently, that these activities can interchange their position without
any semantic conflict. Obviously, n order-equivalent activities can produce n! different workflows. The
final choice of one of them depends on other parameters beyond those examined in the mapping from
conceptual to logical model; e.g., the total cost of a workflow. We elaborate more on this subject in the
next chapter where we discuss optimization issues concerning the ETL processes.
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Usually, ETL processes must be completed in a certain time window; thus, it is necessary to optimize
their execution time. In this chapter, we delve into the logical optimization of ETL processes. Section 6.1
describes the problem and identifies several open issues that we have to deal with. Section 6.2 presents a
formal statement for our problem as a state space search problem. In Section 6.3 we discuss design issues
that concern the correct formulation of the states before and after transitions take place. In Section 6.4, we
present three algorithms for the optimization the ETL processes, along with experimental results. In
Section 6.5 we conclude our results.

6.1 Introduction
In the first chapter we have pointed out the significance of the problem of designing an efficient, robust
and evolvable ETL workflow and stressed how relevant and pressing is. Although the consideration of
data warehouses as materialized views is elegant and possibly sufficient for the purpose of examining
alternative strategies for view maintenance, it is not enough with respect to mechanisms that are
employed in real-world settings. Indeed, in real-world data warehouse environments, instead of
automated mechanisms for the refreshment of materialized views, the execution of operational processes
is employed in order to export data from operational data sources, transform them into the format of the
target tables and finally, load them to the data warehouse.
Once again we bring up the paradigm of a data warehouse [AdFi03] that suffers from two main
problems: vastness of data volumes and performance. The authors report that their data warehouse
population system has to process, within a time window of 4 hours, 80 million records per hour for the
entire process (compression, FTP of files, decompression, transformation and loading), on a daily basis.
The volume of data rises to about 2 TB, with the main fact table containing about 3 billion records. The
request for performance is so pressing, that there are processes hard-coded in low level DBMS calls to
avoid the extra step of storing data to a target file to be loaded to the data warehouse through the DBMS
loader.
So far, research has only partially dealt with the problem of designing and managing ETL workflows.
Typically, research approaches concern (a) the optimization of stand-alone problems (e.g., the problem of
duplicate detection [RaDo00]) in an isolated setting and (b) problems mostly related to web data (e.g.,
[GFSS00]). Recently, research on data streams [ACÇ+03, BaWi01, LoGe03] has brought up the
possibility of giving an alternative look to the problem of ETL. Nevertheless, for the moment research in
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data streaming has focused on different topics, such as on-the-fly computation of queries [ACÇ+03,
BaWi01, LoGe03]. To our knowledge, there is no systematic treatment of the problem, as far as the
problem of the design of an optimal ETL workflow is concerned.
On the other hand, leading commercial tools [Asce03, IBM03, Info03, Micr03, Orac01] allow the
design of ETL workflows, but do not use any optimization technique. The designed workflows are
propagated to the DBMS for execution; thus, the DBMS undertakes the task of optimization. Clearly, we
can do better than this, because, an ETL process cannot be considered as a ‘big’ query. Instead, it is more
realistic to treat an ETL process as a complex transaction. In addition, in an ETL workflow, there are
processes that run in separate environments, usually not simultaneously and under time constraints.
One could argue that we can possibly express all ETL operations in terms of relational algebra and
then optimize the resulting expression as usual. In this chapter, we demonstrate that the traditional logicbased algebraic query optimization can be blocked, basically due to the existence of data manipulation
functions.
Consider the example of Figure 6.1 that describes the population of a table of a data warehouse DW
from two source databases S1 and S2. In particular, it involves the propagation of data from the recordset
PARTS1(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,COST) of source S1 that stores monthly information, as well as from the

recordset PARTS2(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,DEPT,COST) of source S2 that stores daily information. In the
DW, the recordset PARTS(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,COST) stores monthly information for the cost in Euros
(COST) of parts (PKEY) per source (SOURCE). We assume that both the first supplier and the data

warehouse are European and the second is American; thus, the data coming from the second source need
to be converted to European values and formats.

Figure 6.1. A simple ETL workflow
In Figure 6.1, activities are numbered with their execution priority and tagged with the description of
their functionality. The flow for source S1 is: (3) a check for Not Null values is performed on attribute
COST. The flow for source S2 is: (4) a conversion from Dollars ($) to Euros (€) performed on attribute
COST; (5) dates (DATE) are converted from American to European format; (6) an aggregation for monthly

supplies is performed and the unnecessary attribute DEPT (for department) is discarded from the flow.
The two flows are then unified (7) and before being loaded to the warehouse, a final check is performed
on the €COST attribute (8), ensuring that only values above a certain threshold (e.g., €COST>0) are
propagated to the warehouse.
There are several interesting problems and optimization opportunities in the example of Figure 6.1:
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−

Traditional query optimization techniques should be directly applicable. For example, it is
desirable to push selections all the way to the sources, in order to avoid processing unnecessary
rows.

−

Is it possible to push the selection on negative values early enough in the workflow? As far as the
flow for source PARTS1 is concerned, this is straightforward (exactly as in the relational sense).
On the other hand, as far as the second flow is concerned, the selection should be performed after
the conversion of dollars to Euros. In other words, the activity performing the selection cannot be
pushed before the activity applying the conversion function.

−

Is it possible to perform the aggregation, before the transformation of American values to
Europeans? In principle, this should be allowed to happen, since the dates are kept in the resulting
data and can be transformed later. In this case, the aggregation operations can be pushed, before
the function.

−

How can we deal with naming problems? PARTS1.COST and PARTS2.COST are homonyms, but
they do not correspond to the same entity (the first is in Euros and the second in Dollars).
Assuming that the transformation $2€ produces the attribute €COST, how can we guarantee that
corresponds to the same real-world entity with PARTS1.COST?

Figure 6.2. An equivalent ETL workflow
In Figure 6.2, we can see how the workflow of Figure 6.1 can be transformed in an equivalent
workflow performing the same task. The selection on Euros has been propagated to both branches of the
workflow so that low values are pruned early. Still, we cannot push the selection neither before the
transformation $2€, nor before the aggregation. At the same time, there was a swapping between the
aggregation and the DATE conversion function (A2E). In summary, the two problems that have risen are
(a) to determine which operations over the workflow are legal and (b) which one is the best in terms of
performance gains.
We take a novel approach to the problem by taking into consideration the aforementioned
particularities. Moreover, we employ a workflow paradigm for the modeling of ETL processes, i.e., we do
not strictly require that an activity outputs data to some persistent data store, but rather, activities are
allowed to output data to one another. In such a context, I/O minimization is not the primary problem. In
this chapter, we focus on the optimization of the process in terms of logical transformations of the
workflow. To this end, we devise a method based on the specifics of an ETL workflow that can reduce its
execution cost by changing either the total number or the execution order of the processes.
The contributions of this chapter can be listed as follows:
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−

We set up the theoretical framework for the problem, by modeling the problem as a state space
search problem, with each state representing a particular design of the workflow as a graph. The
nodes of the graph represent activities and data stores and the edges capture the flow of data
among the nodes.

−

Since the problem is modeled as a state space search problem, we define transitions from one state
to another that extend the traditional query optimization techniques. We prove the correctness of
the introduced transitions. We also provide details on how states are generated and the conditions
under which transitions are allowed.

−

Finally, we provide algorithms towards the optimization of ETL processes. First, we use an
exhaustive algorithm to explore the search space in its entirety and to find the optimal ETL
workflow. Then we introduce greedy and heuristic search algorithms to reduce the search space
that we explore, and demonstrate the efficiency of the approach through a set of experimental
results.

6.2 Formal Statement of the Problem
In this section, we show how the ETL optimization problem can be modeled as a state space search
problem. First, we give a formal definition of the constituents of an ETL workflow and we describe the
states. Then, we define a set of transitions that can be applied to the states in order to produce the search
space. Finally, we formulate the problem of the optimization of an ETL workflow.
6.2.1 Formal Definition of an ETL Workflow
In Chapter 4 we describe how an ETL workflow is modeled as a directed acyclic graph that we call the
Architecture Graph. In brief, the nodes of the graph comprise activities and recordsets. A recordset is any
data store that can provide a flat record schema (possibly through a gateway/wrapper interface); in the
sequel, we will mainly deal with the two most popular types of recordsets, namely relational tables and
record files. The edges of the graph denote data provider (or input/output) relationships: an edge going
out of a node n1 and into a node n2 denotes that n2 receives data from n1 for further processing. In this
setting, we will refer to n1 as the data provider and n2 as the data consumer. The graph uniformly models
situations where (a) both providers are activities (combined in a pipelined fashion) or (b) activities
interact with recordsets, either as data providers or data consumers.
Each node is characterized by one or more schemata, i.e., finite lists of attributes. Whenever a schema
is acting as a data provider for another schema, we assume a one-to-many mapping between the attributes
of the two schemata (i.e., one provider attribute can possibly populate more than one consumers while a
consumer attribute can only have one provider). Recordsets have only one schema, whereas activities
have at least two (input and output). Intuitively, an activity comprises a set of input schemata, responsible
for bringing the records to the activity for processing and one or more output schemata responsible for
pushing the data to the next data consumer (activity or recordset). An activity with one input schema is
called unary, and an activity with two input schemata is called binary. Wherever necessary, we will
overload the term output schema with the role of the schema that provides the clean, consistent data to the
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subsequent consumers and the term rejection schema, for the output schema that directs offending records
to some log file or cleaning activity for further auditing. In all cases, the meaning of the terms will be
clear from the context.
For each output schema there is an algebraic expression, characterizing the semantics of the data
pushed to the respective schema. We consider an extended relational algebra, involving the operators
selection (σ), projection (π), cartesian product (×), join (><), aggregation (γ), ordering (θ), union (∪),
difference (−), and function application (f). We will frequently employ the term projection-out (πout) to
refer to the complement of projection. The semantics of the above operators are the obvious; for the case
of function application we assume the existence of a set of function types (e.g., arithmetic or string
manipulation functions) which are instantiated each time by using attributes of the input schemata as
input parameters and produce a new value as their return value.
Formally, an activity is a quadruple A=(Id,I,O,S), such that: (a) Id is a unique identifier for the
activity; (b) I is a finite set of one or more input schemata, receiving data from the data providers of the
activity; (c) O is a finite set of one or more output schemata that describe the placeholders for the rows
that are processed by the activity; and (d) S is one or more expressions in relational algebra (extended
with functions) characterizing the semantics of the data flow for each of the output schemata. This can be
one expression per output schema or a more complex expression involving intermediate results too.
In our approach, we will model an ETL workflow as a graph that is a subgraph of the Architecture
Graph. Assume a finite list of activities A, a finite set of recordsets RS, and a finite list of provider
relationships Pr. Formally, an ETL Workflow is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), G(V,E) such that
V=A∪RS and E=Pr. A subset of RS, denoted by RSS, contains the sources of the graph (i.e., the source

recordsets) and another subset of RS, denoted by RST, contains the sinks of the graph (representing the
final target recordsets of the warehouse). G(V,E) can be topologically ordered, therefore a unique
execution priority can be assigned to each activity as its unique identifier. Finally, all activities of the
workflow should have a provider and a consumer (either another activity or a recordset). Each input
schema has exactly one provider (many providers for the same consumer are captured by UNION
activities).
6.2.2 The Problem of ETL Workflow Optimization
We model the problem of ETL optimization as a state space search problem.
States. Each state S is a graph as described in the previous subsection, i.e. states are ETL workflows;
therefore, we will use the terms ‘state’ and ‘ETL workflow’ interchangeably.
Transitions. Transitions T are used to generate new, equivalent states. In our context, equivalent
states are assumed to be states that based on the same input produce the same output. Practically, this is
achieved in the following way:
(a) by transforming the execution sequence of the activities of the state, i.e., by interchanging two
activities of the workflow in terms of their execution sequence;
(b) by replacing common tasks in parallel flows with an equivalent task over a flow to which these
parallel flows converge;
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(c) by dividing tasks of a joint flow to clones applied to parallel flows that converge towards the
joint flow.
Furthermore, we use the notation S΄= T(S) to denote the transition from a state S to a state S’. We
say that we have visited a state, if we use it to produce more states that can originate from it. Next, we
introduce a set of logical transitions that we can apply to a state. These transitions include:
−

Swap. This transition can be applied to a pair of unary activities a1 and a2 and interchange their
sequence, i.e., we swap the position of the two activities in the graph (see Figure 6.4(a)). Swap
concerns only unary activities, e.g., selection, checking for nulls, primary key violation,
projection, function application, etc. We denote this transition as SWA(a1,a2).

−

Factorize and Distribute. These operations involve the interchange of a binary activity, e.g.,
union, join, difference, etc., and at least two unary activities that have the same functionality, but
are applied over different data flows that converge towards the involved binary activity. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.4(b). In the upper part, the two activities a1 and a2 have the same
functionality, but they are applied to different data flows that converge towards the binary activity
ab. The Factorize transition replaces the two activities a1 and a2 with a new one, a, which is

placed right after ab. Factorize and Distribute are reciprocal transitions. If we have two activities
that perform the same operation to different data flows, which are eventually merged, we can
apply Factorize in order to perform the operation only to the merged data flow. Similarly, if we
have an activity that operates over a single data flow, we can Distribute it to different data flows.
One can notice that Factorize and Distribute essentially model swaping between unary and binary
activities. We denote Factorize and Distribute transitions as FAC(ab,a1,a2) and DIS(ab,a),
respectively.
−

Merge and Split. We use these two transitions to ‘package’ and ‘unpackage’ a pair of activities
without changing their semantics (Figure 6.4(c)). Merge indicates that some activities have to be
grouped according to the constraints of the ETL workflow; thus, for example, a third activity may
not be placed between the two, or these two activities cannot be commuted. Split indicates that a
pair of grouped activities can be ungrouped; e.g., when the application of the transitions has
finished, we can ungroup any grouped activities. The benefit is that the search space is proactively
reduced without sacrificing any of the design requirements. We denote Merge and Split transitions
as MER(a1+2,a1,a2) and SPL(a1+2,a1,a2), respectively.

In stream terminology these terms are used with a different meaning: Split indicates the splitting of an
input stream into multiple streams and Merge means the inverse. In our setting, we employ Split and
Merge in a completely different fashion, in terms of activity composition/decomposition.
The reasoning behind the introduction of the transitions is quite straightforward.
−

Merge and split are designated by the needs of ETL design as already described.

−

Swapping allows highly selective activities to be pushed towards the beginning of the workflow,
in a meaning similar to the case of traditional query optimization.
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−

Factorization allows the exploitation of the fact that a certain operation is performed only once (in
the merged workflow) instead of twice (in the converging workflows). For example, if an activity
can cache data (like in the case of surrogate key assignment, where the lookup table can be
cached), such a transformation can be beneficial. On the other hand, distributing an activity in two
parallel branches can be beneficial in the case where the activity is highly selective and is pushed
towards the beginning of the workflow. Observe Figure 6.3. Consider a simple cost model that
takes into account only the number of processed rows in each process. Also, consider an input of 8
rows in each flow, and selectivities equal to 50% for process σ and 100% for the rest processes.
Given nlog2n and n as the cost formulae for SK and σ respectively (for simplicity, we ignore the
cost of U), the total costs for the three cases are:
c1=2nlog2n+n=56
c2=2(n+(n/2)log2(n/2))=32
c3=2n+(n/2)log2(n/2)=24

Thus, DIS (case 2) and FAC (case 3) can reduce the cost of a state.

Figure 6.3. Factorization and Distribution benefits
Formally, the transitions are defined as follows:
−

Swap(a1,a2) over G=(V,E) produces a new graph G’=(V’,E’), where V’=V. Then, for each edge
e∈E, with e=(v,a1) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(v,a2). Similarly, for each edge e∈E, with
e=(a1,v) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(a2,v). Replace the edge (a1,a2) with the edge
(a2,a1). The rest of the edges of the graph remain the same.

−

Factorize(ab,a1,a2) over G=(V,E) produces a new graph G’=(V’,E’). In this new graph, remove
nodes a1, a2 and introduce a new node a1 to V’= V-{a1,a2}∪{a}. For each edge e∈E, with
e=(v,a1) or e=(v,a2) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(v,ab). For each edge e∈E, with
e=(ab,v) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(a,v). Add the edge (ab,a). The rest of the edges of

the graph remain the same.
−

Distribute(ab,a) over G=(V,E) produces a new graph G’=(V’,E’). In this new graph, remove
node a and introduce two new nodes a1 and a2 to V’= V ∪{a1,a2}-{a}. Remove the edge
(ab,a). For each edge e∈E, with e=(v,ab) introduce into E’ the edges e’=(v,a1) and
e”=(v,a2). For each edge e∈E, with e=(a,v) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(ab,v). Introduce

into E’ the edges e1=(a1,ab) and e2=(a2,ab). The rest of the edges of the graph remain the
same.

1

In the sequel, the derivation of this new node as such its semantics and schemata will be clarified by using the
notion homologous activity. Likewise, later in this chapter, the derivation of the two new nodes a1 and a2 at
Distribute transition is explained in a more detailed level.
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−

Merge(a1+2,a1,a2) over G=(V,E) produces a new graph G’=(V’,E’). In this new graph, introduce
a new node a1+2 to V’=V-{a1,a2}∪{a1+2}. Naturally, the edge e=(a1,a2) is removed. For each
edge e∈E, with e=(v,a1) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(v,a1+2). For each edge e∈E, with
e=(a2,v) introduce into E’ the edge e’=(a1+2,v). The rest of the edges of the graph remain the

same.
−

Split(a1+2,a1,a2) over G=(V,E) produces a new graph G’=(V’,E’). In this new graph, introduce
two new nodes a1 and a2 to V’=V-{a1+2}∪{a1,a2}. For each edge e∈E, with e=(v,a1+2)
introduce into E’ the edge e’=(v,a1). For each edge e∈E, with e=(a1+2,v) introduce into E’ the
edge e’=(a2,v). Add the edge e=(a1,a2). The rest of the edges of the graph remain the same.

(a) Swap

(b) Factorize and Distribute

(d) Swap
PK(PKEY), Add(SOURCE)

(c) Merge and Split

(e) Factorize and Distribute
σ(QTY), U

(f) Merge and Split
Add(SOURCE), SK(PKEY)

Figure 6.4. Abstract (a,b,c) and concrete (d,e,f) examples of transitions
In Table 6.1, we list the set of transitions, with their notation and meaning. Figure 6.4(a,b,c) illustrates
abstract examples of the usage of these transition, while in Figure 6.4(d,e,f) we concretely instantiate
these examples over our motivating example.
Table 6.1. Symbolism and notation for transitions
Name
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Notation

Meaning

Swap

SWA(a1,a2)

Swap unary activities a1, a2

Factorize

FAC(ab,a1,a2)

Factorization of unary a1, a2 from binary ab

Distribute

DIS(ab,a)

Distributivity of unary a with respect to binary ab

Merge

MER(a1+2,a1,a2) Merge activities a1, a2 and create activity a1+2

Split

SPL(a1+2,a1,a2) Split activity a1+2 to two new activities a1, a2

6.2 Formal Statement of the Problem
6.2.3 Cost Model
So far, we have demonstrated how to model each ETL workflow as a state and how to generate the state
space through a set of appropriate transformations (transitions). Naturally, in order to choose the optimal
state, the problem requires a convenient discrimination criterion. Such a criterion is a cost model.
In the literature [ElNa00, Grae93, JaKo84, TaVa91] there exists a variety of cost models for query
optimization. Since we follow a logical-level optimization strategy, we focus mostly on the logical and
not the physical aspects of the scenario. In this subsection we will present a cost model that focuses on the
performance, the stability and the evolvability of the scenario. We would like to mention here that our
approach is general in that it is not in particular dependent on the cost model chosen.
Performance. Activities perform two main kinds of operations: (a) they read/write records from/to
recordsets and (b) they process incoming records towards their output. Therefore, two factors influence
the performance of an activity, (a) the disk I/O and (b) the volume of the rows to be processed by the
activity. For activities communicating only with other activities (in a pipelined fashion), we ignore the
disk I/O cost. A generic formula for the performance cost CP(a) of an activity a is defined as follows:
CP(a) = c(read) + c(process) + c(write)

We assume that the original number of rows stemming from source data stores is known. Given the
selectivities of the activities, the output of each activity can be computed by formulae presented in
[ElNa00, Grae93, TaVa91]. In terms of time, the read and write costs are calculated by the formula
I/Ocost*#rows. The processing cost can be estimated (a) by the typical formulae when functions are not

employed (e.g., nlogn on the size of incoming data when sorting is involved) [Grae93, TaVa91] and (b)
by execution statistics (if they are available). It is obvious, that the execution priority of an activity
specifies its cost. Therefore, the same activity may have different costs in different states.
Stability. As all software modules, ETL activities occasionally crash. We assume that each activity
has a failure probability pF(ai). The cost incurred by the failure of an activity can be formulated as the
cost of redoing the work once a failure has occurred. In other words, depending on the position of the
activity on a scenario, this compensation cost incurs the cost of redoing all the activities that intervene
between the previous recordset and the activity. A formula for the cost CF(a) of an activity is defined as
follows:
n

CF(a) = pF(a) *

Σ CP(ai)

i =1

where a1,…,an are all the activities that intervene between an activity and a previous persistent data
store (for binary activities, this involves all paths back to persistent data stores). Of course, we can devise
more elaborate cost formulae, taking into consideration whether the activities produce output in an
ordered fashion (so that the compensating tasks are lighter) [LWGG00], but we consider this to be
beyond the scope of this work.
Evolvability. In Chapter 3 we have presented importance metrics for the design of ETL scenarios.
The general idea is that each activity is interconnected with its consumers and suppliers with as many
connections as the number of attributes, which are mapped between these activities. Dependency and
responsibility are simple counting metrics that count the incoming and the outgoing mappings,
respectively. For example, an activity with an input schema of 3 attributes and an output schema of 4
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attributes with a single consumer has a dependency equal to 3 and a responsibility equal to 4. The
interesting aspect of this modeling is that it supplies adequate techniques (and obviously, measures) to
deal with the evolution of software. For example, if we delete an attribute in the source database, the
effect is propagated to all the attributes populated by it through the appropriate mappings. Here, we define
a simple metric for the vulnerability CV(a) of an activity to such changes, stating that the more attribute
mappings they possess, the worse. Naturally, more sophisticated metrics can be devised, too. A generic
formula for the cost CP(a) of an activity is defined as follows:
Cv(a) = dependency(a) + responsibility(a)

Total cost. Given an activity a, we provide a formula for the calculation of the overall cost per
activity C(a) as:
C(a) = CV(a)*( CP(a) + w*CF(a) )

We consider a weight factor w, in order to express the importance of stability in our cost model with
respect to performance. Then, the total cost of a state is obtained by summarizing the costs of all its
activities. The total cost C(S) of a state S is given by the next formula:
n

C(S) =

Σ C(ai)

i =1

where a1, … , an are all the activities of the state S.
The problem of the optimization of an ETL workflow involves the discovery of a state SMIN, such that
C(SMIN) is minimal.

Having described in detail the problem, we move next to discuss problems arising in generating states
and applying transformations on them.

6.3 State Generation, Transition Applicability and Correctness
In this section, we will deal with several non-trivial issues in the context of our modeling for the
optimization of ETL processes as a state space search problem. We consider equivalent states as
workflows that, based on the same input, produce the same output. To deal with this condition, we will
first discuss in detail how states are generated and then we will deal with the problem of transition
applicability.
6.3.1 Naming Principle
As we have already seen in the introduction, an obvious problem for the optimization of ETL workflows
is that different attributes names do not always correspond to different entities of the real world.
To handle this problem, we resort to a simple naming principle: (a) all synonyms refer to the same
conceptual entity, and (b) all different attribute names, at the same time, refer to different things in the
real world. Formally, we introduce:
(a)

a set of reference attribute names at the conceptual level, i.e., a finite set of unique attribute
names Ωn, and a mapping of each attribute of the workflow to this set of attribute names;
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(b) a simple naming principle: all synonymous attributes are semantically related to the same
attribute name in Ωn; no other mapping to the same attribute is allowed.
In the example of Figure 6.1, we can employ the same reference attribute name for both American and
European dates, since we will treat them equivalently as groupers. At the same time, COST attributes,
expressed in Dollars and in Euros should be mapped in different reference attributes (due to the presence
of the selection predicate on Euros). In the sequel, we will employ only reference attribute names in our
discussions.
6.3.2 State Generation
In Chapter 4, we have presented a set of template activities for the design of ETL workflows. Each
template in this library has predefined semantics and a set of parameters that tune its functionality: for
example, when the designer of a workflow materializes a Not Null template he/she must specify the
attribute over which the check is performed. In order to construct a certain ETL workflow, the designer
must specify the input and output schemata of each activity and the respective set of parameters.
Although this is a manual procedure, in the context of our research, the different states are automatically
constructed; therefore, the generation of the input and output schemata of the different activities must be
automated, too. In this subsection, we explain how this generation is performed.
Table 6.2. Typical ETL activities
Selection (σ)

Filters

Not null (NN)
Primary key violation (PK)
Foreign key violation (FK)
Unique value (UN)
Domain mismatch (DM)
Unary transformers
Aggregation (γ)

Transformers

Projection (π)
Function application (f)
Surrogate key assignment (SK)
Tuple normalization (N)
Tuple denormalization (DN)
Binary transformers
Union (U)
Join (><)
Diff (∆)
Update Detection (∆UPD)

We start by identifying two large categories of activities:
1.

Filters. Filters act as data cleaning tasks, rejecting offending rows or speeding up the process by
allowing only the relevant rows pass towards the rest of the workflow. For example, the detection
of foreign key violations or the elimination of duplicates, are classic filters. A typical reaction
towards these simple activities is that DBMS’s already handle this kind of errors efficiently. This
is a clear misconception; not only execution problems arise for the workflow in the case of a
logical failure, but also the performance suffers. Typically, these tasks have to be specifically
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dealt with, through dedicated activities. Note, also, that in our setting, filters are schema
preserving activities, meaning that the input and output schema are identical.
2.

Transformers. This is the case of activities where the data received from the input schema(ta)
undergo some processing and are pushed to the output of the activity under a different schema. In
other words, the output schema is different from the input one, therefore the name (schema)
‘transformers’. Examples of schema transformers include aggregation, join, surrogate key
assignment, etc.

Typical examples of filters and transformers are depicted in Table 6.2. It is also noteworthy to
mention that although filters are schema-preserving activities, this concerns only their input and output
schemata; internally, this property does not necessarily apply. For example, duplicate elimination can be
(naively but indicatively) implemented by sorting the incoming data, grouping them in sets on the basis of
their key (which practically leads to an object-relational set of sets of records) and then output the single
valued sets.
For the purpose of state transitions, (e.g., swapping activities), apart from the input and output
schemata, each activity is characterized by the following schemata:
1.

Functionality (or necessary) schema. This schema is a list of attributes, being a subset of (the
union of) the input schema(ta), denoting the attributes which take part in the computation
performed by the activity. For example, an activity having as input schema si=[A,B,C,D] and
performing a Not Null(B) operation, has a functionality schema sf =[B].

2.

Generated schema. This schema involves all the output attributes being generated due to the
processing of the activities. For example, a function-based activity $2€ converting an attribute
dollar_cost to Euros, i.e., euro_cost = $2€(dollar_cost), has a generated schema sg=
[euro_cost]. Filters have an empty generated schema.

3.

Projected-out schema. A list of attributes, belonging to the input schema(ta), not to be propagated
further from the activity. For example, once a surrogate key transformation is applied, we
propagate data with their new, generated surrogate key (belonging to the generated schema) and
we project out their original production key (belonging to the projected-out schema).

These auxiliary schemata are provided at the template level. In other words, the designer of the
template library can dictate in advance, (a) which are the parameters for the activity (functionality
schema) and (b) which are the new or the non-necessary attributes of the template. Then, these attributes
are properly instantiated at the construction of the ETL workflow.
Once the auxiliary schemata of the activities have been determined, we can automate the construction
of the input/output schemata (called Schema Generation) of the activities as follows: (a) we topologically
sort the graph of the workflow; (b) following the topological order, we assign the input schema of an
activity to be the same with the (output) schema of its provider; (c) the output schema of an activity is
equal to (the union of) its input schema(ta), augmented by the generated schema, minus the projected-out
attributes. After each transition, we determine the schemata of the activities, based on the new graph of
the state. The automatic construction is coded in the algorithm Schema Generation (SGen) that is
depicted in Figure 6.5.
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Algorithm Schema Generation (SGen)
1. Input: A state S, i.e., a graph G=(V,E) involving n activities
2. Output: The state S annotated with fully defined input and output activity schemata
3.

Begin

4.

topologically sort S;

5.

assign a priority p(i) to each activity and let ai denote the activity with
priority p(i);
for (i=1;i<n;i++) { // i.e., for each activity

6.
7.

for each input schema si,j of ai

8.

{

si,j =output_schema(provider(si,j));

9.

}

10.

output_schema(ai) = ∪(j)si,j ∪ generated_schema(ai) - projected_out(ai);

11.

}

12. End.

Figure 6.5. Schema generation for the activities of a state after a transition
In principle, we would be obliged to recompute the activity schemata for the whole graph, due to the
fact that there might be output schemata acting as providers for more than one consumer (i.e., the node
which models the activity has more than one outgoing edges, towards different activities or recordsets).
An obvious pruning involves the exploitation of the topological order of the workflow: in this approach
whenever we perform a transition we need to examine only the activities following (in terms of
topological order) the modified part of the workflow. There is a case, still, where we can do better. In the
case where all activities have exactly one output and one consumer for each output schema, the impact of
a change due to a transition, affects only the involved activities, while the rest of the workflow remains
intact. In this case, instead of running the algorithm Schema Generation for the whole graph, we simply
recompute the new schemata for the subgraph that includes the affected activities.
6.3.3 Homologous Activities
We introduce the notion of homologous activities to capture the cases of activities, which (a) are found in
converging linear path of unary activities; (b) have the same semantics (as an algebraic expression); (c)
have the same functionality, generated and projected-out schemata.

Figure 6.6. An example ETL workflow
For example, consider the ETL workflow depicted in Figure 5.6. It concerns the population of a target
recordset RS3(PKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST) from two source recordsets RS1(PKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST)
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and RS2(PKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST). In this state, the two surrogate keys activities (3 and 4) are
homologous, since they both are found in converging linear paths, have the same algebraic expression
and the same functionality {PKEY,SOURCE}, generated {PKEY} and projected-out {PKEY} schemata
(generated and projected-out schemata contain attributes with the same attribute name PKEY according to
the naming principle we discuss in subsection 6.3.1). For more details about the assignment of surrogate
keys, see subsection 4.4.2.
6.3.4 Transition Applicability
So far, we have not answered an obvious issue that arises in our setting and concerns the applicability of
transitions. In other words, we need to define the rules which allow or prohibit the application of a
transformation to a certain state. We have deliberately delayed this discussion until schema generation
was introduced. Now, we are ready to present a formal framework for the applicability of these transitions
in the rest of this subsection.
Swap.

Swapping raises quite a few issues in our setting. One would normally anticipate that

swapping is already covered by traditional query optimization techniques. Still, this is not true: on the
contrary, we have observed that the swapping of activities deviates from the equivalent problem of
‘pushing operators downwards’, as we normally do in the execution plan of a relational query. The major
reason for this deviation is the presence of functions, which potentially change the semantics of attributes.
Relational algebra does not provide any support for functions; still, the ‘pushing’ of activities should be
allowed in some cases, whereas, in some others, it should be prevented.
Remember the two cases from the introductory example of Figure 6.1 and 6.2. It is not allowed to
push selection on Euros before their transformation and aggregation. On the contrary, it should be
permitted to push the aggregation on DATE before a function transforming the DATE from American to
European format.
Formally, we allow the swapping of two activities a1 and a2 if the following conditions hold:
1. a1 and a2 are adjacent in the graph (without loss of generality assume that a1 is a provider for a2)
2. both a1 and a2 have a single input and output schemata and their output schema has exactly one
consumer
3. the functionality schema of a1 and a2 is a subset of their input schema (both before and after the
swapping)
4. the input schemata of a1 and a2 are subsets of their providers, again both before and after the
swapping
Conditions (1) and (2) are simply measures to eliminate the complexity of the search space and the
name generation. The other two conditions though, cover two possible problems. The first problem is
covered by condition (3). Observe Figure 6.7, where activity $2€ transforms Dollars to Euros and has an
input attribute named dollar_cost, a functionality schema that contains dollar_cost and an output
attribute named euro_cost. Activity σ(€), at the same time, is specifically containing attribute euro_cost
in its functionality schema (e.g., it selects all costs with no negative value). When a swapping has to be
performed and activity σ(€) is put in advance of activity $2€, the swapping will be rejected. Schema
Generation algorithm assigns attribute names from the sources towards the targets: then, the attributes of
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activity σ(€) will be named as dollar_cost and therefore, the functionality attribute euro_cost will not be
in the input schema of the activity.

Figure 6.7. Necessity for swap-condition (3)
The guard of condition (3) can be easily compromised if the designer uses the same name for the
attributes of the functionality schemata of activities $2€ and σ(€). For example, if instead of dollar_cost
and euro_cost, the designer used the name cost, then condition (3) would not fire. To handle this problem,
we exploit the usage of the naming principle described in subsection 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.8. Necessity for swap-condition (4)
The second problem, confronted by condition (4) is simpler. Assume that activity a2 is a πout
(projected-out) activity, rejecting an attribute at its output schema (Figure 6.8(a,b)). Then, swapping will
produce an error, since after the swapping takes place, the rejected attribute in the input schema of
activity a1 (now a consumer of a2) will not have a provider attribute in the output schema of a1.
Clearly, we tackle this problem with the automatic schema generation that is described in subsection
6.3.2. Figure 6.8 presents all the steps of this transition (concerning attribute 2): (a) the initial state; (b)
the activities after swapping; and (c) the final state, after the application of the Schema Generation
algorithm.
Factorize. We factorize two activities a1 and a2, if we replace them by a new activity a that does the
same job to their combined flow. Formally, the conditions governing factorization are as follows:
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a1 and a2 have the same operation in terms of algebraic expression; the only thing that differs is their

1.

input (and output) schemata
2.

a1 and a2 have a common consumer, say ab, which is a binary operation (e.g., union, difference, etc.)

Obviously, a1 and a2 are removed from the graph and replaced by a new activity a, following ab. In
other words, each edge (x,a1) and (x,a2) becomes (x,ab) for any node x, edges (a1,ab) and (a2,ab)
are removed, the nodes a1 and a2 are removed, a node a is added, the edge (ab,a) is added and any edge
(ab,y) is replaced by (a,y) for any node y.

Distribute. The distribution is governed by similar laws as the factorization. An activity a can be
cloned in two paths and two activities a1 and a2 will be produced, one in each path, if:
1.

a binary activity ab is the provider of a and two clones, activities a1 and a2 are generated for each
path leading to ab

2.

a1 and a2 have the same operation in terms of algebraic expression with a

Naturally, a is removed from the graph. The node and edge manipulation are the inverse from the
ones of factorize.
Merge/Split. Merge does not impose any significant problems: the output schema of the new activity
is the output of the second activity and the input schema(ta) is the union of the input schemata of the
involved activities, minus the input schema of the second activity linked to the output of the first activity.
Split requires that the originating activity is a merged one, like, for example, a+b+c. In this case, the
activity is split in two activities as (i) a and (ii) b+c.
6.3.5 Correctness of the Introduced Transitions
In this section, we prove the correctness of the transitions we introduce. In other words, we prove that
whenever we apply a transition to a certain state of the problem, the derived state will produce exactly the
same data with the originating one, at the end of its execution.
There are more than one ways to establish the correctness of the introduced transitions. One
alternative would be to treat activities as white-box modules with semantics specified in a certain
language. In this case, one must employ a reasoning mechanism that checks the equivalence of the
semantics of the two workflows in terms of the employed language. Candidate language for this task
would include (a) formal specification languages, like Z or VDM or (b) database languages like SQL or
Datalog. Especially for the latter category, we have already provide results for the modeling of ETL
activities in LDL++ (see Chapter 4). Although feasible, both such approaches suffer from the main
drawbacks of formal specification (too much programming for little effort, lack of maintainability, etc.)
and the cost of performing the equivalence check for each transition.
Under these thoughts, we decided to pursue a black-box approach. In our setting, we annotate each
activity with a predicate, set to true whenever the activity successfully completes its execution (i.e., it has
processed all incoming data and passed to the following activity or recordset). Otherwise, the predicate is
set to false. The predicate consists of a predicate name and a set of variables. We assume fixed semantics
for each such predicate name. In other words, given a predicate $2€(COST) we implicitly know that the
outgoing data fulfill a constraint that the involved variable (attribute COST) is transformed to Euros.
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Once a workflow has executed correctly, all the activities’ predicates are set to true. Within this
framework, it is easy to check whether two workflows are equivalent: (a) they must produce data under
the same schema and (b) they must produce exactly the same records (i.e., the same predicates are true) at
the end of their execution.
The semantics of this predicate post-condition is that the predicate is set to true once the activity has
successfully completed. Otherwise, the predicate is false. In other words, as data flow from the sources
towards the DW and pass through the activities, they set the post-condition to true. Observe Figure 6.9.
Assume that the packets in positions (1) and (2) are the two last packets that are processed by activities a
and b. In position (1), the post-condition conda says that data fulfill the properties described by conda.
As data are forwarded more, once activity b is completed both conda and condb hold for the propagated
data.

Figure 6.9. Data ‘packets’ as processed by a sequence of activities.
An obvious consideration involves the interpretation of the predicate in terms of the semantics it
carries. Assume the function $2€ of Figure 6.10 that is characterized by the post-condition $2€(COST).
One would obviously wonder, why is it clear that we all agree to interpret the semantics of $2€ as the
conversion of Dollars costs to Euros over the parameter variable (here, COST)? To tackle this problem, we
build upon the work of presented in Chapter 4, where template definitions are introduced for all the
common categories of ETL transformations. In this case, every template has a ‘signature’ (i.e., a
parameter schema) and a set of well-defined semantics in LDL. For example, $2€(#vrbl1) is the
definition of the post-condition for $2€ function at the template level. In Figure 6.10 this is instantiated as
$2€(COST), where COST materializes the #vrbl1. The scheme is extensible since, for any other, new

activity, that the designer wishes to introduce, explicit LDL semantics can be also given. For our case, it
is sufficient to employ the signature of the activity in a black box approach, both for template-based or
individual activities.

Figure 6.10. Example of post-condition for an activity representing the function $2€
A second consideration would involve the commonly agreed upon semantics of variables. We tackle
this problem by introducing the common scenario terminology Ωn, and the naming principle of subsection
6.3.1.
Next, we give the formal definitions of the activity and workflow post-conditions.
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Activity Predicate. Each activity or recordset is characterized by a logical post-condition, which we
call activity predicate or activity post-condition, having as variables: (a) the attributes of the functionality
schema in the case of activities or (b) the attributes of the recordset schema, in the case of recordsets.
For each node n∈V of a workflow S = G(V,E) there is a predicate p that acts as post-condition condn
for node n.
p ≡ condn(#vrbl1, …, #vrblk, #vrblk+1,…,#vrblN)

Since n∈V=A∪RS, we discern three usual cases for node n.
1.

n is a unary activity: the attributes of the functionality schema of the activity acting as the

variables of the predicate
{#vrbl1, …, #vrblN} = n.fun

2.

n is a binary activity: the attributes of the functionality schemata of both activities acting as the

variables of the predicate
{#vrbl1, …, #vrblk} = n.in1.fun
{#vrblk+1, …, #vrblN} = n.in2.fun

3.

n is a recordset: the attributes of the recordset acting as the variables of the predicate.

Once all activities of a workflow are computed, there is a set of post-conditions which are set to true.
Therefore, we can obtain an expression describing what properties are held by the data processed by the
workflows, once the workflow is completed.
Workflow post-condition. Each workflow is also characterized by a workflow post-condition, CondS,
which is a Boolean expression formulated as a conjunction of the post-conditions of the workflow
activities, arranged in the order of their execution (as provided by a topological sort).
For example, in the workflow of Figure 6.1, the workflow post-condition CondS is given by the
following formula:
CondS =

PARTS1(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,COST) ∧
PARTS2(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,DEPT,COST) ∧ NN(COST) ∧ $2€(COST) ∧
A2E(DATE) ∧ γSUM(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,€COST) ∧ U() ∧ σ(€COST) ∧
DW(PKEY,SOURCE,DATE,€COST)

For another example, consider the workflow depicted in Figure 6.11. In this case, the workflow postcondition CondS is given by the following formula:
CondS = S1(PKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST) ∧ S2(SKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST) ∧
SK(PKEY,SOURCE,SKEY) ∧ NN(QTY) ∧ Diff(IN1.SKEY,IN2.SKEY) ∧
σ(COST) ∧ DW(SKEY,SOURCE,QTY,COST)
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Figure 6.11. Exemplary workflow and workflow post-conditions
The functionality schema of Diff activity comprises of the primary key attributes of its two provider
activities. In this example, the primary key of SK is SK.SKEY and of NN is NN.SKEY, so the functionality
schema of Diff contains the attributes of the input schemata of Diff that are mapped to SK.SKEY and
NN.SKEY, i.e., Diff.IN1.SKEY and Diff.IN2.SKEY respectively. A notation issue is that attribute

names are typically prefixed by their schema; i.e., they should ideally be characterized as:
Diff.IN1.SKEY. In the sequel, for ease of presentation we avoid as many of the prefixes as we can,

whenever this is possible.
Now, we are ready to define when two workflows (states) are equivalent. Intuitively, this happens
when (a) the schema of the data propagated to each target recordset is identical and (b) the postconditions of the two workflows are equivalent.
Equivalent workflows. Two workflows (i.e., states) S1 and S2 are equivalent when:
(a) the schema of the data propagated to each target recordset is identical
(b) CondS1 ≡ CondS2
Finally, we express the following theorems which guarantee that the state transitions that we have
defined are correct, in the sense that they produce equivalent workflows (i.e., states).
In the following theorem, we assume a set of affected activities GA; for each transition type, we will
define the set GA precisely.
Theorem 6.1. Let a state S be a graph G=(V,E), where all activities have exactly one output and one
consumer for each output schema. Let also a transition T derive a new state S’, i.e., a new graph
G’=(V’,E’), affecting a set of activities GA ⊂ V∪V’. Then, the schemata for the activities of V-GA are

the same with the respective schemata of V’-GA.
Proof. We will prove the theorem for all five transitions.
(a)

SWA(a,b)

Let a sequence of unary activities k,a,b,l∈A. In this case, GA={a,b}. If the applicability
conditions of swap are met for the activities a, b, then the following hold.
Before SWA(a,b):
The input schema of activity l is equal to the output schema of activity b:
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l.in(before) = b.out
= b.in ∪ b.gen – b.pro
= a.out ∪ b.gen – b.pro
= a.in ∪ a.gen - a.pro ∪ b.gen – b.pro
= k.out ∪ a.gen – a.pro ∪ b.gen – b.pro

After SWA(a,b):
l.in(after)

= a.out
= a.in ∪ a.gen – a.pro
= b.out ∪ a.gen – a.pro
= b.in ∪ b.gen – b.pro ∪ a.gen – a.pro
= k.out ∪ b.gen – b.pro ∪ a.gen – a.pro

Obviously, l.in(before) - l.in(after) = ∅.
Recall that: ai.in = ai-1.out.
(b) FAC(d,c1,c2)
Assume the following situation depicted in Figure 6.12: two unary activities c1, c2 populate a
binary activity d and each one of them is populated by a unary activity: a and b, respectively.
Also, d populates a unary activity f. After the factorization, activities a and b populate the
binary activity d which in turn populates the new unary activity c1;2. Finally, c1;2 populates the
activity f. In this case, GA={d,c1,c2,c1;2}.

Figure 6.12. Factorization and distribution example
Before the transition, we have that:
d.in1 = c1.out = a.out ∪ c1.gen – c1.pro
d.in2 = c2.out = b.out ∪ c2.gen – c2.pro
f.in(before)

= d.out
= (a.out ∪ c1.gen – c1.pro) ∪
(b.out ∪ c2.gen – c2.pro) ∪ d.gen – d.pro

After the transition, we have that:
d.in1 = a.out
d.in2 = b.out
d.out = (a.out ∪ b.out) ∪ d.gen – d.pro
f.in(after) = c1;2.out
= a.out ∪ b.out ∪ d.gen – d.pro ∪ c1;2.gen – c1;2.pro

Then,
f.in(before) – f.in(after) = (c1.gen – c1.pro ∪ c2.gen – c2.pro) –
(c1;2.gen – c1;2.pro)

This practically means that we can guarantee the locality of the impact if c1+2.pro = (c1.pro
∪ c2.gen ∪ c2.pro) or c1+2.pro = (c1.pro ∪ c1.gen ∪ c2.pro)
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(c)

DIS(d,c1;2)

Similarly, we can guarantee the locality of the impact if f.in(before) – f.in(after) =
(c1.gen – c1.pro ∪ c2.gen – c2.pro) – (c1;2.gen – c1;2.pro) = ∅.

(d) MERGE and SPLIT
The proof is obvious.
Note that in the case of factorize and distribute, the introduced constraint makes sense, since c1 and c2
are clones of the same type and they generate similar attributes that the binary activity (typically union,
difference, join) will merge into one for the subsequent activities.
Now, we are ready to proceed to the following theorem which guarantees that the state transitions that
we have defined are correct, in the sense that they produce equivalent workflows.
Theorem 6.2. All transitions produce equivalent workflows.
Proof. For each transition we must show the validity of the conditions (a) and (b) of the definition
concerning equivalent workflows. Theorem 6.1 guarantees that the application of all transitions does not
affect the schema of the workflow activities. Thus, condition (a) is fulfilled for all transitions. Next, we
prove that condition (b) is fulfilled too, i.e., that if S2 = T(S1) holds then CondS1 = CondS2 holds too.
(a)

Swap transition
Without loss of generality, assume a part of a workflow involving two activities a and b depicted
in Figure 6.13. Before the application of SWA(a,b) the data fulfill the properties described by
the expression:
conda ∧ condb

After swapping the two activities, the post-condition is:
condb ∧ conda

Obviously, the post-conditions before and after the application of the SWA transitions are equal.

(b) After

(a) Before

Figure 6.13. Swap transition
(b) Factorize transition
The general case for the application of the factorization operator is depicted in Figure 6.14. In
this case, before the application of FAC(c,d_1,d_2) transition the post-condition at the end of
the group of involved activities is:
conda ∧ condb ∧ condc ∧ condd

After the application of FAC(c,d_1,d_2) the post-condition at the same point is:
conda ∧ condd_1 ∧ condb ∧ condd_2 ∧ condc

It suffices to show that condd_1 ∧ condd_2 ≡ condd, which is obvious since:
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(a) d_1, d_2 are homologous, i.e., identical, therefore:
condd_1 ≡ condd_2 ⇒ condd_1 ∧ condd_2 ≡ condd_1, and

(b) condd_1 ≡ condd by definition

(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 6.14. Factorize transition
(c)

Distribute transition
The proof for distribute transition is similar to the one for factorize transition. With respect to the
example of Figure 6.13, before the application of DIS(c,d)the post-condition the end of the
group of involved activities is:
conda ∧ condd_1 ∧ condb ∧ condd_2 ∧ condc

After the application of DIS(c,d) the post-condition at the same point is:
conda ∧ condb ∧ condc ∧ condd

Again, it suffices to show that condd_1 ∧ condd_2 ≡ condd, and this is true as we show before.
(d) Merge/Split transitions
The proof is obvious. Since merge and split are mechanisms to ‘package’ and ‘unpackage’
activities, they do not affect the post-conditions, i.e., the semantics, of the activities. For
example, the application of merge transition to two subsequent activities a and b results to the
production of a ‘new’ merged activity a+b. Then, the post-condition before MER(a+b,a,b)
after activity b is:
conda ∧ condb

After the merge the post-condition at the same point is:
( conda ∧ condb )

Note that the post condition of a merged activity a+b is not conda+b because merge does not
logically affect the semantics of the merged activities.
In the same sense, split does not affect the post-conditions of the involved activities too. Thus,
condition (b) is fulfilled for all five transitions.
The above conclude the discussion on naming conventions, on how states are generated, on the
conditions under which the various transitions are applied, and on the correctness of the introduced
transitions. Therefore, having presented the theoretical setup of the problem of ETL optimization, we
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move next to present the search algorithms that we propose for the problem of optimizing ETL
workflows.

6.4 State Space Search Based Algorithms
In this section, we present three algorithms towards the optimization of ETL processes. First, we use,
wherever it is possible, an exhaustive approach to construct the search space in its entirety and to find the
optimal ETL workflow. Next, we introduce a heuristic algorithm that reduces the search space, as such a
greedy version of it. Finally, we present our experimental results.
6.4.1 Preliminaries
In order to go on the technicalities of the search algorithms, we introduce the following concepts.
Local Groups. We introduce the notion of local group to denote a subset of the graph (state), the
elements of which form a linear path of unary activities. In the example of Figure 6.1, the local groups of
the state are {3}, {4,5,6} and {8}.
State Identification. During the application of the transitions, we need to be able to discern states
from one another, so that we avoid to generate (and compute the cost of) the same state more than once.
As already mentioned, a state is a directed graph. Moreover, it is characterized from extra constraints, as
(a) it has some source nodes (source recordsets); (b) some sinks (the ultimate DW tables or views); and
(c) it can be topologically ordered on the basis of the provider-consumer relationship, so that a unique
execution priority can be assigned to each activity. In order to automatically derive activity identifiers for
the full lifespan of the activities, we choose to assign each activity with its priority, as it stems from the
topological ordering of the workflow graph, as given in its initial form.
Based on the above observations it is easy to assign an identification scheme to each activity, such
that: (a) each linear path is denoted as a string where the activities of the path are delimited by points; (b)
concurrent paths are delimited by a double slash. We call the string that characterizes each state as the
signature of the state. Between concurrent paths, the signature of the state starts with the path including
the identifier with the lowest value.
Observe Figure 6.1, where we have tagged each element of the workflow with a unique identifier. The
signature of that state is ((1.3)//(2.4.5.6)).7.8.9. Each linear path is traced as dot delimited list of
identifiers included in parentheses. If we swap activities 4 and 5, then the signature becomes
((1.3)//(2.5.4.6)).7.8.9.

In Figure 6.15, we present the algorithm Get Signature (GSign) that we use to get the signature of a
state. As an input, GSign gets a state and a target node of the state. Starting from the target node, GSign
recursively adds the Id’s of all activities to the signature. If an activity is unary, then we just put “.”
and its Id to the signature, else, if the activity is binary, GSign takes into account that it has to follow two
separate paths.
For the cases where new activities are derived from existing ones, we use the following rules: (a) if
two existing activities a and b are merged to create a new one, then the new activity is denoted as a+b;
(b) if two existing activities a and b are factorized to create a new one, then the new activity is denoted as
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a;b; (c) if an activity is cloned in more that one paths, then each of its clones adopts the identifier of the

original activity followed by an underscore and a unique integer as a partial identifier (e.g., a_1, a_2),
and (d) if a ‘composite’ activity is split, we reuse the identifiers of its components (e.g., a+b or a;b can
be split to a and b respectively). Again, the lowest partial identifier is assigned to the path including the
activity identifier with the lowest value, and so on.
Algorithm Get Signature (GSign)
Input: A state S, i.e., a graph G=(V,E), a state S’ with edges in the reverse direction than the ones of S, and a

1.

node v that is a target node for the state S
2.

Output: The signature of the state S

3.

Begin

4.

Id

5.

signature = "." + ID + signature;

6.

if (outdeg(v)==2) {

find the Id of v;

7.

v1

next of v with the lowest value (Id);

8.

GSign(S,v1,s1);

9.

v2

10.

GSign(S,v2,s2);

11.

next of v with the highest value (Id);

signature="(("+s1+")//("+s2+"))"+signature;

12.

}

13.

else if (outdeg(v)==1) {

14.

v

15.

next of v;

GSign(S,v,signature);

16.

}

17.

signature = signature.replace_all("(.","(");

18. End.

Figure 6.15. Algorithm for state identification
For example, if we distribute activity 8 in Figure 6.1, then the concurrent linear paths end to activities
8_1 and 8_2, respectively; the signature of the state is then ((1.3.8_1)//(2.4.5.6.8_2)).7.9.

Observe how we assign the partial identifiers _1 and _2 to the individual paths. Moreover, if we merge
activities 4 and 5, then a merged activity 4+5 is interleaved between nodes 2 and 6 and the signature of the
state becomes ((1.3.8_1)//(2.4+5.6.8_2)).7.9.
Computation of the cost. Finally, note that the computation of the cost of each state in all algorithms
is realized in a semi-incremental way. That is, the variation of the cost from the state S to the state S’ can
be determined by computing only the cost of the path from the affected activities towards the target in the
new state and taking the difference between this cost and the respective cost in the previous state.
6.4.2 Exhaustive and Heuristic Algorithms
Exhaustive Search. In the exhaustive approach we generate all the possible states that can be generated
by applying all the applicable transitions to every state. In general, we formalize the state space as a
graph, where the nodes are states and the edges possible transitions from one state to another.
The Exhaustive Search algorithm (ES) employs a set of unvisited nodes, which remain to be explored
and a set of visited nodes that have already been explored. While there are still nodes to be explored, the
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algorithm picks an unvisited state and produces its children to be checked in the sequel. The search
space is obviously finite and it is straightforward that the algorithm generates all possible states and then
terminates. Afterwards, we search the visited states and we choose the one with the minimal cost as the
solution of our problem.
Figure 6.16 presents the exhaustive algorithm ES.
Algorithm Exhaustive Search (ES)
1.

Input: An initial state SO, i.e., a graph G =(V,E)

2.

Output: A state SMIN having the minimal cost

3.

Begin

4.

SMIN = SO ;

5.

unvisited

So;

6.

visited = ∅;

7.

for each S in unvisited {

8.

for each S’=T(S) {

9.

if ( (S’∉ unvisited) && (S’∉visited ) ) {

10.

SMIN = Min(Cost(S’),Cost(SMIN));

11.

S’ = SGen(S’);

12.

unvisited

13.

S’;

}

14.

}

15.

visited

16.

}

17.

return SMIN;

S;

18. End.

Figure 6.16. Algorithm Exhaustive Search (ES)
Heuristic Search. In order to avoid exploring the full state space, we employ a set of heuristics, based
on simple observations, common logic and on the definition of transitions.
Heuristic 1. The definition of FAC indicates that it is not necessary to try factorizing all the activities
of a state. Instead, a new state should be generated from an old one through a factorize transition (FAC)
that involves only homologous activities and the respective binary one.
Heuristic 2. The definition of DIS indicates that a new state should be generated from an old one
through a distribute transition (DIS) that involves only activities that could be distributed and the
respective binary one. Such activities are those that could be transferred in front of a binary activity.
Heuristic 3. According to the reasons of the introduction of merge transition, it should be used where
it is applicable, before the application of any other transition. This heuristic reduces the search space.
Heuristic 4. Finally, we use a simple ‘divide and conquer’ technique to simplify the problem. A state
is divided in local groups, thus, each time optimization techniques are applied in a part of, instead on the
whole, graph.
The input of the algorithm Heuristic Search (HS) is the initial workflow (state S0) and a list of merge
constraints that are used at the pre-processing stage.
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Figure 6.17 illustrates the heuristic algorithm HS. Next, we present the various phases of this
algorithm.

Algorithm Heuristic Search (HS)
1. Input: An initial state S0, i.e., a graph G =(V,E) and a list of merge constraints merg_cons
2. Output: A state SMIN having the minimal cost
3. Begin
4.

apply all MERs according to merg_cons;

5.

unvisited = ∅;

6.

visited = ∅;

7.

SMIN = S0;

8.

H

Find_Homologous_Activities(S0);

9.

D

Find_Distributable_Activities(S0);

10.

L

Find_Local_Groups(S0);

11.

for each gi in L {

12.

for each pair (ai,aj) in gi {

13.

SNEW

14.

if ( c(SNEW) < c(SMIN) ) { SMIN = SNEW; }

SWA(ai,aj);

15.

}}

16.

visited

17.

for each pair (ai,aj) in H {

18.

SMIN;

if ( ( ShiftFrw(ai,ab) ) and ( ShiftFrw(ai,ab) ) ) {

19.

SNEW

20.

if ( c(SNEW) < c(SMIN) ) { SMIN = SNEW; }

21.

FAC(ab,ai,aj);

visited

SNEW;

22.

}}

23.

unvisited = visited;

24.

for each Si in unvisited {

25.

for each au in D {
if ( ShiftBkw(au,ab) ) {

26.
27.

SNEW

28.

if ( c(SNEW) < c(SMIN) ) { SMIN = SNEW; }

29.

DIS(ab,au);

visited

SNEW;

30.

}}}

31.

for each Si in visited {

32.

L

33.

for each gi in L {

34.

Find_Local_Groups(Si);
for each pair (ai,aj) in gi {

35.

SNEW

SWA(ai,aj);

if ( c(SNEW) < c(SMIN) ) { SMIN = SNEW; }

36.
37.

}}}

38.

apply all SPLs according to spl_cons;

39.

return SMIN;

40. End.

Figure 6.17. Algorithm Heuristic Search (HS)
Pre-processing (Ln: 4-10). First, all the activities that the workflow constraints indicate, are merged.
Such constraints might be (a) the semantics of the individual activities, e.g., before the application of a
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surrogate key assignment, we must enrich the data with information about the respective source, and (b)
user-defined constraints, which capture the fact that a user may indicate that some activities should be
merged in order to reduce the search space. Also, HS finds all the homologous (H) and distributable (D)
activities of the initial state and then, it divides the initial state S0 in local groups (L) (having as borders
the binary activities, e.g., join, difference, intersection, etc. and/or the recordsets of the state).
Phase I (Ln: 11-15). In this phase, HS proceeds with all the possible swap transitions in each local
group. Every time that HS meets a state with better cost than the minimum cost that already exists, it
assigns it to SMIN. Note, that all local groups are part of the same state: S0; thus, the output of this phase is
a state with a global minimum cost (concerning only the swap transitions).
Phase II (Ln: 17-22). This phase checks for possible commutations between two adjacent local
groups. For each pair of homologous activities of S0, it tests if both activities can be pushed to be adjacent
to their next binary operator (function ShiftFrw()). Then, it applies factorization over the binary
operator and the pairs of that satisfy the aforementioned condition. HS adds every new state to the
visited list and keeps record of a state with a new minimum cost.

Phase III (Ln: 24-30). HS searches every new state of Phase II for activities that could be distributed
with binary operators (function ShiftBkw()). Obviously, it is not eligible to distribute again the
activities that we factorize in Phase II; hence, HS uses the distributable activities of the initial state (D).
Again, HS adds every new state to the visited list and keeps record of a state with a new minimum cost.
Phase IV (Ln: 31-37). Intuitively, in the previous two phases, HS produces every possible local group,
because in the lifetime of each local group there exist its original activities minus any activities that might
be distributed to other local groups union any activities that might be factorized from other groups. In the
forth phase, HS repeats Phase I in order to get all the possible states that could be produced with the
application of the swap (SWA) transition in all the nodes that a local group can have. Of course, if it is
necessary, HS updates SMIN.
After the completion of the above phases, HS applies split (SPL) transitions in order to split all the
activities that were merged during the pre-processing stage. The constraints for the SPL transition are
reciprocal to the MER transition constraints.
Finally, HS returns the state with the minimum cost.
After each transition has taken place, the input and output schemata of each activity are automatically
re-generated (as described in subsection 6.3.2).
As a final comment, we note that we assign to each state its unique signature; thus, the two lists
visited and unvisited do not allow the existence of duplicate states. Obviously, due to the finiteness

of the state space and the identification of states, the algorithm terminates.
HS-Greedy. One could argue that Phase I seems to overcharge HS, considering its repetition in Phase
IV. Experiments have shown that the existence of the first phase leads to a much better solution without
consuming too many resources. Also, a slight change in Phase I (and respectively in Phase IV) of HS
improves its performance. In particular, if, instead of swapping all pairs of activities for each local group,
HS swaps only those that lead to a state with less cost that the existing minimum, then HS becomes a

greedy algorithm: HS-Greedy (HS-G).
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6.4.3 Experimental Results
In order to validate our method, we implemented the proposed algorithms in C++ and experimented on
the variation of measures like time, volume of visited states, improvement of the solution, and quality of
the proposed workflow. We have used a simple cost model taking into consideration only the number of
processed rows based on simple formulae [TaVa91] and assigned selectivities for the involved activities.
As test cases, we have used 40 different ETL workflows categorized as small, medium, and large,
involving a range of 15 to 70 activities. All experiments were run on an AthlonXP machine running at
1.4GHz with 768Mb RAM.
As expected, in all cases, the ES algorithm was slower compared to the other two, and in most cases it
could not terminate due to the exponential size of the search space (Figure 6.18). As a threshold, in most
cases, we let ES run up to 40 hours. This is the reason for the peak and then the decrement of the search
space of ES algorithm depicted in Figure 6.18, because as the number of activities increases the search
space explored in a constant portion of time (40h) decreases.
Volum e of State Space

Number of Visited States

50000
40000
30000

ES
HS

20000

HS-G

10000
0
small

medium

large

Type of Scenario

Figure 6.18. Volume of the state space produced by each one of the three algorithms
Thus, we did not get the optimal solution for all the test cases, and consequently, for medium and
large cases we compare (quality of solution) the best solution of HS and HS-G to the best solution that ES
has produced when it stopped (Table 6.3 and Figure 6.19). The quality of an ETL workflow was rated as
follows:
quality ratio = (optimal cost / current cost) * 100%

Table 6.3. Quality of solution
ES
quality of
solution %
(avg)

HS
quality of
solution %
(avg)

HS-Greedy
quality of
solution %
(avg)

100

100

99

medium

-

99*

86*

large

-

98*

62*

workflow
category
small

*
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Quality of Solution (% avg)

Quality Ratio

100
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HS-G

60

40
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Type of Scenario

large

Figure 6.19. Quality of solution
Table 6.4 depicts the number of visited states for each algorithm, the execution time of the algorithm
(also depicted in Figures 6.20 and 6.21), and the percentage of improvement for each algorithm compared
with the cost of the initial state (also depicted in Figure 6.22).
Table 6.4. Number of visited states, improvement wrt initial state, and execution time
type of workflow

ES

HS

visited improve
states ment %
(avg)
(avg)

time
sec
(avg)

20

28410

78

67812

medium

40

*

45110

52

*

144000

large

70

34205*

45*

144000*

category
small

*

volume of
activities
(avg)

visited improve
states ment %
(avg)
(avg)

*

HS-Greedy
time
sec
(avg)

visited improve
states ment %
(avg)
(avg)

time
sec
(avg)

978

78

297

72

76

7

4929

74

703

538

62

87

14100

71

2105

1214

47

584

The algorithm did not terminate. The depicted values refer to the status of the ES when it stopped.

We note that for small workflows, HS provides the optimal solution according to ES. Also, although
both HS and HS-G provide solutions of approximately the same quality, HS-G was faster at least 86%
(average value was 92%). For medium ETL workflows, HS finds better solution than HS-G (in a range of
13-38%). On the other hand, HS-G is a lot faster than HS, while the solution that it provides could be
acceptable. In large test cases, HS proves that it has an advantage because it returns workflows with
improved cost over 70% of the cost of the initial state; while HS-G returns ‘unstable’ results in a low
average value of 47%.
The time needed for the execution of the algorithms is satisfactory compared to the time we will earn
from the execution of the optimized workflow, given that usual ETL workflows run into a whole night
time window. For example, the average worst case of the execution of HS for large scenarios is
approximately 35 minutes, while the gain from the execution of the proposed workflow outreaches a
percentage of 70%.
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Figure 6.20. Evolution of time for HS and HS-G algorithms
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Figure 6.21. Evolution of time for all three algorithms (in logarithmic scale)
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Figure 6.22. Improvement of solution for all three algorithms
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6.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have concentrated on the problem of optimizing ETL workflows. We have set up the
theoretical framework for the problem, by modeling the problem as a state space search problem, with
each state representing a particular design of the workflow as a graph. The nodes of the graph represent
activities and data stores and the edges capture the flow of data among the nodes. Since the problem is
modeled as a state space search problem, we have defined transitions from one state to another. We have
also made a thorough discussion on the issues of state generation, correctness and transition applicability.
Finally, we have presented search algorithms. First, we have described an exhaustive approach to
construct the search space in its entirety in order to find the optimal ETL workflow. Then, we introduce a
heuristic algorithm to reduce the search space that we explore and we change it to get its greedy version
that works satisfactory for small and medium sized ETL workflows. Experimental results on these
algorithms suggest that the benefits of our method can be significant. In general, the improvement of the
performance of the initial ETL workflow exceeds 70%.
Comparison with related work. So far, research has only partially dealt with the problem of designing
and managing ETL workflows. Typically, research approaches concern (a) the optimization of standalone problems (e.g., the problem of duplicate detection [RaDo00]) in an isolated setting and (b)
problems mostly related to web data (e.g., [GFSS00]). Besides, the two research prototypes presented in
Chapter 2: (a) AJAX [GFSS00], and (b) Potter’s Wheel [RaHe00, RaHe01], although they present
optimization techniques tailored only for data cleaning applications [Galh01] or the CPU usage for certain
classes of operators [RaHe00, RaHe01], in fact they do not provide any optimization method for the
whole process.
Moreover, techniques used in the area of stream management [ACÇ+03, BaWi01, LoGe03], which
construct and optimize plans on-the-fly, come the closest that we know of to the optimization style that
we discuss in the context of ETL. However, stream management techniques are not directly applicable to
typical ETL problems (a) due to the fact that real time replication (necessary for the application of stream
management techniques) is not always applicable to legacy systems and (b) pure relational querying, as
studied in the field of stream management is not sufficient for ETL purposes. Nevertheless, for the
moment, research in stream management does not provide an optimal solution to the optimization of the
processes, basically due to the requirement for on-the-fly computation of results [BaWi01, LoGe03]. For
example, the reference [ACÇ+03] verifies that they cannot produce a globally optimal plan; although they
do apply local optimization in an ad-hoc manner.
At the same time, leading commercial tools [Asce03, IBM03, Info03, Micr03, Orac03] allow the
developer to design ETL workflows through GUI’s and other facilities, but they do not support his/her
task with any optimization technique/tool. Therefore, the design process deals with this issue in an ad-hoc
manner. The designed workflows are propagated to the DBMS for execution; thus, the DBMS undertakes
the task of optimization.
Therefore, to our knowledge, there is no systematic treatment of the problem, as far as the problem of
the design of an optimal ETL workflow is concerned.
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Another technical part of our work concerns the derivation of the schemata of the involved activities.
Quite a long line of research has dealt with the problem in its general context [AlBe01, MiIR94,
VeMP03]; nevertheless, we need a fully automated solution for our particular centralized user-controlled
setting, therefore we devised our own solution to the problem.
Consequently, in this chapter we accent the significance of the optimization of ETL processes and we
present a novel approach to tackle this problem. Also, we have shown that they cannot be handled by
expressing all ETL operations in terms of relational algebra and then optimize the resulting expression as
usual. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the traditional logic-based algebraic query optimization
can be blocked, basically due to the existence of data manipulation functions. Of course wherever it is
eligible, we try to use traditional query optimization techniques, e.g., to push selections all the way to the
sources, in order to avoid processing unnecessary rows.
Generality of the results. Moreover, an interesting thought is that our optimization approach can be
applied to more general workflows (not just ETL). As already mentioned, to the best of our knowledge,
typical research efforts in the context of workflow management are concerned with the management of
the control flow in a workflow environment. This is clearly due to the complexity of the problem and its
practical application to semi-automated, decision-based, interactive workflows where user choices play a
crucial role. Therefore, our proposal for a structured management of the data flow, concerning both the
interfaces and the internals of activities appears to be complementary to existing approaches for the case
of workflows that need to access structured data in some kind of data store, or to exchange structured data
between activities. It is possibly however, that due to the complexity of the workflow, a more general
approach should be followed, where activities have multiple inputs and outputs, covering all the cases of
different interactions due to the control flow. We anticipate that a general model for business workflows
will employ activities with inputs and outputs, internal processing, and communication with files and
other activities (along with all the necessary information on control flow, resource management, etc). In
this setting, an exciting topic of research is to identify under which conditions and with what kind of
modeling principles the methodology presented can be applied to workflow optimization in general.
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This chapter describes ARKTOS II, a prototype ETL tool that we have developed. In Section 7.1, we
discuss the general architecture of ARKTOS II that comprises three main modules: a conceptual GUI, a
logical GUI, and an optimizer. In Section 7.2, we present the conceptual GUI. In Section 7.3, we present
the logical GUI. In Section 7.4, we describe the optimizer. Finally, in Section 7.5, we conclude our
results.

7.1 Introduction
ARKTOS II is a prototype ETL tool developed in the Knowledge and Database Systems Laboratory
(KDBSL) of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA). ARKTOS II implements the conceptual
and logical models presented in Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. Also, it is enriched by an optimizer which
is based on the optimization method presented in Chapter 6. These three main parts of ARKTOS II are
communicating with each other through a metadata repository and interchange information via files.

REPOSITORY
DB

ARKTOS
II

DATA
WAREHOUSE

DB

Figure 7.1. General architecture
Architecture. The general architecture of the prototype is depicted in Figure 7.1. ARKTOS II
communicate with different kinds of relational sources such database tables or files. The designer chooses
the appropriate sources, builds the ETL scenario either in the conceptual or in the logical level,
propagates it to the optimizer, and finally gets an optimized version of the initial design. All this
procedure is realized with the usage of the metadata repository that connects the individual parts of the
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tool. However, so far, ARKTOS II has not an execution engine; for the moment, it is a design tool with the
goal of facilitating the design, the (re-)use, and the optimization of ETL workflows.
In Figure 7.2 we depict the interior of ARKTOS II. It comprises two parts: the main modules and the
repository. The repository of ARKTOS II consists of the metadata repository that is used for storing all the
metadata registered for each scenario, and the template library that contains the code for each built-in or
user-defined template registered in the tool. The main modules of ARKTOS II are (a) a conceptual GUI,
(b) a logical GUI, and (c) an optimizer. The conceptual GUI is used for the conceptual design of an ETL
process. The deliverable of this stage can be stored either in the metadata repository or in an external file.
In both cases, a conceptual-to-logical parser creates and stores in a file the information needed for the
transition from conceptual to logical model. The logical GUI is used for the logical design of ETL
processes. The designer can create a logical design from scratch or he/she can import a conceptual design
that probably will need completion. The logical design can be stored in the metadata repository for future
use. The deliverable of this stage can be further propagated to the optimizer that optimizes the design and
returns it back to the logical GUI. In all this process, both the logical GUI and the optimizer communicate
with the template library in order to get the appropriate code for each activity involved in the overall
process.

Metadata
Repository

Templates
Library

Repository
ARKTOS II
Conceptual
GUI

Logical
GUI

Optimizer

Main
Modules

DB

DB

DATA
WAREHOUSE

External
Databases

Figure 7.2 The interior of ARKTOS II
After presenting the general architecture of ARKTOS II, we proceed to present each one of the
aforementioned modules.

7.2 Conceptual GUI
In the context of the framework presented in Chapter 3, we have implemented a graphical design tool, the
conceptual GUI of ARKTOS II, with the goal of facilitating the design of ETL scenarios, based on our
model. In order to design a scenario, the user defines the source and target concepts, the participating
transformations, the appropriate ETL constraints and notes, along with the other constituents of the
conceptual model presented in Chapter 3. These tasks are greatly assisted by (a) a friendly GUI and (b) by
a set of reusability templates.
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The construction of a scenario is realized in the same manner as the methodology presented in Section
3.4 proposes. First the user identifies the data stores involved in the ETL process. Then, the appropriate
concepts are added in the design. Next, the attribute mapping between providers and consumers is
realized and the design is enriched with the suitable transformations. Finally, the user annotates the
diagram with runtime constraints. Figure 7.3 depicts the toolbox of the conceptual GUI that contains all
the constituents of the conceptual model.

Figure 7.3. The toolbox of the conceptual GUI
All the details defining a transformation can be captured through forms and/or simple point and click
operations. More specifically, the user may explore the concepts and the transformations already defined
in the scenario, along with their schemata (input and output). Attributes belonging to an output schema of
a transformation or a concept can be sent in the input schema of a subsequent transformation or concept,
in order to create the right conceptual design.
In a similar design manner, one can also set the properties of a transformation. The user specifies
which the type of the transformation is. The transformation types are stored in the template library and
they are the same for both the conceptual and logical GUI’s. However, the interface for creating new
transformation types can be found in the logical GUI. Thus, if the user desires to add a new
transformation type in a conceptual design, then he/she is able to register it; but in this case, the respective
transformation will be characterized by an ‘unknown-type’ flag. Still, the details of this transformation
type should be determined in the logical GUI. By default, the name of the transformation is similar with
the name of its type, but of course this can be changed. Also, the user is able to fill the expression(s) of a
transformation, along with any comments he/she wishes to add. As we have already discussed in Chapter
3, the type, the expression(s), and the comments of a transformation are presented in a note that is tagged
with this specific transformation. In our GUI the existence of one note per transformation is obligatory,
but according to our model, this note is not required to contain any information; that’s why the tool
allows the hiding of notes in the design. Apart from its aforementioned usage, a note can be separately
added in any position of the conceptual design is required.
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Figure 7.4. The definition of a conceptual transformation
Obviously, after the creation of a transformation and its connection with the attributes of a source and
a target concept, the respective provider relationships are automatically created. Moreover, the user is
able to choose among other transformations already registered in the scenario in order to fill in the input
and/or output schemata of a specific transformation; in that way the serial composition is eligible.
Figure 7.4 depicts the form for the definition of the properties of the transformation f3 of Example 1
(see Figure 3.1), while Figure 7.5 shows the design canvas of the conceptual GUI, where a part of the
Example 1 is depicted.

Figure 7.5. The conceptual design of a part of Example 1 in ARKTOS II
We have implemented the conceptual GUI with MS Visual Basic .Net (Framework 1.1). The
repository is on top of Oracle 8.1.7, but the tool is capable of connecting to several other RDBMS as well.
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7.3 Logical GUI
We have implemented a graphical design tool, the logical GUI of ARKTOS II, with the goal of facilitating
the design of ETL scenarios, based on the framework presented in Chapter 4. In order to design a
scenario, the user defines the source and target data stores, the participating activities and the flow of the
data in the scenario. These tasks are greatly assisted (a) by a friendly GUI and (b) by a set of reusability
templates.

Figure 7.6. The logical design of Example 2 (Figure 4.3) in ARKTOS II
All the details defining an activity can be captured through forms and/or simple point and click
operations. More specifically, the user may explore the data stores and the activities already defined in the
scenario, along with their schemata (input, output, and parameter). Attributes belonging to an output
schema of an activity or a recordset can be ‘drag’n’dropped’ in the input schema of a subsequent activity
or recordset, in order to create the equivalent data flow in the scenario. In a similar design manner, one
can also set the parameters of an activity. By default the output schema of the activity is instantiated as a
copy of the input schema. Then, the user has the ability to modify this setting according to his demands,
e.g., by deleting or renaming the proper attributes. The rejection schema of an activity is considered to be
a copy of the input schema of the respective activity and the user may determine its physical location,
e.g., the physical location of a log file that maintains the rejected rows of the specified activity. Apart
from these features, the user can (a) draw the desirable attributes or parameters, (b) define their name and
data type, (c) connect them to their schemata, (d) create provider and regulator relationships between
them, and (e) draw the proper edges from one node of the architecture graph to another. The system
assures the consistency of a scenario, by allowing the user to draw only relationships respecting the
restrictions imposed from the model. As far as the provider and instance-of relationships are concerned,
they are calculated automatically and their display can be turned on or off from an application’s menu.
Moreover, the system allows the designer to define activities through a form-based interface, instead of
defining them through the point-and-click interface. Naturally, the form automatically provides lists with
the available recordsets, their attributes, etc. Figure 7.6 shows the design canvas of our GUI, where the
Example 2 (see Figure 4.3) is depicted, while Figure 7.7 depicts the form for the definition of the
properties of the activity SK1 of Example 2.
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Figure 7.7. Definition of activity SK1 of Example 2 (Figure 4.3)
ARKTOS II offers zoom-in/zoom-out capabilities, a particularly useful feature in the construction of the
data flow of the scenario through inter-attribute ‘provider’ mappings. The designer can deal with a
scenario in two levels of granularity: (a) at the entity or zoom-out level, where only the participating
recordsets and activities are visible and their provider relationships are abstracted as edges between the
respective entities, or (b) at the attribute or zoom-in level, where the user can see and manipulate the
constituent parts of an activity, along with their respective providers at the attribute level. In Figure 7.8,
we show a part of the Example 2 (Figure 4.3). Observe (a) how part-of relationships are expanded to link
attributes to their corresponding entities; (b) how provider relationships link attributes to each other (c)
how regulator relationships populate activity parameters and (d) how instance-of relationships relate
attributes to their respective data types that are depicted at the lower right part of the figure.

Figure 7.8. A detailed zoom-in view of a part of Example 2 (Figure 4.3)
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In ARKTOS II, the customization principle is supported by the reusability templates. The notion of
template is in the heart of ARKTOS II. There are templates for practically every aspect of the model: data
types, functions and activities. Templates are extensible; thus, providing the user with the possibility of
customizing the environment according to his/her own needs. Especially for activities, which form the
core of our model, a specific menu with a set of frequently used ETL activities is provided. The system
has a built-in mechanism responsible for the instantiation of the LDL templates, supported by a graphical
form (Figure 7.9) that helps the user define the variables of the template by selecting their values among
the appropriate scenario’s objects.

Figure 7.9. The graphical form for the definition of the activity SK1
Another distinctive feature of ARKTOS II is the computation of the scenario’s design quality by
employing a set of metrics that are presented in subsection 4.5.2, either for the whole scenario or for each
activity of it. An example based on the Example 2 is depicted in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10. Metrics for the scenario of Example 2 (Figure 4.3)
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The scenarios are stored in ARKTOS II repository (implemented in a relational DBMS); the system
allows the user to store, retrieve and reuse existing scenarios. All the metadata of the system involving the
scenario configuration, the employed templates and their constituents are stored in the repository. The
choice of a relational DBMS for our metadata repository allows its efficient querying as well as the
smooth integration with external systems and/or future extensions of ARKTOS II. The connectivity to
source and target data stores is achieved through ODBC connections and the tool offers an automatic
reverse engineering of their schemata.
We have implemented the logical GUI of ARKTOS II with Oracle 8.1.7 as basis for the repository and
Ms Visual Basic (Release 6) for developing the GUI.

7.4 Optimizer
In the context of the optimization method presented in Chapter 6, we have implemented the optimizer of
ARKTOS II. In order to optimize an ETL workflow the user propagates the respective logical design to the
optimizer. Then, he/she should choose an optimization algorithm: exhaustive, greedy or heuristic search.
We note that the input/output files of the optimizer contain information only about the execution order of
activities. Thus, in order to prepare the script with the LDL description of the ETL workflow, the user
should load the optimized scenario back to the logical GUI.
The optimizer recognizes input/output files of a certain format. These files contain information about
the nodes and the edges of the graph. Recall from Chapter 6 that an ETL workflow is a graph; its nodes
are recordsets and activities, and its edges are the provider relationships that connect the aforementioned
nodes. In Table 7.1 we present an example of an input file that describes the Example 2 (see Figure 4.3).
The first row of the file (first row of Table 7.1) indicates the total number of nodes and edges of the
specific ETL workflow. After this row, the nodes of the graph are defined. The format of a node
definition is as follows:
<type of node>;<name>;{in1//in2};{out};{fun};{gen};{pro};<id>;
<selectivity>;<#rows>;<type of template>

The first part declares the type of the node; i.e., recordset (RS) or activity (A). Next, we declare the
schemata of this node: (a) input, if the node is a binary activity, then it has two input schemata separated
by ‘//’; (b) output, (c) functionality, (d) generated, and (e) projected-out. The attributes in each schema
are separated by a ‘,’ and they are included inside ‘{ }’. Then, the execution priority of each node as it is
in the input (initial) graph follows. The selectivity, the number of rows (in the case of source recordsets),
and the name of the template are next.
In the sequel, we define the edges of the graph. An edge has the format of:
<provider node>;<activity node>

Finally, we add an extra (meta-)information concerning the definition of the binary activities. From
the definitions of edges we can educe the two providers of a binary activity. Also, in the definition of a
binary activity there are two input schemata separated by a ‘//’. However, the mapping of the two
providers with the two input schemata is not clear. Thus, we use this (meta-)information to keep track of
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each flow: the order of the two input schemata is directly mapped to the order of the two providers into
the (meta-)information. Its format is as follows:
Meta;(<binary activity>,<first provider>,<second provider>)

#nodes;
#edges

Table 7.1. Optimizer: Input/Output File
9;8

RS;PS1new;{};{PKEY,QTY,COST};{};{};{};1;-1.0;500;file

Description of Nodes

RS;PS1old;{};{PKEY,QTY,COST};{};{};{};2;-1.0;1000;file
A;Diff1;{PKEY,QTY,COST//PKEY,QTY,COST};{PKEY,QTY,COST};{};{};{};3;0.5;0;DIFF
A;AddAttr1;{PKEY,QTY,COST};{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE};{};{DATE};{};4;1.0;0;ADD
A;NotNull1;{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE};{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE};{COST};{};{};5;0.9;0;NN
A;AddAttr2;{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE};{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE};{};{SOURCE};{};
6;1.0;0;ADD
RS;PS1;{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE};{};{};{};{};7;-1.0;0;db_table
A;SK1;{PKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE};{SKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE};{PKEY,SOURCE};
{SKEY};{PKEY};8;1.0;0;SK
RS;DW;{SKEY,QTY,COST,DATE,SOURCE};{};{};{};{};7;-1.0;0;db_table

Description of Edges

PS1new;Diff1
PS1old;Diff1
Diff1;AddAttr1
AddAttr1;NotNull1
NotNull1;AddAttr2
AddAttr2;PS1
PS1;SK1

Binary
Activities

SK1;DW

Meta;{Diff1,PS1new,PS1old}

After the optimizer has read an input file, it creates a graph structure based on the information of the
input file. In Figure 7.11 we show the first screen of the optimizer after the input of the file depicted in
Table 7.1. Observe the graph of Example 2. For example, the first row:
[0]<1> : [0]—(0)-->[2]

means that the node with internal code_id = [0] and execution priority <1> is connected with a node
having internal code_id = [2] (in the third row we can see that this is the node with execution priority
<3>); i.e., the recordset PS1new is connected with the activity Diff1. Also, a few statistics are listed,

along with the signature of the state:
((PS1new)//(PS1old)).Diff1.AddAttr1.NotNull1.AddAttr2.PS1.SK1.DW
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Figure 7.11. Initial menu-form of the optimizer
Next, we have to choose an optimization algorithm. Figure 7.12 depicts the result of the execution of
heuristic search algorithm for the certain ETL workflow. In Table 7.2 we list the results of this search
along with the results of the exhaustive search. Although this is a very simple example, and the search
space is quite small, the benefit we have with the application of our method is remarkable.
Table 7.2. Output results of the optimization of Example 2
Algorithm

Exhaustive

Heuristic

Initial Cost

501225

501225

Minimum Cost

407450

407450

States Processed

60

24

States Visited

60

12

Completion Time (sec)

2.953

0.281

We have implemented the optimizer of ARKTOS II in C++. Also, we have used the LEDA (Library of
Efficient Data types and Algorithms) library, version 4.1, mostly for the implementation of the graph
structure. LEDA is implemented by a C++ class library. It can be used with almost any C++ compiler
that supports templates. It contains a convenient data type graph: (a) it offers the standard iterations such
as ‘for all nodes v of a graph G do’ or ‘for all neighbors w of v do’; (b) it allows adding and deleting
vertices and edges; (c) it offers arrays and matrices indexed by nodes and edges; etc. LEDA used to be
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available via [LEDA00] and could be used freely for research and teaching. Nowadays, LEDA, version
4.4, requires a license and it can be accessed through [LEDA04].

Figure 7.12. Output of the algorithm Heuristic Search for the Example 2

7.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented ARKTOS II, a prototype ETL tool developed in the Knowledge and
Database Systems Laboratory (KDBSL) of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA).
ARKTOS II implements the conceptual and logical models presented in Chapter 3 and 4, respectively.
Also, it is enriched by an optimizer which is based on the optimization method presented in Chapter 6.
These three main modules of ARKTOS II are communicating with each other through a metadata
repository and interchange information via files.
I would like to thank two people that have helped in the implementation of ARKTOS II: the PhD
student Panos Georgantas (for his work on the development of the logical GUI and the template library),
and the undergraduate student Marios Finiketos (for his work on the development of the conceptual GUI).
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8.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have presented a framework towards the modeling of ETL processes and the
optimization of ETL workflows.
At first, we have proposed a novel conceptual model, with a particular focus on the conceptual part of
the definition of ETL processes. More specifically, we have dealt with the earliest stages of the data
warehouse design and we have presented a conceptual model useful for the beginning of a data
warehouse project, with a particular focus on (a) the interrelationships of attributes and concepts, and (b)
the transformations that need to take place during the loading of the warehouse. In this model,
transformations are employed as a generic term for the restructuring of schema and values or for the
selection and even transformation of data, and the attribute interrelationships are captured through
provider relationships that map data provider attributes at the sources to data consumers in the warehouse.
Also, the proposed model is able to capture constraints and transformation composition. Due to the nature
of the design process, the features of the conceptual model were presented in a set of design steps, which
lead to the basic target; i.e., the attribute interrelationships. These steps constitute the methodology for the
design of the conceptual part of the overall ETL process. The construction of the model was realized in a
customizable and extensible manner, so that the designer can enrich it by his own reoccurring patterns for
ETL activities.
Next, we have defined a formal logical metamodel as a logical abstraction of ETL processes. In this
model, data stores, activities and their constituent parts are formally defined. An activity is defined as an
entity with possibly more than one input schemata, an output schema and a parameter schema, so that the
activity is populated each time with proper parameter values. The flow of data from producers towards
their consumers is achieved through the usage of provider relationships that map the attributes of the
former to the respective attributes of the latter. A serializable combination of ETL activities, provider
relationships and data stores constitutes an ETL scenario. Also, we have shown how this model is reduced
to a graph, which is called the Architecture Graph. All the aforementioned entities are its nodes and four
different kinds of relationships (part-of, instance-of, regulator, and provider) are its edges. Moreover, we
have provided a reusability framework that complements the genericity of the metamodel. Practically, this
is achieved by a set of ‘built-in’ specializations of the entities of the Metamodel layer, specifically
tailored to the most frequent elements of ETL scenarios. This palette of template activities will be referred
to as Template layer and it is characterized by its extensibility; in fact, due to language considerations, we
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provide the details of the mechanism that instantiates templates to specific activities. Furthermore, we
have provided results on the exploitation of the Architecture Graph. First we have presented several graph
transformations (zoom-in, zoom-out, and major-flow) that reduce the complexity of the graph. Then, we
have measured the importance and vulnerability of the nodes of the graph through specific importance
metrics, namely dependence and responsibility. Dependence stands for the degree to which a node is
bound to other entities that provide it with data and responsibility measures the degree up to which other
nodes of the graph depend on the node under consideration.
Subsequently, we have described a semi-automatic transition from the conceptual to the logical model
for ETL processes. The constituents of the conceptual model are mapped to the constituents of the logical
model. Concepts and attributes are mapped to recordsets and attributes. Transformations and constraints
are mapped to activities. Notes are used for the determination and instantiation of the appropriate activity
template. Also, we have tackled two design problems: the case of attributes that are projected-out from
the data flow, and the convergence of two separate data flows to a common data store. The conceptual
model identifies the transformations needed in an ETL workflow, but it does not directly specify their
execution order. Thus, we have provided a method for the semi-automatic determination of a correct
execution order of the activities in the logical model, wherever this is feasible, by grouping the
transformations of the conceptual design into stages.
After that, we have delved into the optimization of ETL processes, in terms of logical transformations
of the workflow. To this end, we have devised a method based on the specifics of an ETL workflow that
can reduce its execution cost by changing either the total number or the execution order of the processes.
We have set up the theoretical framework for the problem, by modeling the problem as a state space
search problem, with each state representing a particular design of the workflow as a graph. The nodes of
the graph represent activities and data stores and the edges capture the flow of data among the nodes.
Since the problem is modeled as a state space search problem, we have defined transitions from one state
to another that extend the traditional query optimization techniques. We have proved the correctness of
the introduced transitions. We have also provided details on how states are generated and the conditions
under which transitions are allowed. Finally, we have presented three algorithms towards the optimization
of ETL processes: an exhaustive, a greedy, and a heuristic search algorithm. Moreover, we have
demonstrated the efficiency of the approach through a set of experimental results.
Finally, we have presented a prototype, named ARKTOS II, with the goal of facilitating the design of
ETL workflows, based on the proposed models. The general architecture of ARKTOS II comprises a GUI,
a template library, a metadata repository, and an optimizer engine. All these modules implement the
methods and techniques deployed throughout the dissertation. The GUI facilitates the design of ETL
workflows in the conceptual and in the logical level, through a workflow editor and a template palette.
The ETL library contains template code of built-in functions and maintains template code of user-defined
functions. These functions cover the whole ETL process; i.e., they are extraction, transformation and
loading routines. After its creation, the scenario is propagated to the optimizer in order to achieve a better
version with respect to the execution time. All the aforementioned components are communicating with
each other through the metadata repository and interchange information via files.
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Several research issues are still left open, on the grounds of our work.
A topic of significant importance involves the impact analysis of changes and failures in the workflow
environment that we describe. In the first case, the schema evolution of e.g., a table, affects a certain part
of the workflow, whereas in the latter, a failure during the execution, necessitates the
replay/compensation of part of the ETL workflow within a specific time window. The problem becomes
even more complex if one considers issues of reliability and recovery in the presence of failures or even
issues of software quality (e.g., resilience to changes in the underlying data stores). Similar results already
exist in the context of the materialized views maintenance [ChCR02, LiCR02].
In a different line of research one could also work towards providing a general model for the data flow
of data-centric business workflows, involving issues of transactions, alternative interfaces in the context
of control flow decisions and contingency scenarios.
Moreover, an interesting thought is that our approach can be applied to more general workflows (not
just ETL ones), e.g., workflows for grid services etc. As already mentioned, our proposal for a structured
management of the data flow, concerning both the interfaces and the internals of activities appears to be
complementary to existing approaches for the case of workflows that need to access structured data in
some kind of data store, or to exchange structured data between activities. It is possibly however, that due
to the complexity of the workflow, a more general approach should be followed, where activities have
multiple inputs and outputs, covering all the cases of different interactions due to the control flow. We
anticipate that a general model for business workflows will employ activities with inputs and outputs,
internal processing, and communication with files and other activities (along with all the necessary
information on control flow, resource management, etc). In this setting, an exciting topic of research is to
identify under which conditions and with what kind of modeling principles the methodology presented
can be applied to workflow optimization in general.
Clearly, an obvious topic of research involves the physical optimization of ETL workflows, i.e. to take
under account physical operators and access methods. Of course, the issue of providing optimal
algorithms for individual ETL tasks (e.g., duplicate detection, surrogate key assignment, or identification
of differentials) is also very interesting.
The logical optimization of more complex workflows is also of interest. Although in our examples in
Chapter 6, we have used simple workflows to update a data warehouse, one can use the same method for
more complex tasks. Consider the realistic case where we need to populate a target warehouse recordset
from a significant number of sources (see Figure 8.1). One can anticipate that the flows coming from the
different source(-s) will eventually contain some common tasks. Thus, the ETL designer should not be
concerned with the production of an integrated workflow; on the contrary, he/she should only need to
specify the different flows individually, in terms of data transformation and cleaning. At the same time, it
is possible, depending on the selectivities of the involved activities, that he/she can reduce the total cost
of the overall workflow execution by merging the common parts into a common subflow.
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Figure 8.1. Initial complex workflow: one source – multiple targets
For example, observing Figure 8.1, let’s assume that activities with identical names placed in different
flows are homologous activities. In order to identify common subflows, an idea is to push all homologous
activities as close as possible to the source recordset in all different flows. Clearly, this can be done easily
using the transition techniques presented in Chapter 6. In Figure 8.2, we represent a possible reduced
workflow using the aforementioned techniques and considering that some transitions are not allowed
(e.g., activities A2 and A3 can not be pushed before D1 and D2 in the flow involving recordsets RS1 and
T4). Moreover, we use several intermediate data stores, in order to highlight the common subflows.

Figure 8.2. Reduced complex workflow: one source – multiple targets
Naturally, the aforementioned thought can capture either the opposite case of the population of a
single target from multiple sources or the composite case of the population of multiple targets from
multiple sources as well.
Furthermore, an on-going activity is the coupling of ARKTOS II with state-of-the-art algorithms for
individual ETL tasks (e.g., duplicate removal, or surrogate key assignment) and with scheduling and
monitoring facilities. Future plans for ARKTOS II involve the extension of data sources to more
sophisticated data formats, outside the relational domain, like object-oriented or XML data.
The uttermost goal of our research was to facilitate, manage and optimize the design and
implementation of the ETL processes both during the initial design and deployment stage as well as
during the continuous evolution of the data warehouse. Beyond this effort, the research area of ETL is a
new growing area and several challenges and problems should be addressed before we can claim that the
ETL problem is resolved. To our opinion, there are several issues that are technologically open and
present interesting topics of research for the future in the field of data integration in data warehouse
environments.
This opinion is supported by the results of a recent workshop located at Dagstuhl in Germany in the
summer of 2004 [Dags04], where several researchers tried to articulate the most pressing issues for the
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next directions in data warehousing research. A research agenda describing opportunities and challenges
for promising new areas in data warehousing research was proposed that focuses on architecture,
processes, modeling and design, and novel applications. Out of these, the participants discuss the future
role of ETL in a threefold categorization: traditional ETL, stream ETL, and on-demand ETL. We adopt
this classification and for each one of these categories we present a list of several future directions.
Traditional ETL. Traditional ETL processes are responsible for the extraction of data from several
sources, their cleansing, customization and insertion into a data warehouse. These tasks are repeated on a
regular basis and in most cases, they are asynchronous.
As research challenges in this area, we mention the following issues:
−

A formal description of ETL processes with particular emphasis on an algebra (for optimization
purposes) and a formal declarative language.

−

The optimization of ETL processes in logical and physical level. A challenge will be either the
optimization of the whole ETL process or of any individual transformation. Parallel processing of
ETL processes is of particular importance.

−

The propagation of changes back to the sources. Potential quality problems observed at the enduser level can lead to clean data being propagated back to the sources, in order to avoid the
repetition of several tasks in future application of the ETL process. Clearly, this idea has already
been mentioned in the literature as ‘backflow of cleaned data’ [RaDo00], but the problem is not
solved yet.

−

The provision of standard-based metadata for ETL processes. There does not exist common model
for the metadata of ETL processes. CWM is not sufficient for this purpose and it is too
complicated for real-world applications.

−

The integration of ETL with XML adapters, EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) tools (e.g.,
MQ-Series), and data quality tools.

−

The extension of the ETL mechanisms for non-traditional data, like XML/HTML, spatial, and
biomedical data.

−

The treatment of security issues in ETL; source data and data in transit are security risks [Frie02a].

Stream ETL. Streams are sequences of data, continuously flowing from a data source with the
particular characteristic that, due to their volume, each tuple is available only for a limited time window
for querying. Stream examples would involve: stock rates extracted from the web, packets going through
a router, clickstreams from a web site, etc. Stream ETL is an ETL process involving the possible filtering,
value conversion and transformations of this incoming information in a relational format. Although,
streams cannot be stored, some patterns or snapshot aggregates of them can be stored for subsequent
querying.
As research challenges in this area, we mention the following isssues:
−

The necessity of maintaining data in the DW as much ‘online’ as we can, but without adding an
extra load to sources or DW.

−

The provision of correctness guarantees.

−

The necessity of cost models for the tuning of the incoming stream within specified time window.
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−

The audit of the incoming stream data for several constraints or business rules, also with respect to
stored data (e.g., primary key violations).

On-Demand ETL. An ETL process of this kind is executed sporadically, and it is manually initiated by
some user demand. The process is responsible for retrieving external data and loading them in the DW
after the appropriate transformations. For instance, consider the case that some users request data to be
brought in from the web. The administrator/programmer is assigned the task of constructing an ETL
process that extracts the dates from the specified sites, transforms them and ultimately stores them in
some (possibly novel) part of the warehouse. Any time the user needs this data, this on-demand ETL
process brings in the relevant information.
As research challenges in this area, we mention the following issues:
−

The need for appropriate operators, since this process is mostly focused towards web data.

−

The computation of minimum effort/time/resources for the construction of the process.

−

The provision of a framework easily adaptable to the changes of the external data.

−

The finding of efficient algorithms, due to the fact that this process is initiated by the user.
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10. Appendix

10.1 Template Activities
10.1.1 General Macros
DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA as
[i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$i$}
DEFINE OUTPUT_SCHEMA as
[i<arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_out)]{A_OUT_$i$}
DEFINE PARAMS as
[i<arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@PARAM)]{@PARAM[$i$]}
DEFINE DEFAULT_MAPPING as
[i<arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$,}
[i=arityOf( a_out )] {A_OUT_$i$= A_IN1_$i$}

10.1.2 Templates
Selection
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
expr(PARAMS),
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Domain Mismatch
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@FIELD >=@Xlow,
@FIELD <= @Xhigh,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Projection
DEFINE PROJECT_MAPPING as
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[i<arityOf(@PROJECTED_FIELDS)] {A_OUT_$i$= @PROJECTED_FIELDS[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@PROJECTED_FIELDS)] {A_OUT_$i$= @PROJECTED_FIELDS[$i$]}
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
PROJECT_MAPPING.

Function Application
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA,@OUTFIELD)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@FUNCTION (PARAMS, @FunOutFIELD ),
@OUTFIELD=@FunOutFIELD,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Surrogate Key Assignement
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA,@SKEY)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@LookUp( @CompKey,@CompSource,@SurKey ),
@SourceKey = @CompKey,
@Source = @CompSource,
@SKEY = @SurKey,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Add Attribute
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA,@OUTFIELD)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@OUTFIELD= @VALUE,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Aggregation
DEFINE ALL_GROUPERS AS
[i<arityOf(@GROUPERs)] {@GROUPERS[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@GROUPERS)]{@GROUPERS[$i$]}
a_out(ALL_GROUPERS, @AggrFunction<@Field>) <a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA).

Unique Value
DEFINE INPUT_AUX as
[i<arityOf(a_in1)]{A_IN1B_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1B_$i$}
DEFINE ATTRS as
[i<arityOf(a_in1)]{ATTR$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {ATTR$i$}
DEFINE ATTR_MAPPING as
[i<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$= ATTR$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in1)] {A_OUT_$i$= ATTR$i$}
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dublicates(ATTRS)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA)~=a_in1(INPUT_AUX),
A_IN1B_@FIELD_POS=A_IN1_@FIELD_POS,
ATTR_MAPPING.
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
~dublicates(INPUT_SCHEMA),
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Primary Key Violation
dublicates(ATTRS)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA)~=a_in1(INPUT_AUX),
A_IN1B_@FIELD_POS=A_IN1_@FIELD_POS,
ATTR_MAPPING.
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
~dublicates(INPUT_SCHEMA),
A_IN1_@FIELD_POS~=’null’,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Difference
DEFINE COMMON_MAPPING as
[i<arityOf(@COMMON_IN1)] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]= @COMMON_IN2[$i$],}
[i=arityOf(@COMMON_IN1)] {@COMMON_IN1[$i$]= @COMMON_IN2[$i$]}
DEFINE INPUT_SCHEMA2 as
[i<arityOf(a_in2)]{A_IN2_$i$,}
[i=arityOf(a_in2)] {A_IN2_$i$}
semijoin(INPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
a_in2(INPUT_SCHEMA2),
COMMON_MAPPING.
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
a_in2(INPUT_SCHEMA2),
~semijoin(INPUT_SCHEMA),
DEFAULT_MAPPING.

Foreign Key
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
a_in1(INPUT_SCHEMA),
@TARGET_TABLE([i<@TARGET_FIELD_POS]{_,}
[i=@TARGET_FIELD_POS]{@TARGET_FIELD}
[@TARGET_FIELD_POS<i<@TARGET_TABLE_ARITY+1]{,_}),
@TARGET_FIELD=@FIELD,
DEFAULT_MAPPING.
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Normalization
[i<arityOf(@REP_FIELDS)+1]{
a_out([j<arityOf(@COMMON_FIELDS)+1]{@COMMON_FIELDS[$j$],}CODE,VALUE) <a_in1([j<arityOf(a_in1)] {A_IN1_$j$,} [j=arityOf( a_in1 )] {A_IN1_$j$}),
@lookup_code(@FIELD_NAMES[$i$],CODE),
VALUE=@REP_FIELDS[$i$]
.
}

Denormalization
a_out(OUTPUT_SCHEMA)
[i<arityOf(@REP_FIELDS_NAME)]{
a_in1_([j<@COMMON_FIELDS_NUM] {a_in1_$j$,}, CODE$i$, VALUE$i$),
@lcode(@REP_FIELDS_NAME[$i$],CODE$i$),
@OUT_FIELD_NAME[$i$]=VALUE$i$,
}
[i=arityOf(@REP_FIELDS_NAME)]{
a_in1_([j<@COMMON_FIELDS_NUM] {a_in1_$j$,}, CODE$i$, VALUE$i$),
@lcode(@REP_FIELDS_NAME[$i$],CODE$i$),
@OUT_FIELD_NAME[$i$]=VALUE$i$
}
.
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